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INTRODUCTION 

Of the many possible approaches to a piece of 

literature, the most objective is that one which limits 

itself to a concern with form. Certainly, a work of art 

should stand or fall on its own merit, regardless of its 

author, regardless of the time and culture in which it is 

written, as do, for example, the works of both greater 

artists—Sophocles, or Dante, or Shakespeare—and lesser 

ones—Villon, Chekhov, Dickens. Strip their names from 

the texts, judge them, and there is little reason to doubt 

that v.'hen the final evaluation is in, proper acclaim will 

be forthcoming. Moreover, there v/ould be a generality of 

agreement that these works contain the element found in 

all great literature: that power which G. B. Harrison has 

termed "universality." Yet to appreciate any artistic 

creation only in and for its unique ability to create life 

like characters involved in lifelike situations is to deny 

the richer response stemraing from a realization of a par-

ticular author*s fine and delicate sensibility exhibited 

1 

G. B. Harrison, Six Plays of Shakespeare (New Yor 
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1949), ip. 1. 



toward the particular age in which his characters and 

situations flower. 

^Each age is, in effect, the sum of its past which 

continually irapinges on its present, molding and shaping 

it, giving it substance and color. No literature of merit 

has ever been created in a vacuum. We may read the great 

artists and appreciate their art, never troubling to dis-

cover anything about their culture. Yet this would be to 

appreciate only one facet of their genius.J On the other 

hand, to discover something about Sophocles* Athens or an 

Athenian*s viev; of the gods, or to discover that Dante 

was creating a new and viable literature in the midst of 

a theologically centered culture, or to discover that 

Shakespeare was interpreting his universal characters in 

the midst of a world v/hich v/as at once clinging to earlier 

medieval concepts and struggling v/ith the new huraanistic 

worldliness would enliance one's understanding and apprecis 

tion of those raen's art. 

For each nev/ generation a view, containing both 

the universal truths and the unique insights of any given 

generation, is apprehendable, but it is predominantly the 

artist v/ho takes the time to look. Often detached and 

objective in his approach, he observes, notes, and refleci 

upon everything that his limited organic sensory facultieî 



will adrait to him. To depict, however, only what one sees 

does not produce a great work of art; for the great artist 

does not merely reproduce^ with faithful detail, everyday 

events. In his enlarging and fleshing out of the common-

place, through a finely attuned sensibility, he, in effect 

recreates his culture;Jhe articulates the Zeitgeist of his 

time. 

As the present study will demonstrate, E. E. Cum-

^mings, for modern America, is in the tradition of those 

artists who are mirrors and arbiters of their age. Throug 

his poetry we see reflected the intensity of tensions and 

complexity peculiar to the twentieth century. By employ-

ing satire, parody, irony, and cynicism, he judges and 

consequently condemns the century of which he is a part. 



PART ONE: THE AGE OP ANXIETY 

Rise of the Age of Anxiety 

In 1960, Clarence A. Glasrud noted that "it grows 

ever more likely that the best label for our age will be 

W. H. Auden's perceptive phrase, 'The Age of Anxiety.'" 

Auden*s phrase furnishes the title for a long poem of his 

which is significantly subtitled A Baroque Eclo^e, and in 

which he brings together a group of war-torn, tension-rid-

den, morally indecisive people and allows their dialogue 
2 

to point up the dilemmas oi modem civilization. One 

decade later, it seems that Glasrud's observation is just 

as perceptive, for the cognoraen of "The Age of Anxiety" 

slips v/ith increasing frequency into conteraporary discus-

sions of the first half of the twentieth century."^ With 

1 
Clarence A. Glasrud, "Introduction," The A^e of 

Anxiety (Carabridge: The Riverside Press, 1960), p. vii. 

The kpie of Anxiety: A Baroque Eclogue (New York: 
Randora Kouse, 1947). 

For some typical examples see Jacques Barzun, God* 
Coimtry and Mine (Boston: Little, Brov̂ -n, 1954), p. 48; se.e 
also Karen Horney*s discussion of anxiety in The Neurotic 
Personality of Our Tirae (Nev/ York: Norton, 1937); also "In 
the Age of Anxiety," Tirae, LI (January 12, 1948), 49-50. 



our age thus appropriately named, the question naturall.y 

arises as to the sources of this anxiety with v/hich the 

century seems to be plagued. 

It should be remarked at this juncture that our 

age is not unique in being troubled by conflicts and ten-

sions. As regards "historical pessimism," Benedetto Croce 

has pointed out that "the shadow of pessimism covers from 

time to time the life of the individual and similarly the 

life of societies; and doubts, fears and despair over the 

4 ^ future are of all eras of history." It seems to us, never 

theless, that our age i_s unique in that never before has 

man had to endure conflicts, tensions, and skepticism in 

such extrerae intensity in so raany areas of huraan understand 

ing: spiritual, social, biological, and psychological. 

The Aigst coming from these conflicts seeras to have risen 

from forces spav.ned, ironically, at the birth of Christiani 

Karl Jaspers, in his provocative, serainal study of 

contemporary civilization, raakes the observation that 

in the V/est, as a sequel of the spread of Christi-
anity, skepticisra of another kind became possible. 
The idea of a transcendental creator, existing be-
fore, after, and epart from the v;orld he had 
fashioned out of Chaos, reduced that world to the 
level of a mere creature. . . . All that had been 
created v/as nov/ the object of human co^^nition, re-
thinking (as it v/ere) God's thoughts. Protestant 

Benedetto Croce, Politics and Morals (Nev/ York: 
The Philosophical Library, 194^), p. 200. 



Christianity took the mattcr very seriously. 
Thc natural sciences, with their rationalisa-
tion, matheraaticisation, and mechanisation of 
the world, were closely akin to this form of 
Christianity. The great scientific investigators 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were 
pious Christians. But when, finally, advancing 
doubt made £in end of God the Creator, there was 
left in being no more than the mechanical world-
system recognized by the natural sciences—a 
world-system which would never have been so 
crudely denuded of spirit but for its previous 
degradation to the status of a creature.5 

The emphasis in this statement resides in Jaspers' insis-

tence upon the importance of rationality in reducing the 

"world-system" to a'treature," and this insistence received 

its greatest impetus during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 

eighteenth centuries—climaxing in the eighteenth, which 

is appropriately naraed by raodcm intellcctual historians, 

in recognition of this fact, the Age of Reason. 

The Age of Reason, v/ith Bacon as the recognized 

principal figure, gave to us the raodern scientific mind 

and a cold, dispassionate, and—above all—rational, ap-

proach to the problems of man's relationship to himself 

and to his place in the universe. Before, man had assuraed 

that his pov/ers to know and understand v/ere limited more 

or less to the here and now; with the idealization of the 

human mind as an organ, or system, v/hose powers seemed to 

^Karl Jaspers, Man in the Modern Age [1931], tr. 
by Eden and Cedar Paul (London: George Koutledge & Sons, 
Ltd., 1933), pp. 19-20. 



"be unlimited, man began to conceive of himself as possess-

ing such powers of rationalism that he would at last be 

able to unlock the secrets of the universe. When one con-

siders the rapid advances, the multitude and profundity 

of new discoveries in science, the extravagance of man's 

optimism during the last half of the eighteenth century 

may well be understood. 

These discoveries, resulting from the increased 

application of reason and science, began to manifest them-

selves in sundry ways. The idea of man's individuality 

began to impress itself upon the times; and the great 

movements, illustrated by the colonial revolution in 

Araerica and its counterpart in France, v/ere symptomatic 

of a hemispheric change in thought with respect to the 

worth of coramon man. Health standards at the beginning 

of the nineteenth century, although almost primitive in 

comparison to today's, had begun to change for the better; 

and though advances in raedicine did not give to the lower 

classes the healthiest of all possible v/orlds, they at 

least provided some extension of longevity which, coupled 

with nev/ social forces and the impact of the industrial 

revolution, set the stage for one of the phenoraena which 

were to give shape to our age: the rise of raass man. 

Writing in the 1930's, Jose Ortega y Gasset saw 

this phenomenon as a contributing factor to tv/entieth 
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century tension. His thesis, based upon modem man*s ig-

norance of past tradition, states that 

the very perfection with which the nineteenth 
century gave an organization to certain orders 
of existence has caused the masses benefited 
thereby to consider it, not as organized, but 
as a natural system. Thus is explained and de-
fined the absurd state of mind revealed by 
these masses; they are only concerned with their 
own well being, and at the same time they remain 
alien to the cause of that well being. 

Bricfly, Ortega sees such vast multitudes, "dumped" onto 

the scene in the nineteenth century, as the cause of what 

he calls "the well-knov/n psychology of the spoilt child." 

With such a multitude of spoiled children, concerned only 

with day to day solutions of ever-grov/ing problems, Ortega 

points out, "in the disturbances caused by scarcity of 

food, the raob goes in search of bread, and the means it 
rr 

employs is generally to wreck the bakeries." 

Ortega is cited by Daniel Bell, along with Karl 

Mannheim, Karl Jaspers, Paul Tillich, Gabriel Marcel, and 

Emil Lederer, as one of the greatest contributors to the 

concept of raass raan. "The sense of radical dehuraanization 

of life v;hich has accompanied events of the past several 

decades," he continues, "has given rise to the theory of 

•raass society,'" which, apart from Marxism, "is probably 

Jose Ortega y Gaseet, The Revolt of the Masses 
(New York: Norton, 1932), p. 63. 



the most influential social theory in the Westem world 
7 

today." Bell summarizes the theory as follows: 

The revolutions in transport and comraunications 
have brought men into closer contact with each 
other, and bound them in new ways; the division 
of labor has made them more interdependent; 
treraors in one part of society affect all others. 
Despite this greater interdependence, however, 
individuals have grovvn raore estranged frora one 
another. The old primary group ties of family 
and local community have been shattered; ancient 
parochial faiths are questioned; few unifying 
values have taken their place. Most important, 
the critical standards of an educated elite no 
longer shape opinion or taste. As a result, 
mores and raorals are in constant flux, relations 
between individuals are tangential or compart-
mentalized rather than organic. At the same 
tirae greater mobility, spatial and social, in-
tensifies concern over status. Instead of a 
fixed or knov/n status symbolized by dress or 
title, each person assumes a multiplicity of 
roles and constantly has to prove hiraself in a 
succession of new situations. Because of all 
this, the individual loses a coherent sense of 
self. His anxieties increase.^ 

Moving from Bell's synthesis v.'hich seems to point out clear 

the mediocrity and tastelessness inherent in such a mass 

society, v;e might conclude this point with Karl Jaspers' 

judgraent of the effects of the rise of Mass Man: 

One of the most notable characteristics of our 
day is a progressive and irremediable loss of 
substance. For a century there has been a con-
tinuous decline in the level of the physiognomical 

''̂ Daniel Bell, "The Theory of Mass Society: 
Critique," Commentary, XXII (July, 1956), p. 75. 

^lbid., p. 75. 
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expression of the generations. Prom every pro-
fession there arise complaints of the lack of 
effective individualities despite a continuous 
inrush of new aspirants. On all hands we see 
a swarm of mediocrities, interspersed among whom 
are the specially gifted functionaries of the 
apparatus, v/ho concentrate it and find in it 
careers. The persistence of almost all the ex-
pressional possibilities of the past results in 
a wellnigh impenetrable confusion. The upshot 
is parade instead of true being, multiplicity 
instead of unity, garrulousness instead of the 
imparting oi reai knov/ledge, experience instead 
of existence—interminable mimicry.9 

With the establishment of mass man in the nineteenth centur 

a social reality, the ground v/as fallov/ for the seeds of 

anxiety, which were soon to be sown through the labors of 

three men: Charles Darwin, Karl Marx, and S6ren Kierkegaar 

whose works were published almost v/ithin the span of a 

single decade (1848-1859), and v/hose importance cannot be 

discounted. 

In a sense these raen climax a long intellectual 

history having its beginnings in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. According to Huston Smith, one of the 

characteristic assumptions of the Christian outlook in the 

Middle Ages was that the mechanics of the physical world 

exceeded man*s comprehension. But this was an assuraption 

v/hich, in Sraith's opinion, "the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries began to question, thereby heralding the transiti 

q 
^Jaspers, Man in the r. odern Age, p. 96 
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from the Christian to the raodem outlook." This transition 

gave rise to modem science, its benefits together with its 

consequences; and the modem mind had discovered that "al-

though nature*s raarvels were infinitely greater than had 

been supposed, raan's mind was equal to them. The universe 

was a coherent law abiding system. It was intelligible!" 

Although the advantages of this new outlook were consider-

able, man's spiritual fiber suffered greatly: as Smith 

declares, *'the rage to know God*s handiwork and the bene-

fits gained thereby v/as rivaling the rage to know God 

himself."'*^ 

This rise of the new science, and the devotion to 

it, helped to widen even further a riít which had begun 

to shoY/ years earlier in man*s relationship with his church 

and his God. The earlier impact of the discovery by Coper-

nicus that the earth was, in fact, not the center of the 

universe, coupled v/ith schisms suffered by the church 

through the effects of the Reformation, profoundly shook 

the faith of late seventeenth and eighteenth century man. 

As a result, he sought some substitute, a substitute made 

readily available in the proraises of science. Through 

rational thought and scientific discoveries, raan sav/ him-

self as on the threshold of discovering final answers to 

^^Huston Smith, "The Kevolution in V/estern Thought,' 
Saturday E\ænin/r Post, August 26, 1961, p. 59. 
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the raost elemental of questions. With science leading the 

way, man moved into the nineteenth century expecting 

answers that would repair for him his badly bruised sense 

of uniqueness. He was to be disappointed. 

Sĵ íren Kierkegaard began the consequent devastation 

by the publication in 1843 of Fear and Trembling, and in 

11 
1849 of The Sickness Unto Death. Although his works 

were never popular during his lifetime, they depict for 

us the awareness in serious thinkers at mid-nineteenth 

century of the despair of anxiety and the fear and 

trembling engendered by man*s alienation frora God. Yet 

the faith that raan's rationalistic raind had split v/as not 

to be healed by this eminent theologian; it was to be tom 

even further asunder, and Kierkegaard*s "absurd leap of 

faith" v/as to be an iraportant concept in future Existen-

tialist thou^t. 

Almost at the sarae tirae that Kierkegaard was saying 

that all men live in despair, another v/as espousing a new 

idea conceming social forces on society itself. In 1848 

Karl Marx, together with Priedrich Engles, published the 

Manifesto of the Communist Party, and man, v/ho heretofore 

had seen himself as controlling society, v/as told, in 

11 
A readable modern edition of both is the trans-

lation by Y/alter Lowrie (New York: Doubleday, 1954). 
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effect, that just the opposite was true and that society 

controlled raan—indeed, that all of history had been and 

12 
would continue to be "the history of class struggles." 

Thus another blow was leveled at man's concept of unique-

ness,' and it was now deeply evident that raan's individual 

force in shaping his own destiny had been a phantom, and 

that his future was to be a series of class struggles, 

disillusioning in their inevitability and shaping man re-

lentlessly toward the collective mass of a faceless pro-

letariat. This idea, however, was probably easier to 

bear than was the possibility that man had been, in short, 

an accident. 

Such a possibility seems derivable from Charles 

Darwin' s On the Origin of S-pecies by Means of Natural 

Selection, first published in 1859. Probably no other 

single v/ork of the nineteenth century has had such profound 

and lasting effects, for if raan's faith in his uniqueness 

had heretofore been v/eakened, Darwin*s theory, that the 

different species, raan among them, had arisen through a 

process of natural selection, was climactic evidence that 

man*s ultimate betrayal through science had been accom-

plished. Man had finally degenerated into little more than 

12 
Authorized English translation is edited and 

annotated by Friedrich Engels (New York: International 
Publishers, 1932), p. 9. 
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an animal, represented by a fabulous accident produced by 

some hybridization in nature*s timeless evolution—beginnin^ 

in a hazy, mysterious, unknowable past, and moving inex-

orably into a similarly unknowable future. Darwin*s attempl 

to soften the blow which he had struck was sincere, but the 

words themselves read somewhat like a requiem: "V/hen v/e 

reflect on this great struggle [for life] we may console 

ourselves with the full belief that the war of nature is 

not incessant, that no fear is felt, that death is generallj 

prompt, and that the vigorous, the healthy and the happy 

1 ̂  survive and multiply." ^ 

Finally, raan's basis for faith*s having already 

been alraost wholly deciraated in the areas of religion, 

society, and biology, it reraained for Sigraund Freud to com-

plete the destruction in the one area v/here man could still 

muster a sense of superiority: his brain. Until the 

eighteenth century, at least, it would have been unthink-

able to have considered man*s mind and spirit as other than 

inseparable; but again in the Age of Reason speculation, 

objectivism, and rationalism began their eroding processes. 

John Locke at the close of the seventeenth century saw the 

mind as nothing supernatural, but as a passive receptor of 

1 ̂  -̂ Charles Darwin, The Origin of the Species, Vol. 
II: The Harvard Classics (New York: P. F. Collier & Son, 
1909), p. 92. 
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raessages relayed to it by the senses. It could be thought 

of, then, as Locke's "white paper, void of all characters 

at birth," and fumished ultiraately only by "experience." 

Iraraanuel Kant had for the beginning of the nineteenth 

century seen the raind not as passive but as a "shaping 

agent." In his thesis, that •*mind" is an active agent 

shaping and harmonizing sensations into ideas, an agent 

changing the cisorganized profuseness of av/areness into 

the organized singleness of thought, Kant further separated 

15 **mind*' from the transcendent. ^ Later, Y/illiam James re-

duced the mind, as it v/ere, to a mere *'streara of conscious-

16 
ness.*' "Mind" had thus been separated more and more 

from "spirit," and Freud corapleted the divorce by deraon-

strating that raind was nothing more than a seething bed 

of conflicts between an id., an ego, and a super-ego. The 

terrible conflicts, according to Freud, arise from primitiví 

sexual tensions: the Oedipus and Electra coraplexes sufferec 

17 in youth. Guilt becoraes than a basic fact of life, and 

John Locke, Essay Concerninf: Human Understanding 
(London: George Koutledge and Sons, [No datej), p. 59. 

15 
l̂ramanuel Kant, The Critique of Pure Reason, tr. 

by J. M. D. Meiklejohn (New York: Dutton, 1964). 
1 f) 
V/illiara James, Principles of Psycholo^y, Vol. I 

(New York: Dover Publications, 1950), p. 239. 
17 
Sigmund Freud, A General Selection, ed. by John 

Rickman (Nev/ York: Doubleday, 1957) • 
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awarenesc of this situation seems to have corapotmded the 

normal anguish, so rauch so that the resultant age is 

called with authority one of anxiety. To raany, the producti 

of raan appear to be ultiraately pointless. 

By the end of the nineteenth century the writings 

of Kierkegaard, Marx, and Darwin had been assirailated; 

and within a decade or so of the new century the Age of 

Anxiety v/as in full swing. In the years following, it 

v/as to gain raoraentura and to plimge civilization into the 

first of two world wars. 



II 

Twentieth Century Characteristics: Alienation, 
Cynicism, Frustration, Kebellion 

If Kierkegaard saw God as unknowable and unattain-

able, perhaps man could still turn to his fellow man for 

sorae comfort and consolation, but even here he became 

frustrated. As historians have shown, the rise of mass 

msLn and the industrial revolution had joined forces, and 

it soon became apparent that individuals were quickly and 

surely becoming only fragments of a faceless conglomerate. 

Marx saw raost raen as parts of the proletariat and urged 

them to unite spiritually and physically. Man, dehumanized 

in every raode of existence, grew to know a sense of lone-

liness. In this respect, he could not only not begin to 

know his Maker, but becarae a mere "unit" in a social mass 

and, even though personable, apparently so rauch like his 

neighbor that the desire to communicate became less and 

less intriguing. Through these ever-increasing pressures 

man began to become more and raore av/are of a sense of 

alienation frora both God and his fellow raan, the consequence 

of v/hich was a logical sequence of forces such as cynicisra, 

17 
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frustration. and, ultimately, rebellion. These aspects 

in effect serve to portray the age. 

Pinally, if there exists one attributive cause to 

which modem man may point in order to lay blame for his 

sense of Angst and its consequent raanifestations, it is 

the complexity of the age in which he lives: an age in 

which the sirapler human values have vanished, the raoral 

anchors have broken away, and in which raen in the raass 

live their lives of quiet desperation rising little above 

the level of the spoiled child bullying others to gain 

selfish ends. 

The twentieth century sense of alienation cuts 

through all layers of society and presents itself in vari-

ous ways. As Karl Jaspers points out, for the masses of 

society "dread or anxiety increases to such a pitch that 

the sufferer may feel hiraself to be nothing raore than a 

lost point in erapty space, inasrauch as all human relation-
1 

ships appear to have no more than a temporary validity." 

Nowhere has this sense of alienation been felt raore heavily 

than in the sensibilities of the creative artist. Colin 

Wilson, identifying the modern alienated literary artist 

as an "Outsider" frora the contemporary v/orld of raass man, 

remarks, with reference to him, that everyv/here in the 

•1 

Jaspers, Man in r.'odern Age, pp. 6^-65. 
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atmosphere of the mass-world surrounding hira "there is 

soraething nauseating, anti-life, about it." For the alien-

ated raan, "this 'new world' produces a feeling of horror; 

it is a symbol of a mechanical civilization that runs in 
2 

grooves like a gramophone record, precluding freedom." 

Wilson's exaraples of the literary artist frustrated by the 

world in which he lives range from Barbusse through Heming-

way to G. B. Shaw. 

In Wilson's opinion, competent artists v/ithin the 

twentieth century must exhibit in their v/ork this aware-

ness of alienated man. Not only does the raodern artist 

portray the alienation existing araong the coramon body of 

mankind, but he also recognizes that his audience is 

dwindling.-^ The mass media, pandering to the tastes and 

demands of mass raan, have continually lowered their 

stEuidards, and deeply sensitive and creative rainds find 

theraselves creating in such an esoteric atmosphere that 

only the educated elite are able to fathora what the artist 

is atterapting. Furtherraore, when an artist meets v/ith the 

complexity of his age, world-wide in its extent, and at-

tempts to reproduce that complexity in artistic endeavors. 

^Colin Wilson, The Outsider (New York: Dell, 1967), 
p. 47. 

^See Wilson, Chapter VI, "The Question of Identity." 
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his works must naturally become elaborate and intricate, 

arabiguous and esoteric. 

It raust be admitted, however, that cynicism is 

anything but new; what is striking is its abundance in 

the works of twentieth century authors. In light of what 

has been said previously conceming the Age of Anxiety, 

the causative forces behind the growth of a cynical out-

look are readily apparent. The complexity of the modern 

era reveals a diverse world of opinion and outlook which 

has provided fallow earth for the flov/ering of a super-

cynical attitude in those who desire to interpret their 

age through literature or other artistic media. Here we 

again confront the specter of mass man, who honestly sees 

nothing about which to be cynical, and it is this in-

ability by his less gifted fellows to recognize their 

dilemma which seems to prod the modern artist into his 

most vituperative outbursts. One may legitimately ask, 

"Why this continued castigation of modern humanity of which 

v;e are all a part?" The ansv/er rests in what must be 

a dualistic view of mankind best expressed by Herbert J. 

Muller, who conceives of mass raan as being both good and 

evil. On the one hand, 

the raass man is . . . a bogey— . . . a monstrous 
abstraction that conceals the infinite varieties 
of comraon raen, in interest, ability, character, and 
aspiration. It conceals all the degrees in culture, 
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the frequent lustiness of the low-brow, the 
eamestness of the middle-brow. In particular 
it conceals the idealism that underlies the 
obvious raaterialism. 

On the other hand, raass man 

has a raeager idea of the abundant life, confusing 
quantity with quality, size with greatness, cora-
fort with culture, gadgetry with genius. He has 
as little appreciation of pure science as of the 
fine arts, and as little capacity for the disci-
pline that both require; although he raay stand 
in awe of thera his real veneration goes to the 
engineers and inventors, the raanufacturers of 
True Roraances and Tin Pan Alley airs. He is fre-
quentlj'- illiberal, suspicious of "radical" ideas, 
scomful of "visionary" ideals, hostile to 
"aliens"; in Araerica he has developed a reraark-
able vocabulary of conterapt that manages to em-
brace most of raankind—nigger, the raick, the chink, 
the wop, the kike, et cetera. He is the chief 
foe of the individualism he boasts of, a patron 
of standard brands in tastes and opinions as in 
material possessions, with a morbid fear of being 
thought queer or different from the Joneses. . . . 
In short, he appears to be a spoiled child, 
fundamentally ungrateful to the scientists, 
political philosophers, social reformers, and 
religious idealists v/ho have given him his un-
precedented opportunities.^ 

It is in the latter aspects that mass man is most vulner-

able to the cynicisra of a raodern v/riter like Sinclair Lewis, 

to whom V. L. Parrington refers as "our own Diogenes." 

Satire, parody, and irony are the techniques of the pes-

simist; and, in discussing Lewis' method, Parrington re-

marks that it 

^Herbert J. Muller, The Uses of the Past (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1957), p. 232. 
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is a olever advance over the technique of the 
eighteenth century, when pi-icking balloons was 
the business of every wit. Those older satir-
ists—nagging souls like Pope and bold bad fel-
lows like Churchill—were mainly concemed to 
annoy their victims with pinpricks. They were 
too completely the gentlemen to grow chummy 
with base fellows whom they frankly despised; 
and in consequence they never discovered half 
the possibilities of the gentle art of satire.^ 

Lewis' method lay in knowing intimately the people 

represented by his George F. Babbit. As Parrington visu-

alizes him, Lewis 

drinks chumraily with hira, sv/aps greasy jokes, 
learns all the hidden vanities and secret ob-
scenities that slip out in the confidences of 
the cups, beguiles hira into painting his own 
portrait in the raanly raidnight hours; and when 
the last garraent that covers his nakedness is 
stripped off, the flashlight explodes and the 
camera nas caught the victim in ^very feature 
of his mean and vacuous reality.^ 

Lev/is' cynicism, Parrington affirms, springs di-

rectly from the knov/ledge of his subjects' vacuity: 

Consider, suggests L'r. Lewis, what this rumbling 
herd signifies in the light of rational and 
humane ideals. V/hat sort of custodians of civili-
zation are these lumbering mobsters with their 
back-slappings and bellov/ings? V/hat becomes of 
the good iife in a society that flov/ers in Ko-
tarian conventions? The banker has reduced America 
to the level of a banker's Utopia, and now bids us 
admire his handiv/ork. . . . In the name of democracy 
priest and knight and artist are turned to lackeys 

5 
Vernon Louis Parrington, The Befyinnin,̂ s of Critical 

Realism in America, Vol. III: I. ain Currcnts of American 
Thought (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1930), p. 360. 

^ bid., pp. 360-361. 
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to raerchants and realtors, to men who would not 
recognizc faith or chivalry or imagination if 
they met them on the golf course, and who under-
stand democracy as little as they understand 
Christianity. "God help the country," said 
Peniraore Cooper, years ago when the herd was 
sraall, •'that has only commercial towns for its 
capitals." "Such a country is past helping," 
retorts Sinclair Lewis. "God cannot help it, or 
the devil. In the name of George F. Babbit and 
Dr. Alraus Pickerbaugh and the Reverend Elmer 
Gantry, what can be expected of such a country? 
A people that worships the great god Bunk shall 
have its reward."7 

In the formula of terms under discussion, with re-

gard to alienation and cynicism, a recognition that neither 

condition is likely to be alleviated leads eventually to 

frustration. Yet with respect to the modem artist, this 

is far from a simple sense of the frustration felt by raass 

man; for, although he recognizes and portrays the sense of 

alienation in modern society, he himself is often alienated 

only in this recognition and its portrayal. If he is 

cynical and pessimistic, it is because he abhors the men-

tality of a mass society v/ho can, but will not, recognize 

its problems and shortcomings and atterapt to rectify thera. 

If he portrays frustration, it is not necessarily his own 

frustration, but that of those who, seeing no vvay out of 

their dilemma, have quietly given up and accepted the 

status quo. This still-point at v/hich mass man comes to 

rest is symptomatic of a profound state of ennui created 

'̂ lbid., pp. 362-363. 
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in its turn by a cluster of obvious factors. As Walter 

Lippraan has pointed out, 

The loss of something outside ourselves v/hich we 
can obey is a revolutionary break v/ith our habits. 
Never before have we had to rely so completely 
upon ourselves. No guardian to think for us, no 
precedent to follow without question, no lawmaker 
above, only ordinary raen set to deal with heart-
breaking perplexity. All weakness comes to the 
surface. We are homeless in a jungle of machines 
and untamed powers that haunt and lure the imagina-
tion. Of course, our culture is confused, our 
thinking spasmodic, and eraotion out of kilter. No 
raariner ever enters upon a raore uncharted sea than 
does the average human being being bom into the 
twentieth century. Our ancestors thought they 
knew their v/ay from birth through all eternity: 
we are puzzled about the day after tomorrov/.̂  

Man has thus no place to turn; he can only go forward; and 

each step forward leads to more questions and frustration. 

Speaking on the same point, Erich Fromra reveals that 

the eraergence of reason has created a dichotoray 
within raan v/hich forces him to strive everlast-
ingly for nev/ solutions. The dynamism of his his-
tory is intrinsic to the existence of reason v/hich 
causes him to develop and, through it, to create 
a v/orld of his ovm in v/hich he can feel at home 
v/ith himself and his fellow man. Every stage he 
reaches leaves him discontented and perplexed, and 
this very perplexity urges him to move toward new 
solutions. . . . He is driven to overcome this 
inner split, tormented by a craving for "absolute-
ness," for another kind of harmony v/hich can lift 
the curse by which he was separated from nature, 
frora hiraself.9 

o 

V/alter Lippraan, Drift and Mastery (New York: Kolt, 
1914), p. 196. 

°Erich Fromra, Man for Himself (New York: Rinehart, 
1947), p. 41. 
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This idea is reflected also in a statement of Jacques Barzun 

conceming the fact that modern man is at the mercy of 

"statistical living." The reasons he gives are basically 

the same as Fromra's, yet are perhaps raore meaningful in 

their iraraediacy: 

V/hen this irapossible modern life—as we like to 
call it—bears down on us too hard, how do we 
describe ourselves, what do we say is wrong? 
We are frustrated, we say, living under pressure, 
harried, worried, anxious. Our most observant 
poet has dubbed this The Age of Anxiety, and it 
is no accident that the scene of his discussion 
is a bar in a big city: the oppressing world 
and liquid Nirvana. We have infinite wants and 
feel endlessly balked, in body as rauch as in 
spirit. We are pushed and compressed and tempted 
and deprived. Our rebellion is imderstandable, 
our indignation just, because we presumably en-
dure the harsh discipline of urbs and factory 
for the sake of fulfilling the ancesti-al wants 
of man—wants of the body and of the spirit.'^ 

Rebellion has become, in a sense, the ultimate 

answer to tv/entieth century tensions. The past decade has 

witnessed revolt within and against every segment of tradi-

tional culture. Hov/ever, this violent reaction, apparent 

to even the most casual observer in the late 1960's and 

early 1970's, is not particularly nev/ in the world of art, 

where it had already begun many years earlier. Even v/hile 

the greater portion of mankind v/as concerning itself v/ith 

its everyday problems of existence, the observers and 

10 
Jacques Barzun, God's Country and Mine (Boston: 

Little, Brown, 1954), p. 4^^ 
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recorders of social trends were beginning to sense before 

the turn of the century the eroding concern of the mass 

middle class toward humanitarian interests. Tlt is this 

raonuraental unconcem with tradition itself and with tradi-

tional problems that has angered and alienated the modern 

artist. With growing pessimism and cynicism these artists 

have struck out at this growing specter by means of in-

novative and provocative forras, realistic and naturalistic 

depictions and—finally—with absurdity, arabiguity, and 

abstraction in an atterapt to force recognition of the 

growing complexities in homo sapiens.^ The literary re-

sponse to this attitude primarily involved an objectifica-

tion of the modem dilemma rather than dogmatic exhortations 

for men to be raoral and ethical in their attitudes and 

actions. It v/as hoped that objectivity v/ould lead to an 

awareness of the central problems of social existence in 

the twentieth century and to a search for realistic solu-

tions. Those trying to be objective, however, were to be 

fmstrated at every turn; as a consequence, they often 

became cynical, and their attitude tov/ard man began to 

fall into line with Mark Twain*s notion of "the damned 

human race." 

The greatest impetus tov/ard rebellion came v/here 

frustration took the forra of disillusionment. In his discussi 

of the "lost generation" writers, John Aldridge remarks, 
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at the sarae time that Joyce, Conrad, and Woolf 
were exploiting their private worlds, another 
group of writers were facing squarely into the 
social chaos and deriving from it a kind of 
power that enabled them to present it success-
fully in their novels. If Joyce and the others 
found a way of making the value of the single 
consciousness stand as a substitute for the 
values that had been lost in society, Fitzgerald 
in Araerica found a way of making a value of the 
loss itself. They too imposed their personal 
biases upon an audience that had no biases; but 
they expressed them not through the creation of 
a personal world of private value but through a 
set of attitudes which suffused their work and 
gave it value. Basically, these v/ere negative 
attitudes—rebelliousness, disillusionment, ir-
reverence, and mockery—and they v/ere made possible 
by the happy circumstance that the loss of values 
was accompanied and accelerated by a hearty desire, 
at least on the enlightened portions of society, 
to be rid of them.H 

Robert Spiller, in discussing the "second renaissance" 

in American literature, which had come to flov/er in 1935, 

credits the awareness and innovations begun years earlier 

by the older generation of American v/riters, v;ho v/ere ex-

perimenting in their own right as well as using models frora 

the Continent, v/ith the rise of the spirit of rebellion. 

But the renaissance itself, he points out, belonged to the 

newer v/riters, for 1935 was an important "cross roads in 

time, at v/hich tv;o generations met." 

"The younger generation of writers," Spiller declares, 

"most of v/hom v;ere born in the final decade of the old century 

11 
John Aldridge, After the Lost Generation: A 

Critical Study of the V/riters of Two Wars (New York: McGraw 
Hill, 1951), pp. 234-235. 
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and nurtured in the years when the nation v/as reaching 

its raaturity as a world power, were quite ready to consider 

themselves •lost* when they were plunged, at the moraent of 

raanhood, into what looked like the collapse of v/estem 

civilization." Then, after fighting the "war to end all 

wars," they retumed horae to find their country virtually 

unaffected by the horrors of the conflict and wallowing 

in the self-righteousness of victory and the wealth cre-

ated by v/ar industry. Turned against their insensitive 

country by this "second disillusionment," they assumed 

"with all the enthusiasm they had put into the railitary 

crusade, a battle for literary and raoral integrity both in 

America and themselves." Many returned to the Continent, 

v/here, Spiller continues, v/ith other disillusioned "world 

citizens" they lost themselves for a time in the contempla-

12 tion of the sorry state of twentieth century civilization. 

By their rejection of society, alienation became, 

ipso facto, their chief characteristic; and their attitudes 

of frustration, cynicism, and rebelliousness color every 

aspect of tv/entieth century literature—indeed, every 

aspect of twentieth century art. 

1P 
Robert E. Spiller, The Cycle of American Literature 

(New York: Macmillan, 1956), pp. 155-1^7. 
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Cummings* View of His Age: Personal Statement 

E. E. Cumraings is one of those writers to whom 

Spiller refers when he speaks of those born during the last 

decade of the nineteenth century. If, as some comraentators 

have suggested, the Age of Anxiety dates frora about 1880, 

Cummings' birth in 1894 places him securely within the age 

he would come to understand so intimately and to depict 

with such faithful disdain. 

His understanding came early, and a careful reading 

O f h i " O'^'^'^'^'^f^'^'^f^ e'^<^f^ T'o-'.'-enT <? n nn-nni ±i^TÍ -h^T + 0 T •! 'Fo •^p-r»f:i"l_ 

lelled by a depth of judgment concerning his society, found 

only in those v:ho are masters of their ov.n convictions. 

His emergence into manhood is typical of his desire to be 

his own unique self; after graduating with an M.A. degree 

from Harvard in 1916, he moved to Nev/ York to "make it on 

his ov-n," and, while v/orking for P. F. Collier and Son, 

he wrote to his mother in 1917 that he v/as "returning the 

most generous check v/hich accorapanied Dad's letter." His 

letter continues, 

We are alright [sicl and not really in need of a 
single thing (in fact, the trouble is to find a 

29 
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reputable burgler to remove our superfluous 
stuff). . . • In short (as Mr. Micawber would 
say) I am "earning my own living," and as I 
find it excessively banal, I had rather not mix 
it up with any more pleasant methods, such as 
accepting, borrowing (etc.) that which is popu-
larly knovm as "mazuma" from source or sources 
other than this dear, beloved, sweet, benefi-
cient [sic], spunky "office," or "firm" as some 
prefer to name it.^ 

As the history of the period reveals, the urge to 

"get into" Y/orld War I was alraost a mania for a majority 

of the young raen of the time. Cumraings saw the conflict 

as something else: a sick war—"a 99 44/lOO/oer war; a 

sadder bluff—!" His interest was raore in life than in 

death; he was interested in his "painting and scribbling," 

and he v/rote to his mother in April, 1917, that he would 

not go unless he went to a "real" war: "Thank god, the 

room is in V/ilson's [his roommate, " ex" Y/ilson] name—I 

wouldn*t be a "resident of NY" for a good deal, as (you 

may knov/) any such is automatically conscripted (per act 

of legislature, last fall) as soon as the mayor gets the 
2 

grouch from Y/ashington—2nd hand." 

However, the war finally intruded, and Cumraings 

joined the Norton-Harjes Ambulance Corps. It was in this 

service v/here he raet Y/illiara Slater Brov.n, who was to 

1 
F. V/. Dupee and George Stade, Selectcd Letters of 

E. E. Cummings (New York: Harcourt, Brace & V/orld, 1969), 
p. 14. 

^lbid., p. 15. 
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becorae his life-long friend and with whom he was to share 

the experience out of which was to come Thc Enormous Roora. 

BroviHi and Cummings were imprisoned in September 1917 for 

"questionable activities"; they were later released, but 

Cumraings' attitude toward his situation is typical of his 

determination to live his own life and to fight in his 

ovm way what v/as the Establishment of his own day. He 

wrote frora La Ferte Mace in Noveraber 1917, 

I omitted to say that the Coraraission v/ill tender 
a proposition to the M. le Ministre de l'Interieur 
relative to the passees [sic], whereat the M le M 
de l'I v;ill do as he thinks advisable. My resolu-
tion is ineventable. I see the thing thru, alone, 
without any monocled Richards, American ambassadors, 
or anything else. Nothing under H. can change my 
resolve, and everybody but me, i.e. Gods, men, 
women & children had best keep butted out i!î!^ 

Cumraings retumed frora France only to be drafted. 

In a letter frora Camp Devens in September 1918, he v/rites 

his observations concerning the "John Does" he has met who 

dislike array life and who, through their "intelligence" 

and "pull," hope to advance themselves to some more "re-

spectable-and-lovely footing." Cummings says, "to hell 

with John Doe": 

Pensez vous que j'ai souffert pour rien la con-
scription obligatoire et tous des maux qui se 
viennent avec une separation complete from all 
which I hold to be life? Not on your tintype; 
as Uncle George ecstatically v;ould remark. I 

^lbid., pp. 40-41. 
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say: the artist is merely the earth's most 
acutc and wilcy obccrvcr of cvcrything-under-
the-sun. Mankind intrudes itself. (Draft) 
Does the artist duck? Nix. Does he let Major 
Abbot, KCB, EZ, etc. come between hira and the 
new angle on destiny? Like fun he does. Nor 
President W, nor Napoleon Buonaparte. The 
artist keeps his eyes, ears, & above all his 
NOSE wide open, he watches, v/hile others raerely 
execute orders he does thinrs. By things I do 
not raean v/earing gold bOTS ôî  pulling wires or 
*5?7311owing rot-in-general or nonsens3-in-par-
ticular. I mean the sustaining of nis invisible 
acquaintance with that life which, taken from 
his eyes, makes itself a house in his very-
brain-itself. On the pergolas of that house his 
soul will lounge gorgeously while his arms & 
legs do squads right.^ 

In effect, Curaraings is speaking of the detachraent 

which enabled hira as an artist to participate in the physical 

events of his corarades while at the sarae time "in his-very-

brain-itself" to contemplate those things vvhich he considered 

most important; and the reason behind this comraent was a 

determination to let his family know that in v/hatever hap-

pened, he v;as to be the agent of his own destiny. He in-

tended to get out of the army on his own terms, and he ended 

the above communication by stating that 

in a rude manner of speaking, at v;hich I trust no-
body v/ill take offense, it is nobody else's dam- ' 
business. To personalize the abstraction—if my 
prodigal family wants to keep on best terms with 
its fatted calf, it v;ill lease the calf the pasture 
the calf v/ants to graze in. For^even a fatted calf 
has a will of its ov.n, they say!-̂  

"̂ lbid., pp. 52-53. 

^lbid., p. 53. 
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Although a raan's views of his society can be gar-

nered frora explicit statement, it is sometimes his subtle-

ties of expression conceming such things as how life should 

be lived which provide the best insights into his personal 

views. Among Cumraings' letters there is one to his sister 

which in its suggestions and advice offers a unique and 

penetrating insight into Cumraings' attitude toward how one 

should conduct oneself in life. The letter, which provides 

a most exhaustive and implicit statement concerning its 

author's outlook on the twentieth century individual con-

fronted by tv/entieth century society, is somewhat lengthy; 

to attempt to paraphrase it v.'ould be to lose its inherent 

individuality and, thus, much of its raerit as an exaraple 

of his current style and views. Even though Cummings v/as 

twenty-seven at this time and in the flush of the enthusiasra 

and felt pov;er of youth, his feelings were to be raodified 

only slightly in the years to corae, and then only toward 

the close of his life. The principles thus enunciated 

subsequently constitute the philosophy v/hich forms the 

basis of his raost productive years: 

Paris 
3 mai 22 

Personal 

Dear Elos — 

Thank you for the very long and extremely 
interesting letter. It discusses so many ques-
tions that the 26th volume of the Brittanica [sic] 
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is a dilapidated nutshell against it. You will 
appreciate two or three answering generalities 
on my part: 

#(1)Por Christ's sake, this is utterly im-
portant—it is the entire secret of being alive; 
NEVER TAKll ANyôNE'S WOkl) PÔ ANYI'IIING. 

(A)the chief significance of this command 
is readily seen when you appreciate that it ap-
plies to the writer as well as to the rest of 
humanity. If I raay remark:few theses advanced 
by "individuals" have this merit. Thus:the 
father of a faraily v/ill found his philosophy on 
"the faraily law"; a university professor will 
discuss life as an "educational possibility";a 
holder of Czarist bonds will be most sincere in 
his condemnation of the "Soviet menace". This 
latter illustration,and the tone of your letter, 
brings me to my second 

(2)Sincerity — For the Holy Ghost's own 
sake,make no mistake here !!! THE ONLY SINCERITY 
IS PERSPICUITY. There is no such thin^ as "doing 
wrong" or "being right about sometning" — these 
are 4th hand absurdities invented by the aged in 
order to prevent the young from being alive. So, 
if tv;o persons disputc v;ith cqual hcat the Bol-
sheviki's right to exist,granted they both argue 
as they feel or think they feel, only one v;ill be 
sincere;the pro Bolshevik;not because he is more 
genuine,but Decause(his mind being unclouded by 
"The N. Y. Times" and kindred bullshit)he is more 
alive,keener,has .T.ore pep, is not afraid,gives no 
gl'ULLrid to creeds,clha NEVEK takes anybody's word 
for anything — his perspicuity,therefore,is a 
self-sufficient intrinsic grov/th,a piece-of-thing-
in-itselfjirresponsible to anyone outside his ego, 
a joy forever,v;hich all the policemen on 42nd 
street cannot kill!! Another illustration: I 
started, sorae years ago,against the continuous 
advice of ray elders,to paint as I saw fit. Every 
day I "progress" — why? Becaupe,thru being more 
or less true to the peppy t}iCGÍs(1), I feel:more 
pep,pleasure in living,sensitiveness. Of course i 
vvas "right" — but that' s nothing at all;the point 
is — ara I raore full of pep than anyone elge alive? 
As a prostitute reraarked, "A_sk yourself kî d; a£k 
yourself: " Well — go ahead~and ^^! "" ~ 

= n ) TQ.P?§TOY. § ALV/AYS THE FIKST STEP IN ANY 
CREATION. It is, for one so young as yourself,all-
significant TO DESTKOY. By all means, with every 
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ounce of energy in whatever raind you've got,and 
putting aside all iackadaisical antique 5th 
hand notions about "Beauty" "Ugliness" "The 
Right" "The Art of Living" "Education" "The Best" 
etcetera ad infin. — Destroy, first of all!!! 
Of this i ara sure:nothing "occurs" to anyone as 
an individual — nothing can possibly enter anH" 
be entertained by the mind of anyone except as 
soraebody's tool(which you are at this minute,as 
i feel you realise finally,and am tickled to feel 
that above all in ray "young sister") — except: 
the person or mind in question has FIRST OF ALL, 
FEARLESSLY wiped out,THROUGHLY [sic] AND UNSENTI-
MENTALLY defecated WHAT HAS B E E N T ^ U G H T HIM OR HER. 
In a nutshell:#THE MORE WE KNOW THE LESS WE FEEL !!!!!!!! 
put that in your pipe for Jesus' sake right av;ay; 
Subito! 

(A)Exaraple:I am told,by someone who is sure 
of itjthat "we exist in the best possible v/orld," 
or that "all is for the best." 

PROCEDURE 

1 )V/hat does "the Best"mean! Can you eat it, 
like a beefsteak? Can you smoke it ,like tobacco? 
Or is it a mere concept? 

2)Is there any reason why another mere concept, 
e.g. "the v;orst" should be less acceptable to ray or 
your intelligence than its fellows? 

3)Are dogs,organ-grinders,mountains any the less 
alive for a complete ignorance of concepts? 

4)Since the latter are as much a part of my 
pleasure in living as the former(=concepts. For 
me personally concepts do not exist; but I am going 
very slov.'ly)by what right do I attempt to see in-
directly? To,instead of admitting the smell and 
colour of a sv/ill pain,attempt either to "enjoy" 
or "dislike" it or its multifarious contents? 

5)Insofar as I am alive,I will be a son of a 
b. if anyone shall tell me "what life is" or "how 
to live." For, if anyone can tell me those items, 
then,pray, v/hat use is there in my living? 

(4) NEVEK BE AFI^AID. No matter who buldoses [sic] 
you,in however kindly or self-sacrificing a raanner, 
NEVEK take ANYONE'S word for ANYTKING. Find out for 
yoursclf! ! ! ! ! Good God v;hat else is in life? 
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A)e. g. I ara taught to believe that prosti-
tutes are to be looked down on. Before believing 
that,I will,unless Î  am afraid to do rt,make the 
following experiment:T~will talir"wTE'h,meet on -**-
terras of perfect equality,without in the slightest 
atterapting to persuade,a prostitue. Through my 
own eyes suid ears a verdict will arrive,which is 
the only valid verdict for me in the entire world — 
unless I take somebody's word for something which 
(because I desire to be alive)! do n£t. 

B)To admit that i am,as an individual,a non-
entity — that I breathe and move per someone 
else's social,political,moral, aesthetic, etc. ad 
infin.,"ideals",takes NERVE: — NOTHING IS SO DIF-
PICULT AS TO BE ALIVE!!!!!!! which is the ONLY 
THING V/HICH YOU CANNOT LEAFvN ever, from anyone,any-
where it must come out of you:and it never can, 
until you have"^:^CKET} OT.\'iraîD CAKRIED OUT all the 
teachable swill of Cambridge etc. And I'm the nigger 
tha"T~'knows Tt and is syrapathetic to you for that 
reason:because ray raind has been there too. 

C)My family,let us say,desire me to be an of-
ficer in the "V/ar for Civilization." 

Procedure 

1)V.'hat is an "ofiicer?" 
Ansv/er:one v;ho leads men,thru an absolute 
pov/er of life and death. 

2)in becoming an "officer",then,I v/ould be 
compelied to say to huinan beings:"die!" given a 
certain situation? 

Answer:yes. 
3)have I the slightest intention of dying if 

I can help it,let alone COrø/IANDING SOî»IEONE ELSE to 
die? 

Ansv/er:not on your hat. I never take any-
one's v/ord for "dying" [ sic], and therefore noone [ sic] 
shall be compelled to take mine if I knov/ it;any more 
than I take anyone's v.ord for "living." 

4)V/ill the sorrowings of a devoted faraily who 
wanted me to be an officer(like all respectable 
Plattsburg boys oi the upper bourgeoisie)afiect my 
Judgment in the slightest? 

Answer:I AM NOT AFPiAID. To Ilell v;ith every-
thing which tries, no matter hov; kindly, to prevent 
me from LIVING m OVm LIFE — KINDNESS, always,is 
MOKE DANGEROUS than anything else! ! 
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# # (5)SEX IS EVERYTHING(as Freud says):You either 
know this or you dûn*t. If you don't you don't. 
It's not what can be taughtl J*espere, in your 
connection! By the v/ay,when I see you I shall 
expect you to be converssint with two books:The In-
terpretation of Dreams,and V/IT and the Unconscious. 
Both are by PREUD. =!! GET WISE TO YOURSELF!!= 

Conclusion:I write you in this way because, 
frora your lctter,it seems to rae likely that you will 
begin to wake up! It is my cherished hope,ma petite 
soeur! I have wanted you to v/ake up for some time. 
WHEN YOU CpME TO FRANCE,FOH GOD*S SWEET SAKE LEAVE 
AMERICA!!!^ 

The iconoclastic nature of Cumraings* views and at-

titudes revealed in his personal correspondence extends also 

to the persona, inhabiting most of his poems, who is con-

cemed not only with the fact of war but with other of the 
7 

major social ills of his time as well. As Norraan Priedraan 

has pointed out, Cumraings* viev/s of society stera from his 

idea that rationalism and its insistence on ordering reality 

results in a paradox—naraely, that rationalism desiring to 

*'make static the moving and finish the never-ending," by 

its dominance causes man to create for hiraself an "artificial 

world. Moneys and societies and v;ars are the results; they 

are all abstractions and they all destroy raan's capacity 

for thought." 

The world of the stock response, the conditioned 
reflex, and the public opinion poll; the world of 

^lbid., pp. 83-87. 
7 
'See Norman Friedman, e. e. cummings: the art of 

his poetry (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1960), 
pp. J3-9. 



salesraanship, advertising, and ballyhoo; the 
world of the movies, the radio, and television; 
the world of the mass circulation picture 
magazine, the digest, and the comic book; the 
world of politics, economic security, and of 
New Deals, Fair Deals, New Looks, and the Five-
Year Plans; the world . . . in which most of us 
live—this is for Cummings* speaker, the "really 
unreal world," the "unworld" of the manmade hoax, 
the product of mind.o 

^lbid., p. 21 
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Cummings' Position in Modern American Verse: 
Critical Assessment 

The following brief assessment of E. E. Cummings 

appears in a standard history of American literature. 

P. 0. Matthiessen points out that 

The period to v/hich MacLeish served as a barom-
eter v;as notable for a great deal raore experiraenta-
tion than can even be suggested here. Indeed, a 
leading aim of such an experimentalist as E. E. 
Cummings is to make it impossible to describe one 
of his poems or to do anything less than respond 
to its unique essence. His ideosyncratic treat-
ment of punctuation and typography, which either 
excited or distracted his first reader, is his v/ay 
of catching the eye and compeiling attention.' His 
content is actually very simple. Ke is a lyricist 
of romantic love, v;ho is also a romantic anarchist 
in the Nev/ England tradition, and believes that a 
poem is an inspired moraent breaking through the 
bars of syntax. His preoccupations hardly vary 
frora the time of Tulips and Chimneys (1923). 

This evaluation, v/ritten in 1948, constitutes, in effect, a 

synthesis of available criticism concerning Cumraings to 

this time. It is a moderate estimate which neither praises 

nor condemns, an estimate in v;hich firm judgment is with-

held, possibly because time had not yet afforded perspective 

1 

Robert Spiller, £t_ al., Literary History of the 
United States (New York: Macmillan, 194ô), pp. 1351-1352. 
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enough from which to view the poet's work. In the years 

since, criticism of Cummings has grown in volume, but has 

remained equally ambivalent in its judgment. 

In the meantime Cummings, as Norman Friedman has 

pointed out, has received a multitude of honors. In 1950 

he was named to the Fellowship of the American Academy of 

American Poets, and in 1952-1953 the Charles Eliot Norton 

Professorship at Harvard. It was in 1954 that Poems, 

I923-I954 was published, and in 1955 he was recognized 

for that volume by the National Book Awards. In 1957 he 

was the winner of both the Bollingen Prize in Poetry and 

the Boston Fine Arts Festival Poetry Av;ard. Finally, in 

1958 there appeared the publication of a Gerraan and an 

Italian translation of selected poeras; a paperback edition 

of Eimi; a collection of his fugitive prose pieces; a new 

collection of poems; and a biography by Charles Norman. 

Nonetheless, even though his position as a notable American 

poet is secure, no final judgment has yet been made as to 

the value of that position. As Friedraan concludes, 

It is clear, then, that Cummings has earned a stature 
that calls for a full-scale assessment of his poetry 
as a whole. Yet it is curious that he has less fre-
quently had the sort of concentrated attention that 
his noted contemporaries have had. . . . It is true 
that many well-knovm writers—Pound, Dos Passos, 
Williams, Frankenberg, Graves, Marianne Moore, 
Spencer, Auden, V/. T. Scott, J. P. Bishop, Gregory 
and Zaturenska, for example—have alv/ays thought 
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very highly of him. . • . The fact remains, 
however, that many of our moct influcntial 
critics—Blackmur, Ransom, V/ilson, Honig, Jar-
rell, Untermeyer, Matthiessen, G. S. Frasier, 
Kazin, and Bogan—have not known quite what to 
make of hira.̂  

Though Friedraan's statemcnt concerning the "influential" 

critics of our time is generally true, a few have none-

theless, in their own judgment at least, Imovm what to do 

with hira, with the result that they have "made" of Cumraings 

soraething less than his adrairers would like to adrait as 

valid."̂  

R. P. Blackmur in a lengthy and penetrating essay 

finds in Cummings' use of language an ambiguity v/hich de-

stroys any real depth of intellectual involveraent. His 

final judgraent of Curaraings rests upon his assumption that 

immediately one begins to take Cummings' poetry seriously; 

"trying to discover v/hat it says about human destiny and 

the terms of love and death, we see hov/ little raaterial 

there is in this poetry except the assurance, made with 

continuous gusto, that the material exists." There are. 

2 
Friedman, art of poetry, pp. 2-3. 

•^Criticism concerning Cummings is voluminous. An 
excellent critical spectrura, together with priraary and 
secondary bibliography, is offered in S. V. Baum's E. E. 
Cummin^s and the Critics (East Lansing: Michigan State 
University Press, 1962). 

R. P. Blackmur, "Notes on E. E. Curaraings' Language," 
The Double Agent; Essays in Craft and Elucidation (New York: 
Arrow Editions, 1935). 
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Blackmur states, two ways to take Curaraings' poeras, lightly 

or soleranly. "Taken solemnly, as it is meant to be," he 

says, "the distortion by which it exists is too much for 

it, and it seems a kind of baby-talk."^ Essentially Black-

raur classifies the poet as a member of the '*anti-culture 

group; what has been called at various times vorticism, 

futurisra, dadaism, surrealism, and so on.*' In this re-

spect he finds in Cummings "the side show and the cabaret 

set up as 'inevitable' frames for experience. Jazz ef-

fects, tough dialects, tough guys, slim hot queens, barkers, 

fairies, and so on, are made into the media and symbols of 

7 
poetry." 

An impcrtant early criticism of Edm.und Wilson's 
-X' 

concludes that 

[w]hatever Mr. Cumraings is, he is not insulated 
or chilled; he is not indifferent to life. Eagerly 
and unconstrainedly, he takes v;hat the v;orld has to 
offer. His poetry is the expression of a terapera-
ment of a kind very rare in America—of a being v;ho 
desires and enjoys, v;ho reacts to everything that 
touches him v.âth a tenderness or a mockery quite 
free from the inhibitions from v.-hich so much Ameri-
can VvTiting is merely the anguish to escape. . . . 
And for this—for the fact that, though not yet 
fully grov/n, he is a genuine lyric poet at a tirae 
v/hen there is a great deal of writing of verse and 

^lbid., p. 29. 

^lbid., p. 1. 

'̂ lbid., pp. 2-3. 

\ 
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very little poetic feeling—Mr. Cummings deserves 
well of thf> nuhHfî." well of the public 

Other critics are not so kind as Wilson in their 

final estiraates. Reviewing Poems, 1923-1954, Randall Jar-

rell states, 

He is, Alas! a monotonous poet. Everything a 
poem does is, to old readers, expected. "Type 
Pour," they murmur. "Well done!" Then they 
yawn. "Change in all things is sweet," said 
Aristotle; "They must often change v/ho would be 
constant in happiness or wisdom," said Confucius; 
•'Change the name of Arkansas? Never!" said 
Senator James Kimbrough Jones. Would that Cum-
raings had listened to Aristotle and Confucius. 
Vi'hat I like least about Cummings' poems is their 

pride in Cummings and their contempt for raost 
other people; the difference betv;een the I and you 
of the poems, and other people, is the poems* 
favorite subject. All his v;orks thank God that he 
is not as other men are; none of it says, "Lord, 
be merciful to me, a sinner."5 

F. 0. Matthiessen has also comraented upon the raonotony of 

Cummings* verse. Cummings, he says, is constantly con-

cerned with growth, yet he alv;ays reraains the sarae; and he 

notes a sirailarity between Curaraings and Eraerson in their 

concern with the *'organic principle" and in their inability 

to understand and portray it. Curaraings, he says, atterapts 

to solve the problera in his preoccupation v/ith the verb: 

"the great I ATí." Yet, as Matthiessen points out, "a poera 

o 
Edmund V/ilson, "V/allace Stevens and E. E. Cummings," 

The New Kepublic, XXXVIII (March 19, 1924), 102-103. 

^Kandall Jarrell, "A Poet's 0\m V/ay," The New York 
Times Dook Keview (October 31, 1954), p. 6. 
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cannot be written entirely by conjugating the verb to be 

and, consequently, the device on which Cumraings rings 

every possible change to increase expectancy is the com-

parative." To corapare endlessly, however, Matthiessen 

iraplies, becomes dull; and to go beyond dullness one must 

constantly introduce the superlative to achieve the unique: 

But the perpetually unique soon becoraes solip-
sistic. V/orse still, for Cummings* values, it 
becomes the expected. It might almost be said 
that from the moment when he tumed his first 
noun into a verb . . . he has been writing the 
same poem. It is probably the first time on 
record that a complicated technique has been 
devised to say anything so basically simple. 
The payoff is, unfortunately, raonotony. After 
half a dozen electric shocks in the penny 
arcade you begin to v/onder why the first v/as so 
thrilling. You are also not quite so sure that 
it's most people who are Bnobs.lO 

Louise Bogan's review of Foems, 1923-1954 differs 

basically from that of Jarrell in its appreciation of Ciim-

raings. She comraents upon his directness, his av̂ rareness of 

tradition. She points out that "he has reworked traditional 

forras as often as he has invented nev/ ones"—e.g. the sonnet, 

the ballad, the nursery rhyrae, the epigrammatic quatrain, 

and the incantatory rune. She particularly praises his 

use of satire, finding it his greatest single achievement: 

"it is [his] underlying passion for simple justice that 

has given Cumraings the power to uncover, point to, and 

10 
F. 0. Matthiessen, Thc Kesponsibilities of the 

Critic (Fair Lav/n: The Oxford University Press, 1952), 
pp. 119-120. 
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stigmatize those dead areas of custom as only a satirist 

can effectively do it."^^ 

The variance of opinion exhibited thus far becomes 

alraost theraatic as one surveys the bulk of Cummings 

criticisra to date. Although opinion has ranged from that 

of intense dislike (Stanton Coblentz once compared one 

of Curaraings' poems to the work of an inebriated typesetter) 

to that of sincere acclaim (Theodore Spencer has called 

him "the finest, the most delightful, lyric poet in the 

country"), the bulk of Cummings criticism constitutes a 

mediam between these two extremes. Friedman accounts thus 

for this phenomenon: 

There are several reasons for this division in 
appreciation, and chief among them, I believe, 
is that some of our reigning critics are bound 
by certain limiting conceptions as to what 
poetry should be and that these conceptions do 
not happen to apply very comiortably to Cum-
mings. To look in his work lor the signs of a 
tragic vision, for an ambivalence of structure, 
for a studied use of verbal arabiguity, for the 
display of a raetaphysical v/it, for the eraploy-
ment of mythic fragments, for the climax of a 
spiritual conversion—this is to look for things 
v/hich are simply not there. \Aná to complain, 
accordingly, that he lacks maturity of vision, 
variety of forms, intelligibility of diction, 
true seriousnesc, a sense of artistic purpose, 
and developraent is to raisconstrue the nature 
both of critical principles and of Cummings* 
poetry.1^J 

''''Louise Bogan, The New Yorker, XXX (December 11, 
1954), 198-202. 

''^Friedman, Cummings, Art of Foetry, p. 3. 
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Priedraan then proceeds to undertake what he considers to 

be the first "full-scale assessment of his poetry as a 

whole"; he judges Cummings first with respect to the 

critical comraentary; then advances his investigation along 

the lines of the poet*s vision, action, voice, device, 

creation, and grov/th; and concludes that Cummings "quali-

1 "̂  fies . . . as a citizen of iramortality.*' -̂  

Perhaps the best critic on Cumraings* work is Cura-

mings himself. In a tangential corament on the art of 

literary criticism, he once said, 

Every artist's strictly illimitable country is 
himself. An artist who plays that country false 
has coramitted suicide; and even a good lawyer 
cannot kill the dead. But a human being v/ho's 
true to himself—v;hoever liimself may be—is ira-
mortal; and all the atomic bombs of all the anti-
artists in spacetime will never civilize ira-
mortality.1^ 

He may perhaps be judged best then on these grounds: 

whether he is a "citizen of imraortality" is not of irapor-

tance; but v/hether he is to be a true citizen of his own 

"strictly illiraitable country" is. 

''̂ lbid., p. 167. 

''̂ Quoted frora Charles Norman, The Ma^ic Maker (Nev; 
York: Duell Sloan and Pearce, 1964), p. 203; appeared 
originally in PM, a briefly published New York afternoon 
tabloid. 



PART TWO 

CUMMINGS' ROLE AS ARTIST IN A MASS SOCIETY 

The Modern Poet as Activist 

The modem poet is unfortunately, and by necessity, 

more the activist than most of his predecessors either 

needed to be, wanted to be, or could have been. If, as 

has been previously pointed out, "revolutions in transport 

and communications have brought men to closer contact with 

each other, and . . . tremors in one part of society af-

fect all others," it must follov; that artists in the 

twentieth century are more aware of the v/orld at large 

than they have been in other times in history. However, 

to be aware in this century, intensely av/are as the iraportant 

artist must be, is, as Philo M. Buck has observed, to be 

obsessed v/ith the presence of a nameless fear. In discussing 

contemporary literature, Buck pointedly remarks that 

[i]f we may use the much despised word "modernism," 
most of it has been devoted to the quest of some 
motive that can subdue fear or fumish some refuge 
from its claraor. i''or this terror, this sense of 
insecurity, has been our ever-present guest since 
the Great War shocked us out of a fancied trust 
in civilization and the conviction that, in a v;orld 

1 
Bell, Theory, Mass Society, p. 75 
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cushioned with all the coraforts of science, the 
banishraent of brutality and evil v/as already an 
accoraplished fact. . . . The quest has become 
the raost iraportant motive in life. To it have 
been devoted the best efforts of statesmen and 
publicists, scientists and men of letters. The 
••raodemisra" of today, then, v/ears its novelty 
with a difference. The raalady of fear is more 
widespread, raore openly raalignant, and more 
justified in its fruits than at any time in the 
world's history.2 

In defining the source of twentieth century fear, 

Buck points, as do most of those who attempt to assay the 

era, to the failure of science to comfort man in any but 

a technological sense. Whereas science had heretofore 

proudly eraphasized man's power to reason as the means 

toward order, knowledge, and, consequently, spiritual 

understanding, tv;entieth century man bcgan to qucstion 

science's ability to order and perfect his personal reality. 

Modern man had begun to suspect more and more that "the new 

science speaks far more cautiously of the orderly processes 

of nature, admits chaos as easily as order, and looks for-

ward to an end of meaningless night far more readily than 

to the glory of God and the edification of man." Modern 

man asks, "Y/hat consistency v/ith the fate of man, and his 

idea of human excellence, has any of the new sciences, 

2 
Philo M. Buck, Jr., Directions in Contemporary 

Literature (New York: Oxford University Press, 1942), 
pp. 4-5. 
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from astronomy to psychology?" The answer is obvious, 

and the outcome is fear. The modem artist*s response 

to this anxiety, Buck says, is twofold. First, he says, 

"there are those, and not a few, that despair. . . . They 

have lost faith in the world and humanity, stand aloof or 

turn their backs, and look within or v/ithout for some 

substitute." Second are those "who look beyond the con-

fusion to a promise of faith." 

However, it is somewhere between these two dialec-

tics where we discover the iraportant raodern poets as active 

agents in portraying their age. If one adraits the fact of 

disenchantment with science as playing an important part 

in tv/entieth century unrest, one must aiso admit that 

political turmoil is another important element confronting 

the modem poet. To those who contend that the ends of 

poetry are not served by a concern either with the social 

or the scientific, one must answer that the greatest poets 

of the twentieth century have handled the political as 

well as the scientific pressures of their era as neither 

means nor ends but as facts of modern existence. Thus, 

the modem poet deals v/ith thcse facts; but, in the same 

^lbid., p. 9. 

^lbid., pp. 12-13 
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way, that the poet concems himself with the failures of 

science, so must 

the poet's ends [be] larger than those of the 
politician, even when the latter's are conceived 
in generous and broadly human terms; or if the 
poet's ends are not larger, they are, at least, 
different. The poet may include the political 
element—he should not be subsumed under it. 
The poet who in treating a therae and subject 
subordinates his insights to a political purpose 
inverts the function of poetry. He denies him-
self complexity and fulness of expression.^ 

In this statement William O'Conner defines the entire role 

of the modern poet as activist: above all, objectivity 

must control the serious artist's purpose in any attempt 

to define modern complexity. 

O'Cormer clarifies his point even more in a cora-

ment about Cummings, Tate, and Eliot: 

One understands the v;orld a little m.ore fully 
after reading them. In so far as they iraply 
_a point of viev/, they are propagandistic. 
rVet they are not wrixing their poems as an 
"impetus to action. That is not their function 
as poets. They are not attempting to reorder 
history, eliminate evil, or change the nature 
of man. Their task as poets is to refract 
the v;orld they see and experiencc, v;hether as 
citizens or men of action they v;ant to change 
anything as changeable or v/hether they want 
to "acquiesce" in what they see.°' 

As one continues to survey the comraents of both con-

temporary critics and poets on the role and nature of the 

5 
'̂ V/illiam Van O'Conner, Sense and Sensibility in 

Modern Poetry (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1964), p. 240. 

^lbid., pp. 245-246. 
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modem artist, the word "activist" begins to take on a 

meaning much removed frora its current general connotations 

of violent protest. Protest is evident, but it is protest 

presented objectively, through reflective presentation of 

••things-as-they-are." If this presentation involves in-

novative techniques, some important modern poets are ad-

mittedly activists; but even these innovations are rooted 

in a basic knowledge of the past and an ability to illumin-

ate the present. 

Stephen Spender, considered as one of the modern 
7 

activist (even "leftist") poets of the thirties, recog-

nized that in the disillusionment of the tiraes and the 

despair of raodern existence, a knov/ledge of past tradition 

is vital, even if that vitality becomes only personal in 

nature: 

The raodems used nature, used the past to give 
pov/er to v;orks v;hich v/ere both raade out of and 
directed against the whole of raodern life. V/hat 
held them to{̂ cther v.-as not a philosophy or a 
belief but some all-including emotionai attitude 
towards the prescnt—hope, hatred, despair. The 
emotions are not so contradictory as may appear 
because, as I have suggested, the modem move-
ment had connections with the nostalgic aesthe-
Jticism of the end of the nineteenth century. 
Hope, hatred and despair can converge in faith 
in the transforming pov/er of art, v;hich, if it 
cannot save external society, can perhaps redeem 
Linner life.° 

7lbid., p. 242. 

^Stephen Spender, The Strufr/rle of the Modern (Berke-
ley: University of California Press, 19^3), p. 257. 
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If this is a tangential recognition of the iraportance of 

tradition, it is still a recognition, and helps to explain 

why the important raodern poets, active in their depiction 

of the era, deny the stereotyped iraage which has been 

built up over the years by the raass raedia. 

Kenneth Rexroth, whose poetry is unquestionably 

avant-garde, has noted the difference between raodern poetry 

as spectacular nonsense and raodem poetry as it continues 

to be created with serious consideration of subject matter 

and craftsmanship. He points out that the poets of the 

•thirties received much the same negative response in their 

day as do some of our serious poets of today. However, 

those poets of the 'thirties, says Kexroth, "have long 

since become our still living classics and are taught in 
Q 

all well-appointed schools."^ Once again the activities 

of poets have become nev;sv;orthy items: 

A popular myth has been built of bearded savages 
v;ho shoot themrelves full of dope in public 
places—preferably on television—and take off 
their clothes at fashionable soirees. Nothing 
could be farther from the truth. Of course, 
once a vulgar stereotype has been manufactured, 
plenty of people will appear, anxious to conform 
to it. V/hat has been happening in American 
poetry is another thing altogether.'0 

\enneth Rexroth, Assays (Norfolk: New Directions, 
1961), p. 184. 

''̂ lbid., pp. 184-185. 
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Rexroth classifies the sensationalists of today as just 

that, and his observation that the serious poet of the 

•sixties and •seventies is much the sarae as his counter-

part of the early twentieth century helps to define further 

the role of the modem poet as activist. Once raore v/e see 

that he portrays the age, in terms peculiar to that age, 

seriously and objectively: 

The young poets who have come into notice since 
the Second World V/ar have certain coraraon charac-
teristics, and thev are certainly wholesorae ones. 
Primary is an emphasis on direct, personal cora-
munication. All of thera have soraething to say 
and are anxious to have other people pay atten-
tion. In sorae this has taken the forra of a poetry 
of explicit [not violent] protest. Sensational-
ists have discovered something they have named the 
beat generation and have playc^ it up as out-
T*prrpO''î^ 'y^r\-.^n'\ -t-Tr 'PV* f> r>ií^Tiv»/-.0 A"f* 'î T 1 4"^ "i c •f'T. •»«/-» T" "̂  f 

a small group of poets, rather atypical of the 
present younger generation, v;ho v/rite much like 
the Proletarians of the Thirties—only consider-
ably better.11 

The raodern poet lives in a v/orld in v/hich the ulti-

mate questions of mankind remain basically those repeatedly 

asked through the ages; it is the coraplexity of the ansv̂ êrs 

which clouds raodern issues. The twentieth century artist, 

for all of his coraplexity, reraains a citizen of the world; 

consequently, his art raust deal v/ith the intricacies of 

social intercourse: science and metaphysics, religion and 

politics. He cannot isolate himself and deal only v;ith 

^^lbid., p. 185. 
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ephemeral and abstract concepts any more than he can deal 

only with "art for art's sake": 

The artist who considers himself an artist 
and only an artist is hastening the drying-up 
of the sources of his art. His art depends upon 
his wholeness of being. The whole man is re-
ligious, esthetic, social, and political. . . . 
The religious and the philosophical and the 

artistic are integrally related to the political. 
The intellectual world [of the early twentieth 
century] at large drew a knov/ledgeable and fal-
lacious distinction betwcen the religious and 
the moral. The educated upper classes in westem 
countries drew a sharp line betv/een culture and 
politics. Art itself . . . serves a religious 
function in relating man's nature, attitudes, 
and actions to \miversal ideas. In terms of it, 
man arrives at a better understanding of himself 
in relation to the universe and to other raen. 
Ultimately, the problem of emphasis is neither 
religious, artistic, nor political—but human.l^ 

Thus is defined the role of the mouei-n poet. That role, 

it seeras, does not differ priraarily frora that of previous 

generations of poets: poetry continues as a vital portrayal 

of conteraporary society. If the raeans by v;hich this role 

is accomplished seera, in the twentieth century, to be more 

active and belligerent, we may refer once raore to the in-

tensity and coraplexity characteristic of raodern huraanity 

for the cause. 

''^O'Conner, pp. 251-255. 

file:///miversal
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Cummings' Poetry of Alienation 

In order to illustrate Curamings' awareness of 

twentieth century alienation, it will be helpful to limit 

our discussion to two areas which exhibit a feeling of 

general isolation: a seeming loss of identification within 

the mass, coupled v/ith a lack of real comraunication between 

individuals, and the relatively modem severing of the 

common bond between the creative artist and any but a 

select audience. 

In attempting to get at the rcot causes for tv;enti-

eth century anxiety, V/alter Lippmann has observed the sense 

of general alienation v,'hen he says, "V/e live in great cities 

v/ithout knov;ing our neighbors, the loyalties of place have 

broken down, and our associations are stretched over large 

territories, cemented by very little direct contact." V/e 

have, in other words, become collectivized; and in the very 

act of collectivization raan has lost his av/areness of his 

own individuality and that of his neighbor. Thus, 

v/e are unsettled to the very roots of our being. 
There isn't a human relation, v;hether of parent 
and child, husband and v;ife, worker and employer, 

55 
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that doesn't raove in a strange situation. We 
are not used to a coraplicated civilization, we 
don't know how to behave when personal contact 
and external authority have disappeared.1 

It is a paradox that within a teeming world we are so much 

alone, and Cumraings' awareness of this paradox is reflected 
2 

throughout his "anyone lived in a .pretty how tov/n": 

anyone lived in a pretty how town 
(with up so floating many bells down) 
spring summer autumn winter 
he sang his didn't he danced his did. 

woraen and raen (both little and small) 
cared for anyone not at all 
they sowed their isn't they reaped their same 
sun moon stars rain 

children guessed (but only a few 
and dov.n they forgot as up they grew 
autumn winter spring summer) 
that noone loved hira raore by more 

when by now and tree by leaf 
she laughed his joy she cried his grief 
bird by snow and stir by still 
anyone's any was all to her 

someones raarried their everyones 
laughed their crying and did their dance 
(sleep wake hope and then) they 
said their nevers they slept their drearas 

stars rain sun moon 
(and only the snow can begin to explain 
hov; children are apt to forget to reraember 
v/ith up so floating raany bells dov̂ n 

1 

Lippman, pp. 152-154. 

^Number 29. 50 Poems, 1940; p. 370 in Poems, 1923-
1954. For convenience and unity all references to Cummings' 
poems are based on Poems, 1923-1954, which volume represents 
the major collection oi Cummings' verse. Also, other poems 
illustrating the characteristic of alienation are listed 
under that heading in the Appendix. 
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one day anyone died i guess 
(and noone stooped to kiss his face) 
busy folk buried them side by side 
little by little and was by was 

all by all and deep by deep 
and raore by raore they dream their sleep 
noone and anyone earth by april 
wish by spirit and if by yes. 

woraen and raen (both dong and ding) 
sumraer autumn winter spring 
reaped their sowing and went their came 
sun raoon stars rain 

The poera is not difficult in any technical sense. 

Although there is a definite rhythm in the poera, there is 

no sustained metrical pattern. It has been pointed out 

that the rhythm is much like that which children use "when 

skipping rope or playing gEunes"—a "sing song" type of 

cadence. Since Cummings had a great affection for the 

siraplicity and sincerity of children, he uses this device 

as a backdrop to emphasize the thought he is attempting 

to express. In addition he achieves intensity by way of 

contrast. He sets the everyday people of this world 

against a cosmic setting, and he makes these people take 

on added meaning by his paradoxical use of the naraes of 

the people theraselves. This device is a favorite technique 

of Cummings. As Robert E. V/egner observes, 

^John Malcolm Brinnin and Bill Read, The Modern 
Poets (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963), p. 68. 
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This poera demonstrates Cummings' ability to give 
an abstract word concrete significance. He does 
this by placing the word in a syntax that allows it 
to retain its abstract meaning and at the sarae 
time take on a definite function. For exaraple, 
in the opening line the indefinite pronoun any-
one and the adverb how function in this dual 
capacity. The v.'ord anyone, besides carrying its 
usual general meaning oí referring to nobody in 
particular (or to some person who is in no way 
distinct or distinguished), is the appellation 
of a specific and highly individualistic person 
who is indeed distinguished. . . . The word how, 
due to its svntactical position (an inversion of 
"how pretty"), is also enriched beyond its usual 
abstract properties of degree or raarmer.^ 

Curaraings begins the poem by stating that a very particular 

person by the name of "anyone" lives in "a pretty hov/ 

tov.n," "how" in this case pertaining to those people who 

are only interested in "how" things are accoraplished, not 

"why." This contrast between the purely technological 

mind and the purely inquiring raind is one of Cumraings' 

favorite theraes. In this pretty "how" town, characterized 

in the first stanza by the upv/ard and downward sv/inging 

of what are probably church bells against the backdrop of 

the eternal seasons—"he [anyone] / sang his didn't he 

danced his did." He sang about those things v;hich he did 

not do; he danced in accoraplishing thoce things which he did 

do . He v/as, a s Curaraings e v i d e n t l y sav; hira, v i t a l l y a l i v e . 

^Robert E. V/egner, The P o e t r y and Prose of E. E. 
C\iraraings (Nev/ York: H a r c o u r t , Brace & Vi'orld, 1965), pp . 
5 0 - 5 1 . 
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In the second stanza we find that a generalized 

group of "women and men (both little and small) / cared 

for anyone not at all." The double sens is obvious here 

in the play on the name "anyone." These people, raass man 

if you v/ill, do not care for anyone in particular, nor do 

they care for the hero "anyone." They have lost touch 

with their fellow man in general and with the unique in-

dividual in particular; and, characteristically, "they 

sowed their isn't"—that is, their negativism; and, con-

sequently, "they reaped their same"—again against a cos-

mic background: "sun raoon stars rain." 

In the third stanza we see that with the special 

intuitiveness possessed only by them, a few children 

guessed that a special person, "noone" (no one: again a 

play on names), loved her "anyone." But children grow 

into adults v/ith the passing of each "autumn winter spring 

suramer," and as they grew up, "down they forgot" that 

"anyone" and "noone" loved each other; and these children's 

adulthood v/ill be as barren and fruitless and alienated as 

had been their parents' before them. 

The next passage, stanza four, is pure lyricism 

mixed with explicit statement in v;hich v/e see that "when 

by nov/ and tree by leaf / she laughed his joy she cried 

his grief." "[N]oone's" empathy with "anyone" is so great 
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that his joy becoraes her laughter, his grief her tears. 

Pollowing that observation are the two lines, "bird by 

snow and stir by still / anyone's any was all to her," 

wherein one sees that encompassed within a love of this 

intensity even the particular, individualized "any" can 

becorae everything. 

The fifth stanza continues the progression through 

tirae as the generalized "somones raarried their everyones / 

laughed their cryings and did their dance" through life. 

Here one notices the comraonplace raatter-of-factness of 

their disaffected lives; here one sees none of the intensity 

of emotion shovm by "anyone*s" joy and grief in life. These 

"someones" a.nd "everyones" "(sleep wake hope and then) 

they / said their nevers they slept their dreara." They 

pursue the everyday functions and eraotions in life, say 

"never" instead of always, and, in effect, dreara of what 

life should be v/hile sleeping through the intensity of what 

life actually is. 

The sixth stanza acts as a bridge as the poera 

begins to dance in the reader's raind, offering frora this 

point abstract images on a universal scale interspersed 

with concrete facts as the poem works toward its pensive 

conclusion: 
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stars rain sun raoon 
(and only the snow can begin to explain 
how children are apt to forget to remeraber 
with up so floating many bells down) 

In stanza seven we find that "one day anyone died 

i guess / (and noone stooped to kiss his face)." Here 

the fact of alienation becomes predorainant. Fact: "any-

one died." Alienation: "i guess," and *'noone [both lôver 

and no one] stooped to kiss his face." With this kiss 

••noone" Joins her lover in death, and "busy folk," uncon-

cemed people too busy v/ith their own erapty lives to be 

really concemed with anyone's death, "buried thera side 

by side / little by little and v;as by was." 

Stanza eight offers the thought that "all by all 

and deep by deep" "noone" and "anyone" "dreara their sleep." 

This is in direct contrast to the "soraeones" and "every-

ones" who v.'ere shown previously to have slept through the 

dreara of life; for the lovers in their intense awareness 

of each other lived the dreara of life and now dreara, side 

by side, through the sleep of death. The stanza closes 

thus: "noone and anyone earth by april / wish by spirit 

and if by yes." Here we have a complex pattern of images 

presented by a series of comparisons wherein "noone" be-

coraes at once "earth," "v/ish," and "if," and "anyone" 

becoraes "april," the proraise of spring's rejuvenation of 
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life on earth; ••spirit," the motivating force behind wish; 

and "yes," the ultimate answer to if;. 

The final stanza underscores the loss which ex-

tends from man^s inability to recognize something of worth 

in the lives of his fellows. We are brought back to the 

general mass of "woraen and men (both dong and ding) / sum-

mer autumn winter spring" who very commonly, xmconcemedly 

go their own separate ways through life, and ultimately 

reap exactly what they sow while the universe goes wheeling 

by: "sun moon stars rain." 

This poem serves perhaps as the best example of 

an underlying theme of alienation and loss in Curamings' 

verse because its characters are anonyinous. They are por-

trayed against the unlimited specificity of huraan relation-

ships making up the universe. The poem's theme is universal; 

its pov;er comes from this fact. 

Hov;ever, Curamings sometiraes accoraplished the sarae 

effect by being quite specific. Nuraerous poeras concem 
5 

public or literary figures—e.g., "little joe gould"^ 

or "ford madox ford"; in these poems personal expressions 

of his ideas about these particular men provide comments 

on the estranged state of mankind in his era. 

^Number 17, no thanks, 1935, p. 294, Foeras, 1923-1954 

N̂uraber 9, XAIPE, 1950; p. 434, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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When science can reduce men to mere integers or 

symbols for those integers, the resultant interaction be-

comes stiff, lifeless, and lonely. Cvimmings catches this 

effect in his poera "5 / derbies - with - men - in them 
7 

sraoke Helmar." The poem is an exercise in dehumaniza-

tion where the characters are first numbered, then let-

tered: a, b, c, x, and y. A paperboy and the proprietor 

of a coffeehouse, "effendi" (a Turkish, or any Mediter-

ranean country, man of education or authority), are the 

only characters who approach human qualities, and then 

only in that they are represented by general names, not 

numbers or letters: 

5 
derbies - with - men - in - them smoke Helraar 
cigarettes 2 
play backgararaon, 3 watch 
a has gold 
teeth b pink 
suspenders c 
reads Atlantis 

X and y play b 
cries "effendi" "Uh" "coffee" 
"uh" enter 
paperboy, c 

buys Bav/stinam.ereekin, exit 
paperboy a finishes 
Helraar lights 
another 

'̂ Nuraber VIII, XLI Poeras, 1925; p. 148, Poems, 1923-
1954. 
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x and y 
play, effendi appi-oaclies, sets 
down coffee withdraws 
a and c discuss news in 

turkish X and y play b spits 
X and 
y 
play, b starts armenian record 

pho 
nographi srunn 
ingd o w, n phonograph 

stops. 

b swears in persian at phonograph 
X wins exeunt ax: by; c, 
Goo dnightef fendi 

five men in derbies 

The setting is apparently a Turkish coffeehouse 

in Boston, and Cummings describes a scene in which sterility 

of action and intercourse combine v.'ith facelessness to cre-

ate a distinct aura of alienation. To paraphrase, Five 

derbies with .men in thera sraoke Helraar cigarettes. Two 

play backgeunraon while the other three watch. "a" has gold 

teeth, "b" v/ears pink suspenders, and "c" reads Atlantis. 

"x" and "y" play backgaramon. "b" cries, "effendi, uh, 

bring coffee, uh." A paperboy enters and "c" buys a Boston 

American, and the boy leaves. "a" finishes a cigarette 

and lights another. "x" and "y" continue to play. Effendi 

approaches the table, sets down the coffee, and leaves. 

"a" and "c" discuss the news in Turkish, v/hile "x" and "y" 
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continue to play. "b" spits. "x" and "y" continue to 

play. '̂b" starts an Armenian record, and the phonograph 

runs down and stops. "b" swears in Persian at the phono-

graph. "x" wins the game of backgaramon, and the charac-

ters leave: "a" with "x", "b" with "y", and "c" by hira-

self. Goodnight, "effendi."—Five men, in derbies. 
o 

In the following poem the phenomena of nature*s 

light and dark are personified and hold the ability to 

create poetry, while mankind is forced to v/ork and wonder 

in loneliness. 

the hours rise up putting off stars and it is 
dawn 
into the street of the sky light walks scattering poems 
on earth a candle is 
extinguished the city 
v;ake s 
with a song upon her 
mouth having death in her eyes 

and it is dav/n 
the world 
goes forth to raurder dreams . . . . 

i see in the street where strong 
men are digging bread 
and i see the brutal faces of 
people contented hideous hopeless cruel happy 

and it is day. 

o 
"the hours rise up putting off stars and it is," 

Number IV, "Impressions," TulipR and Chimneys, 1923; p. 42, 
Poeras, I923-I954. 
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in the mirror 
i see a f r a i l 
raan 
drearaing 
drearas 
drearas in the rairror 

and it 
is dusk on earth 

a candle is lighted 
and it is dark. 
the people are in their houses 
the frail man is in his bed 
the city 

sleeps with death upon her mouth having a song in her eyes 
the hours descend, 
putting on stars. . . . 

in the street of the sky night walks scattering poems 

With dav»n, light walks the "street of the sky," 

and sov/s poetry, vvhile on earth man's artificial light is 

extinguished and the city coraes alive, "a song upon her 

mouth," yet death in the eyes of her inhabitants. With 

dawn, the world arises and "goes forth to raurder drearas" 

in the struggle v.lth reality. The poet sees strong men 

earning their bread through the biblical injiinction of the 

"sweat of their brov;." The faces are brutal yet contented; 

hideous, hopeless, cruel, yet happy, "and it is day." 

In a mirror, the narrator sees himself "dreaming 

dreams," dreams mirroring their ov/n unreality in their 

reflection; and "it is dusk." 

"On earth" man's artificial light is rekindled; 

the people are separated into their houses, and the narrator. 
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"the frail raan," is in his bed, possibly dreaming dreams 

whose reality exists, perhaps, in their unreality. 

The city now sleeps, "death upon her mouth," with 

the raatter of dreams "a song in her eyes." The stars re-

appear, and "in the street of the sky night walks" sowing 

poetry. 

The sense of isolation created here deals v/ith the 

illiraitable mystery of life, reality, and man*s tenuous 

relationship to his fellow men and nature's universe. 

The sense of alienation which presses upon the lonely 

soul even in crov/ds may be seen in a prose poem published 

in 1925:^ 

at the ferocious phenomenon of 5 o'clock i find rayself 
gently decomposing in the mouth of New York. Bet-
ween its supple financial teeth deliriously sprouting 
from complacent gums, a morsel prettily wanders 
buoyed on the murderous saliva of industry. the mor-
sel is i. 

Vast cheeks enclose me. 

a gigantic uvula with iraperceptible gesticulations 
threatens the tubular downward blackness occasionally 
frora which detatching itself bumps clumsily into the 
throat A meticulous vulgarity: 

a sodden fastidious normal explosion; a square mur-
mur, a winsome flatulence — 

""at the ferocious phenomenon of 5 o'clock i find 
myself," Number IX, "Portraits," XLI Poems; p. 149, Foems, 
1923-1954. 
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In the soft raidst of the tongue sits the V/oolworth 
building a serene pastile-shaped insipid kinesis or frail 
swooping lozenge. a ruglike sentiencc whose papillae 
expertly drink the docile perpendicular taste of this 
squirming cube of undiminished silence, supports 
while devouring the firm tumult of exquisitely in-
secure sharp algebraic music. l''or the first time in 

sorting frora this vast nonchalant inward walk of vol-
umc the flat rainute gallop of careful hugeness i ara 
conjugated by the sensual mysticisra of entire vertical 
being, i am skillfully construed by a delicately experi-
raenting colossus whose irrefutable spiral antics involve 
rae with the soothings of plastic hypnotism . i ara 
accurately parced by this gorgeous rush of upward 
lips. . . . 

cleverly 

perching on the sudden extremity of one imraense 
tooth myself surveys safely the coraplete iraportant 
profane frantic inconsequential gastronomic mystery 
of mysteries 

, life 

Far below myself the lunging leer of horizontal large 
distinct ecstasy wags and. rages Laughters jostle grins 
nudge smiles push —.deep into the edgeless gloaraing 

fladness hammers incessant putrid spikes of madness at 

Myself's height these various innocent ferocities are 
superceded by the sole prostituted ferocity of silence, 
it is) still 5 o'clock 
I stare only alv/ays into the treraendous canyon the 

treraendous canyon always only exhales a clirabing 
dark exact v;alloping huraan noise of digestible mill-
ions v.hose rich slovcnly obscene procession alv/ays 
floats through the thin amorous enorraous only lips of 
the evening 

And it is 5 o*clock 

in the oblong air, frora vhich a singular ribbon 
of coraraon sunset is hanging, 

snov/ speaks slov/ly 
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Cumraings chooses the crowded and teeming city of 

New York at the five o*clock rush hour to eraphasize the 

fact that, araong millions, any man may be virtually alone. 

Curaraings chooses his indefinable "i" to represent "every-

raan" and to act as narrator in a poem which has as its 

central operating image the yawning maw of a great raetropolis. 

In the first strophe the narrator (anyone, everyraan, 

everyone: "i") finds himself "gently decomposing in the 

raouth of Nev/ York." He compares himself to a "morsel" 

threatened on either side by pliable "financial teeth" is-

suing from "gums" of complacency and the "murderous saliva 

of industry." 

In the bridge passage which follov/s v;e picture 

the morsel enclosed by the "vast cheeks" of the city, and 

the third strop.he continues the mouth imagery by picturing 

the workings of a pendulous organ, "a gigantic uvula" at 

the back of the throat which gesticulates, closing and 

opening, darkening and lighting in turn the lower and 

downward regions of the throat. He calls it "A meticulous • 

vulgarity." The following bridge passage closes out the 

preceding strophe by referring to the sounds made by the 

uvula as the throat opens and closes in its physiologic 

rhythm: "a sodden fastidious norraal explosion; a square 

raur / raur, a winsorae flatulence." 
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Continuing the basic imagery, strophe number 

five introduces the more substantial form of the *'Wool-

worth building" resting, however incongruously, upon the 

surface of the tongue. This organ is described in detail: 

first, at rest, as "a serene pastil-shaped insipid kinesis," 

a quiet, rounded, indifferent troche; next, in moveraent, 

as a flattened out "swooping lozenge." Continuing, the 

tongue becomes a "ruglike" surface, undifferentiated as 

to awareness, whose "papillae" or taste organs "expertly" 

sense and devour the static "perpendicular taste" of the 

Woolworth building and the "squirming cube of [its] \m-

diminished silence." The tongue "supports" the building, 

while, at the same time, it devours its cold, mathematical 

beauty, its "firm tumult of exquisitely in- / secure 

sharp algebraic music." At this point the narrator be-

comes av.are of v.hat the vastness of Nev/ York represents. 

He begins to sort meanings from the "flat minute gallop 

of careful hugeness." Through this experience he becomes 

"conjugated," or joined together by the mystery of the 

city's upright buildings, its "entire vertical / being." 

His very existence is "construed," its fibre analyzed as 

to construction and arrangement by a delicate yet colossal 

entity so substantial and yet so varied in form that its 

"spiral antics involve" him v/ith "soothings of plastic 
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hypnotism." He finds himself "accurately parsed," separated 

into parts, by the upreared verticality of the city, by 

what he calls the "gorgeous rush of upward lips." 

Strophes numbers five and six are connected by a 

single word as the narrator "cleverly" perches upon the up-

permost part of "one imraense tooth, whereupon he is per-

mitted to observe the huraanity which raoves and exists 

among the vertical skyscrapers. Frora the safety of this 

vantage point he is able to survey safely and corapletely 

that great unknov.n, that "iraportant profane frantic in-

consequential gastronoraic raystery / of raysteries / life." 

In strophe nuraber seven the narrator describes, 

far below him, the movement of these masses—not a har-

monious movement, but a "lunging leer of horizontal large / 

distinct ecstasy" v;hich "v;ags and rages." Using words whose 

cormotations serve to contrast v;hat seems to be pleasant 

with that v/hich in actuality is distasteful, \ve see that 

"laughters jostle," that "grins / nudge," and "smiles 

push." The cliarade continues, spreading into the evening 

twilight as "gladness hammers incessant putrid spikes of 

madness." 

As the narrator looks áovm from his elevated posi-

tion, he notes, in strophe eight, that "these various 

irmocent" but still ferocious actions are supplanted only 
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by the single, corrupted "ferocity of silence" which 

pervades his alienated position; and "it is) still 5 

o'clock." 

He stares into the "tremendous canyon," v;hich, in 

strophe nine, is pictured as exuding the "walloping human 

noise" of millions who will be devoured and sv/allowed by 

the city and their ovsn uncomproraising disaffection. The 

clamor of their progress, "rich slovenly obscene progres-

sion," never ceases. It continuously reaches the narrator 

as it clirabs "through the thin amorous enormous only lips 

of / the evening / And it is 5 o'clock." 

Y/ith a final note of sadness, Cumraings ends this 

word picture of human incorapatibility on a note of 

alienation created by an iraaginative bringing together 

of tv/o contrasting images: 

in the oblong air, from which a singular ribbon 
of common sunset is hanging, 

snow speaks slovvly 

Here, the hint of tv/ilight and the cold, blanketing image 

of snow serve to bring to the mind negative connotations 

of light and v/armth, connotations in every way akin to 

alienation. 

Another exaraple of Cumraings' recognition of isola-

10 
tion is found in the follov/ing poera published in 1931. 

''^"a," Number XI, wrViVa], 1931; p. 230, Poems, 
1923-1954. 
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a 
raong crum 

bling people(a 
along ruined streets 
hither and)softly 
thither between(tumb 
ling) 

houses(as 
the kno 

wing spirit prowls, its 
nose winces 
before a dissonance of 

Rish and Foses) 
until 

(finding one's self 
some distance from the 
crooked town)a 

harbour fools the sea( 
while 

emanating the triple 
starred 

Hotel du Golf. . . .that notable structure 
or ideal edifice. . . .situated or established 
. . . far from the noise of v/aters 

)one's 
eye perceives 

(as the ego approaches) 
painfully sterilized contours; 
within 

which 
"ladies&gentlemen" 
—imder 

glass— 
are: 
asking. 

?each 
oth? 
er 

rub 
!berq; 
:uestions 
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In this poem the poet assumes an omniscient view-

point as he finds himsclf a "knowing spirit" not surrounded 

by a vibrant society but "a / mong crum ^ bling people." 

He glides through "ruined streets" and "tumbling houses" 

and "winces before a dissonance" of what he refers to 

as "Rish and Foses," the transformed purity of the rose and 

fish, both important symbols of Christianity. 

He continues his journey until he finds himself "at 

some distance from the crooked town." Here he finds him-

self at a place where a "harbour fools the sea," while at 

the same time it (the harbour) emanates, or allov/s to 

spring from its shore, the "triple starred Hotel du Golf," 

an obvious reference to the resort hotel, rated by way uf 

asterisks, as to excellence, in tourists' guidebooks. 

This hotel is in a sea resort, a kind of golfing shrine, 

"situated or established" "far frora the noise of vv'aters" 

at a distance frora the cleansing baptismal properties of 

the ocean's water and, here, separated even from its sound. 

The hotel, as one is able to perceive as he ap-

proaches, is made up of the "painfully sterilized contours" 

of twentieth century architecture; within it sit alienated 

and spiritually dead "'ladies&gentlemen'" of Age-of-Anxiety 

society. Cumraings adds the final isolating touch by put-

ting these people "under glass" and sees them not in 
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conversation which is rich and fruitful and capable of 

synthesis but in conversation in which they ask 

?each 
oth? 
er 

rub 
!berq; 
:uestions 

John Aldridge has pointed out that "all the forces 

of the modern age seem . . . to have conspired to separate 

the writer from his audience by depriving hira of those 

common assumptions of value on which narrative comraunica-

11 
tion with any audience depends. The type of alienation 

which exists between raass raan and the creative artist ap-

pears in two forras: first, in Cummings' v;ork, in those 

poems which (1) establish the isolation existing when men 

are unable to comjnunicate with each other, soraewhat like 

the poera iramediately above, and (2) v/hich, in addition, 

exhibit a seeming senselessness to those who are unaware 

of what the poet is attempting to do; second, in poems 

recognizing the technique of deliberate ambiguity, where 

one becomes aware of the corapletely isolated artist who is 

the only source of explication of his own work, the latter 

being absolutely raeaningless in any sense except that of 

total abstraction. 

11 
Aldridge, After the Lost Generation, p. 2 33. 
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The following poem exemplifies the first situa-

tion, namely, that in which the poet is creating a piece 

obviously intended to show the lack of comraunication 

between individuals in the twentieth century. There 

can be no other raotivation than this behind such a poem, 

for without this explication the poem seems meaningless. 

Beyond the comment that in this case we have one or 

more individuals engaged in a sterilized attempt at some 

type of communication, no other explanation is neces-

12 sary: 

o 
sure)but 
nobody unders(no 
but Rully yes i 
know)but •vhat it com.es 

to(listen you don't have to 
i mean Keely)but(no listen don't 
be sil why sure)i mean the (o 
well ughhuh sure why not yuh course yeh v;ell 
naturally i und certain i o posi but 

i knov/ sure that's)but listen here's 
(correct you said it yeah)but 
listen but(it*s Killy yeh 
ughhuh yuh)i know 

(o sure i 

know yes 
of 

course)but what i mean is Nobody Understands Her KEKLY 

''^"o," Nuraber 17, no thanks, 1935; p. 289, Foeras, 
1923-1954. 

http://com.es
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The following poem offers another example of non-

coramunication, this time within the ranks of apartment 

dwellers: ^ 

there are 6 doors 
Next door(but 
four)gentleraen are trini^htly entertained by a whore 
who Talks in the daytime,when who 

is asleep with only several 
faces and a multitude of chins:next door 
but three dwells;a(ghost)V/ho 
screams Faintly always 

who is bluish;next 
Door but two occupy a raan 
and his wife:Both very yoimg noisily 
who kiss throv; silently things 

Each at other(if not 
quarrelling in a luxury of telescoped 
languages)che sraokes three 
castles He looks oev/ish 

,next door but One 
a on Dirty bed Mangy from person Porous 
sits years its of self fee(bly 
Perpetually coughing And thickly spi)tting 

But next door nobody 
seems to live at present(l'on 
parle de repapering;i 
don't think so.maybe:soraebody?or,bedbugs 

The narrator of this poera explains that "there are 

6 doors" separating hira frora his neighbors. Most reraoved 

frora him, "Next door(but / four)," lives a whore v/ho three 

times a night entertains her "gentlemen," and who, with 

''̂ ••there are six doors," Number IV, W [ViVa], 
1931; p. 225, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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her '^multitude of chins," "Talks" in her sleep during the 

day with the "several faces" of her drcams. 

"next door / but three" lives a blue "(ghost)" 

who always is screaming, "Paintly." 

"next door / but two" live a young couple who 

quarrel "in a luxury of telescoped / languages," who kiss 

and throw things at each other. She sraokcs "three castles" 

(cigarettes), and he "looks" Jewish. 

"next door / but One" lives an apparently old and 

feeble person who inhabits a filthy roora and "Perpetually" 

coughs and "Thickly" spits. 

"next door" lives no one. Soraeone, the raanager 

perhaps, talk . of repapering Inat apartraent, but the nar-

rator is uncertain that what he heard was actually said. 

The quality of life is so vacuous that, frora the narrator's 

point of viev/, bedbugs seera as important as people. The 

despair which has soiled the other residents has come to 

bruise the narrator. 

The next poem exhibiting lack of comraunication— 

hence alienation—is brief and tonally pointed. It involves 

two people, probably married, whose interest now lies sorae-

where outside their companionship. The thoughts are in-

complete, but one has no trouble in completing them since 

the same situation has been common to serialized radio 
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dramas, "slick" magazine fiction, and daytime television 

dramas. One of his few titled poems, it is simply called 

"Item":''^ 

this man is o so 
Waiter 
this;woman is 

please shut that 
the pout And affectionate leer 
interminable pyramidal,napkins 
(this man is oh so tired of this 
a door opens by itself 
woman.)they so to speak were in 
Love once? 
nov/ 

her mouth opens too far 
and she attacks her lobster without 
feet mingle under the 
mercy. 

(exit the hors d'oeuvres) 

To paraphrase and interpolate, This man is oh so tired. 

He calls, "V/aiter." This v.'oman is oh so tired. She asks 

her Companion to please shut that door. She pouts. He 

leers, affectionately. On the tables throughout the 

restaurant there stand an interminable number of napkins 

shaped into pyramids. The door opens again, seemingly by 

itself. This man is oh so tired of this woman. They v;ere, 

so to speak, in Love, once? [the question mark and qualifica-

tions underscore the v;hole sterile aspect of their love] . 
She opens her mouth too far when she attacks [not eats] her 

lobster. Their feet mingle out of sight, under the table. 

''̂ "Itera," Nuraber XIV, is 5, 1926; p. 175, Poeras, 
1923-1954. 
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The man thanks the waiter, "Merci." [the observer trans-

lates the word as asking for "mercy."] And the waiter 

exits with the hors d'oeuvres. The end. Tableau. 

With respect to the deliberate arabiguity mentioned 

above, it may be pointed out that the layman who reads 

modern poetry often has a valid point when he asks, "If 

I carmot understand modern poetry; if, to me, it is nothing 

more than the senseless stringing together of v/ords 

what, if any, value has this type of poetry for me? V/hy 

do poets write such verse?" The ansv/er, of course, is 

not obvious, but it may be pointed out in this respect 

that what the artist is expressing is personal emotion or 

sensibility constructed in abstrctcl symbols; hence, he 

becomes the only authoritative source of explication for 

his work since to many his work is meaningless in any 

sense except that of total abstraction. The word "abstract" 

is the kcy, for it connotes alienation and isolation; the 

important tv/entieth century artists, in painting, sculpture, 

and poetry, have used abstract syrabolism in their v;ork. 

Por this reason many of these artists are said to have 

been influenced and are thus classified by that vague cog-

noraen of existentialism. Colin Wilson, in The Outsider, 

makes it a point to shov/ that, indeed, it was the philosophy 

of existentialism v;hich caused the twentieth century v;riter 
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to articulate his sense of loneliness and separation. It 

is not pertinent at this point to go into a long digression 

on existentialism, for the raovement eludes any concrete 

definition; for, generally speaking, it is less a specific 

doctrine than a raovement. Everett W. Knight states that 

the person who invented the term "existentialism" 
rendered both the philocophy that now goes by that 
name and the reading public a great disservice. 
It is of rainor importance that the existentialists 
themselves should criticize the philosophical ac-
curacy of the word and accept it only because cir-
cumstance has forced it upon thera; v;hat does raatter 
is that, given the term, people suppose that it 
designates something reasonably precise. In fact 
it does not. Hence the perpetual question: "What 
is Existentialism?," v/hich never receives a satis-
factory answer.'5 

How then does this term pertain to the subject of 

alienation and Cummings? The follov;ing brief observations 

suggest an answer. [̂ The existentialist philosophy is a 

movement away from the rationality of the modern raind. If 

it does not reject science, it certainly has an unmistak-

able distrust of it. Science and rationality, and the 

philosophy centering about thera, have answered few ques-

tions concerning man's existence; raoreover, in a raanner 

of speaking, science and pure rational thought have been 

factors in man's continual loss of his humanity: 

The traditional philosopher might protest . . . 
that he never expected perfection, but v:e ought 

15 '̂ Everett V/. Knight, Literature Considered as 
PhilosoDhy (New York: Collier Books, 1962), pp. 9-10. 
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to try to make our perspectives as objcctive 
as possible. Sucli a response would only lead 
the existentialist to press hic point . . . ; 
for his contention is not just that objectivity 
is irapossible but that it runs so counter to 
our nature—to what it raeans to be human—that 
every step in its direction is a step away from 
huraanity.'° 

This is precisely the feeling one gets when one begins to 

understand the poet*s awareness of his age. In his chapter 

"Prora Baudelaire to Sartre," Knight mentions that "it is 

natural for the poet (and the artist) to be interested in 

the uniqueness, in the singleness of things, as it is for 

the scientist to be indifferent to that quality."j He goes 

on to say, concerning Baudelaire, that "his poetry is full 

of phrases v.'hich do not make sense; or, for that matter 

entire poeras . . . may convey no particular meaning." This 

sarae truth v.lth respect to Curaraings, is highly important, 

for the same statement, without modification, could be made 

about hira. In this sarae vein, lOiight goes even further to 

say, 

What happens is that the best poetry ceases to pro-
duce eraotion by "persuasion"; that is by making 
comprehenc^ion a necessary preliminary to the enjoy-
ment of poctry. An attempt is made to bypass the 
intelligence, and, as in music, to present not a 
description or analysis of emotion, but a "symbol" 
of the eraotion in the forra of a thing.'' 

That such comments also pertain to Cummings there can be 

no doubt. 

''"Smith, Kevolution in Thou^ht, p. 59-

'Knight, Literature as Fhilosophy, p. 65-
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These observations are in no way intended as an 

atterapt to classify Curaraings as an existentialist or, for 

that raatter, as a syrabolist; for classification in these 

areas is not the purpose of this study. They do, however, 

serve to offer some explanation and proof of the "sense" 

of senselessness in his poetry, and it seems that this 

fact is quite valid because of the preponderance of this 

type of poem created by Cummings in his works. Further, 

these comments are beneficial in arriving at an answer to 

the question put earlier: "Why write such verse?" The 

answer is that the existentialist moveraent itself steraraed 

from an acute sense of alienation, and if there exists any 

explanation for deliberate ambiguity, it resides in a 

recognition and awareness of the climate of thought exist-

ing when these works were created. 

Though there are many ambiguous poems in Poems, 

I923-I954, three examples—one each from his early, middle, 

and later poems—should suffice to show that Curamings was 

early and continually aware of the abstracted, isolated, 

alienated poet. 
1 o 

"Doll*s boy*s asleep" appears to make sense and 

is in its ovm way interesting. However, it, like the others 

''̂ "Doll̂ s boy's asleep," Number 5, "Songs," Tulips 
and Chimneys, 1923; p. 13, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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of its type, defies rational explication. It is undoubt-

edly a play on numbers; twenty-eight women are involved 

in three groups, the memberships of which increase until 

together they form a unit in the penultimate stanza. 

Other than this, all that one is able to derive is a pic-

ture of a boy (belonging, strangely enough, to a doll) 

who is asleep under a stile while a number of women make 

vague smd unconnected comments about his body: 

Doll's boy's asleep 
under a stile 
he sees eight and twenty 
ladies in a line 

the first lady 
says to nine ladies 
his lips drink v/ater 
but his heart drinks vvine 

the tenth lady 
says to nine ladies 
they must chain his foot 
for his wrÍGt's too fine 

the nineteenth 
says to nine ladies 
you take his m.outh 
for his eyes are mine. 

Doll's boy's asleep 
under the stile 
for every mile the feet go 
the heart goes nine 

The following poem appears to be intentionally 

• -, 19 meanmgless. 

''̂ "a football with white eyebrows," Number 3, Nev/ 
Poems, 1938; p. 334, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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a football with white eyebrows the 

rd chief something or must be off 

duty wanderfuling aft spits) 
int 
0 immensity(upon once whom 

fiercely by pink rar seized green 
rars 
opening i s i t h o r r i b l y sraith spouts 

comucopious ly not unrecognizable whats of 
t 

00 vertiginously absorbed which a la 

In the final example we are once raore presented 

with a poem raade up of unconnected, fragmented images which 

begin to suggest raeanings which never corae to satisfactory 
20 fruition. We perhaps—Curaraings forces us to be unsure— 

see a triangular kite in a blue sky which blends into the 

triangular face of a child who is invisible; then finally 

v/e come to a filthy sidewalk "blossoming glory." The 

beautiful and the ugly have become one, but the flatness 

of the last line indicates an apparent lack of confidence 

in the raeaningfulness of this union: 

blue the triangular why 

of a dreara(with 

c r a z i l y 
eyes of v/indov;)raay 
be un 

^^"blue the triangular why," Nuraber 70, XA PE, 1950; 
p. 467, Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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less it were(floati 
ng through 

never)a kite 

like face of 
the child who*s 
every 

child(& 

therefore invisible)anyhow you 
've(whoever 

we are)stepped carefully o 

ver(&i)some 

newer 
than life(or than 
death)is on 

ilthi 
es 
t 

sidev/alk blossoming glory 

This example may serve to end this discussion of 

the sense of alienation in Cummings' poetry. That this 

sense is intrinsic in much of his work is readily apparent 

The poems chosen reflect the fact that Cummings was un-

doubtedly av;are of the growing alienation among men and 

betv.'een mass man and the creative mind. 
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Cummings as Cynic: Satire and Irony 

It has been previously stated that the tools of 
• 1 

the cynic are satire and irony, Some of Vernon Parring-

ton's comments about Sinclair Lewis are also applicable 

to Cummings: 

His irrepressible satire belongs to a nev/ and 
irritatingly effective school. He has studied 
the technique of the realists, and under the 
beguiling pretense of telling the truth objec-
tively and dispassionately, he insists on reveal-
ing to us unaccomodated raan as a poor, bare, 
forked animal, v/ho like Jurgen persists in think-
ing himself a monstrous clever fellow. He is p 
maliciously severe on all respectable dignities. 

A direct statement concerning Curaraings in this sarae vein 

comes from S. I. Hayakav/a: 

Can one say, follov;ing current critical fashions, 
that Cummings is up a blind alley, and so saying 
dismiss him as a left-over from the futilitarian 
tv/enties? . . . His profound skepticism is re-
garded now, of course, as "dating" him. I am not 
at all sure that this is a fault in him—for his 
skepticism is of a kind that ought not to be ^ 
lightly abandoned. His is not the easier way. 

1 
See reference to Parrington's The Beginnings of 

Critical Kealism in /unerica in Part One oi this discussion, 
pp. 21-23. 

2 
Parrington, Beginnings of Critical Kealism, p. 360. 

291. 
^S. I. Hayakawa, "Is Indeed 5," Poetry, LII (1938), 
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After considering Poeras, 1923-1954, one carmot 

doubt that Cumraings was pessimistic about the contem-

porary scene. This trait appears in his earliest work and 

continues through the last, and raay be seen best, perhaps, 

in three areas: poems dealing with war, poems dealing 

with science and technology, and poems dealing strictly 

with raan himself. 

Out of Cummings' experiences in Y/orld War I grew 

his novel, The Enormous Room, a vast satire on v/hat has 

been called the most stupid of man's stupidities: war. 

Out of the conflict also came a section of poetry in his 

earliest published work titled "LA GUERKE," composed of 

two poems, one dealing explicitly with war, the other 
5 

tangentially. We shall discuss only the first: 

the bigness of cannon 
is skilful, 

but i have seen 
death's clever enormous voice 
which hides in a fragility 
of poppies. . . . 

T 

i say that sometimes 
on these long talkative animals 
are laid fists of huger silence. 

^Other poems illustrcting cynicism are selectively 
listed in the Appendix under that heading. 

^"The bigness of cannon," Number I, "LA GUEKKE," 
Tulips and Chimneys, 1923; p. 39, Poems, 1923-1954. 
Ellipsis not mine. 

ÍMb 
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I havc seen all the silence 
fillcd with vivid noiseless boys 

at Roupy 
i have seen 
between barrages, 

the night utter ripe unspeaking girls. 

This poem deals with "the bigness of cannon" which 

the poet sees is "skilful," a not too obvious reference to 

the imprecise "killfulnccs" of a cannon barrage. But if 

the noise of the cannon is "bigness," the voice of death 

is "enormous," and it hides itself in the "fragility / 

of poppies," those constant reminders of the fields in 

which the American dead in France were buried. 

The poet continues by saying that on these cannon, 

these "long talkative aniraals," sometiraes "are laid fists 

of a huger silence," that silence v.'hich seeras so great 

when the barrage is over; this silence is filled with the 

dead, "with vivid noiselecs boys." The poera ends with the 

abstract image of figures formed in the sky after the glare 

and sraoke of the cannon barrages. Overt cynicism is not 

evident in this poem, but does become explicit in the fol-

-. • 6 lowmg one: 

"next to of cource god america i 
love you land of the pilgrims' and so forth oh 
say can you see by the dav.n's early my 

"'next to of course god america i,'" Number III, 
"Two," is 5, 1926; p. 193, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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country 'tis of centuries come and go 
and are no more what of it we should worry 
in every language even deafanddumb 
thy sons acclaim your gloriouc narae by gorry 
by jingo by gee by gosh by gum 
why talk of beauty what could be more beaut-
iful than these heroic happy dead 
who rushed like lionc to the roaring slaughter 
they did not stop to think they died instead 
then shall the voice of liberty be mute?" 

He spoke. And drank rapidly a glass of water 

This poem fumishes an example of Cumraings' logical 

fusion of subject raatter when he joins v/ar and its cause, 

politics. Pusion of this type is one of his favorite de-

vices in this area and ^s such is extremely effective. 

The poem is obviously intended as a parody of the 

traditional political rally, complete v/ith vacuous speeches 

and patriotic music intended to arouse the nationalistic 

emotions of the crowd. The entire poem, v.'ith the exception 

of the final line, is inclosed in quotation marks and is 

given a sense of intensity by the running on of phrases 

v;ith no separating punctuation and by the sv/itching back 

and forth from v/hat are snatches of prose oratory inter-

spersed v;ith music, to inane exclamations filled v;ith 

irony, and slightly disguised authorial comment. 

The poem begins v.'ith the orator's stating that "next 

to of course god" he loves "america," the lack of usual 

capitalization indicating the eraptiness of such political 

rhetoric. He speaks of the "land of the pilgrims and so 
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forth," and is suddenly interrupted with the incoraplete 

first line of the national anthera: "oh say can you see 

by the davm's early," which immediately blends into the 

incomplete first line of "Araerica." Next, we are con-

fronted with a trite phrase begirming with "centuries 

come and go and are no more" interrupted by a parenthe-

tical "what of it we should worry." Blending here into 

authorial coraraent we have the snide reraark that "in every 

language even deafanddurab thy sons acclaira your glorious 

name," followed by an obvious play on exclamatory v/ords 

and phrases: "by gorry," a subtle reference to the gore 

of warfare; "by jingo," referring, of course, to the ex-

tremely nationalistic concept uf jingoism; and "by gee by 

gosh by gum," mild and unsophisticated oaths, the last of 

which refers to the loud, but idle, talk of the particu-

larly American orator. At this point v;e have more authorial 

comraent in the ironic sentiraent: "v;hy talk of beauty what 

could be more beaut / iful than these heroic happy dead / 

who rushed like lions to the roaring slaughter / they did 

not stop to think they died instead." The irony is intensi-

fied by the reappearance of the orator and his concluding 

phrase, "then shall the voice of liberty be mute?'" and the 

final line of the poera, separated, and offering this 

splendid tableau: 

He spoke. And drank rapidly a glass of v/ater 
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The greatest concentration of war poeras exists in 
7 

l£ ̂ . The following poem, however, illustrates another 

aspect of Cummings' cynical attitude—that of cynicism 
o 

impregnated with black humor. In this simple poem the 

reader is confronted with the overwhelming fact of death 

as it is expressed by an unsophisticated rustic parent. 

No specific reference is made to v;ar, but the poem's posi-

tion between two war poems makes the method of killing 

obvious: 

first Jock he 
was kilt a handsome 
man and James and 
next let me 
see yes Vrill t ha t was 
c l e v e r e s t 
he wixa kilt and my youngest 
boy v.as kilt last with 
the big eyes i loved like you can't 
imagine Harry v;as o 
god kilt he v.-as kilt everybody was kilt 

they called them the kilties 

"[F]irst Jock he / was kilt," says the narrator, 

who adds that he v;as "a handsome / man." The catalogue con-

tinues, and v/e learn that "James" v/as also "kilt," as were 

Will, the parent's "cleverest" son, and the youngest son, 
who was apparently the favorite ("the big eyes i loved like 

'^Section Two of is ̂  is replete with such instances; 
see, for example, items #1, II, III (discussed above), IV, 
V, VI, VII, VIII, and X. 

^"first Jock he," Number VI, "Two," is 5., 1926; 
p. 194, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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you can't / imagine"). After remerabering that another 

son, Harry, was killed, the parent screams, "o / god 

• . . everybody was kilt" in the wrenching realization 

that all the sons (the fruits of this life, in effect) 

have been destroyed. The silliness of the final line 

shows the parent's going, at least momentarily, insane. 

Cummings is indicating that war not only kills people, but 

also fractures the sensibilities of noncombatants to the 

point of lunacy. 

Perhaps Cummings' bitterest outburst against war 

is "i sing of Olaf."^ In forra, this poera reserables a bal-

lad, a narrative song ending in a type of envoi and, un-

like mosl oi Cunwiiiigs' poems, adheres almost soricily to 

an iajnbic tetrameter metrical pattern: 

i sing of Olaf glad and big 
whose v/armest heart recoiled at war: 
a conscientious object-or 

his wellbeloved colonel(trig 
westpointer most succinctly bred) 
took errin^ Claf soon in hand; 
but—tnou^h an host of overjoyed 
noncoms(first knocking on the head 
him)do through icy v/aters roll 
that helplessness v.nich others stroke 
with brushes recently employed 
anent this muddy toiletbowl, 
while kindred intellects evoke 
allegiance per blunt instruments— 
01af(being to all intents 

^"i sing of Olaf glad and big," Number XXX, W ViVa, 
1931; p. 224, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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a corpse and wanting any rag 
upon what God unto him gave 
responds,without getting annoyed 
"I will not kiss your f.ing flag" 

straightway the silver bird looked grave 
(departing hurriedly to shave) 

but—though all kinds of officers 
(a yeaming nation's blueeyed pride) 
their passive prey did kick and curse 
until for wear their clarion 
voices and boots were much the worse, 
and egged the firstclassprivates on 
his rectum v/ickedly to tease 
by means of skilfully applied 
bayonets roasted hot with heat— 
01af(upon what were once knees) 
does alraost ceaselessly repeat 
"there is some s. I will not eat" 

our president,being of which 
assertions duly notified 
threw the yellowsonofabitch 
into a dungeon,where he died 

Christ(of His mercy infinite) 
i pray to see;and 01af,too 

preponderatingly because 
unless statistics lie he v;as 
more brave than mie;more blond than you. 

The poet begins by singing a song of Olaf, a large 

and happy man, a man with a warm heart who hated war and 

consequently was "a conscientious object-or," that is, an 

objector and an "object-or," an object as precious as gold. 

He was, however, drav/n into the army where he was taken in 

hand by "his v/ellbeloved colonel( trig," a well bred "v/est-

pointer." Olaf is badgered by a "host of overjoyed / non-

coms," noncomraissioned officers who knock him on the head. 
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roll him, "that helplessness," through icy waters, stroke 

him with brushes recently used to clean a "muddy toilet-

bowl," while other "kindred intellects" attempt to gain 

Olaf's devotion "per blunt instruments." Olaf, at this 

point, "being to all intents / a corpse and wanting any 

rag," or clothing, other than what God had given him, is 

not bothered. He simply states, "I will not kiss your 

f.ing flag." 

With these words Trig, "the silver bird," becomes 

concerned and—departs "hurriedly to shave)." 

After his abdication of the situation and in his 

subsequent absence, "all kinds of officers / (a nation's 

blueeyed pride," turn their fury upon the unbending Olaf. 

They "kick and curse" their submissive prey imtil they 

begin to v;ear out their voices and boots. They allov/ the 

"firstclascprivates" to v/ork on hira by teasing his rectum. 

v/ith "skilfully applied / bayonets roasted hot with heat," 

v/hereupon Olaf keeps repeating: "there is sorae s. I v/ill 

not eat." 

The "president" is "duly notified" of the situation 

and he throv/s "the yellov;sonofabitch / into a dungeon, 

where he died." Here the poet invokes "Christ(of his 

mercy infinite)" that he may see the savior and "Olaf too," 

because 
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unless statistics lie he was 

more brave than me: more blond than you. 

To Cummings, Olaf was indeed supremely human, a man v/ho 

was guided by values which are nobler than the quasi-Nazi 

notions of sentimentality espoused by his sadistic an-

tagonists who raindlessly submit to nationalism. "more 

blond than you [the Nazis]," Olaf parallels Christ in 
dignity. 

The paradoxical nature of Cummings* personality 

and thinking appears throughout Poeras, 1923-1954, where 

we are confronted with a raan who in every utterance con-

ceming war screaras out against it. However, in a v/orld 

filled with intrigue and power politics, the stance of a 

self-avowed pacifist seeras to rest on sand. The question 

becomes a matter of values, and in this regard one must 

make his own decision as to v/hat ic "right or what is 

'righter*"—a decision faced every day by modern raan. 

In 1957 Curamings v/as asked to be the featured poet 

for the Boston Arts Festival. Cumraings' principal poera 

chosen for the occasion, as we learn frora Charles Norman, 

had been "inspired by the Hungarian uprising." Cummings 

told Norraan that "I v.as so frantic and sick, I felt I v;ould 

die if I didn't do soraething about the situation. Then 
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10 
the poem came." The poem is presented as it appears in 

Norman's book: 

Thanksgiving 
(1956) 

a monstrous horror swallows 
this unworld me by you 
as the god of our' fathers' fathers bows 
to a which that walks like a who 

but the voice-with-a-sraile of deraocracy 
announces night and day 
"all poor little peoples that want to be free 
just trust in the u s a" 

suddenly uprose hungary 
and she gave a terrible cry 
"no slave*s unlife shall murder me 
for i will freely die" 

"be quiet little hungary 
and do as you arc bid 
a good kind bear is angary 
v/e fear for the quo pro quid" 

uncle sam shrugs his pretty 
pink shoulders you knovv how 
and he tv;itches a liberal titty 
and lisps "i'm busy right nov;" 

so rah-rah-rah democracy 
let's all be thankful as hell 
and bury the statue of liberty 
(because it begins to smell) 

Considering Cumraings' earlier v/ar poems, one is tempted to 

wonder at what poem might have been presented in this 

instance had the United States indeed intervened. 

Norraan, Magic Maker, p. 221. 
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Cumraings' commentary on science and technology is 

most cynically portrayed in a morality play titled Santa 

Claus wherein he uncompromisingly castigates those two 

aspects of modern society. Examples of this attitude are 

to be found also in his poetry, but in lesser degrees 

than in the play. One poem, his best in this area, will 

serve to demonstrate his attitude toward technological 

11 science and its offshoot, progress. 

pity this busy monster , manunkind, 

not. Progress is a comfortable disease: 
your victim(death and life safely beyond) 

plays v/ith the bigness of his littleness 
—electrons deify one razorblad 
into a moimtainrange;lenses extend 

unv;ish through curving v;herev;hen till unwish 
returns on its imself. 

A world of made 
is not a world of born—pity poor flesh 

and trees,poor stars and stones,but never this 
fine specimen of hypermagical 

ultraomnipotence. V/e doctors know 

a hopeless case if—listen:there's a hell 
of a good universe next door;let's go 

In this poera raankind becomes "manunkind," a "busy 

monster" who is not to be pitied. "Progress" hac become 

a "corafortable disease." Mankind, "your victim," exists 

now in some kind of limbo wherein both life and death 

11 "pity this busy monster, raanunkind," Number XIV, 
"I," 1 X 1 [one times one], 1944; p. 397, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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have become meaningless. In this twentieth century hollow 

world humanity "plays with the bigness of his littleness." 

It is a world where the electron microscope is capable of 

making man see a godlike figure in a razorblade by turning 

its apparently sharp, smooth edge "into a raountainrange." 

In astronomy, "lenses" are able to substantiate Einstein's 

space-time continuum theory that space is curved and that 

everything will eventually swing back to its place of be-

ginning. But in this hollow world of negativism, wish 

becoraes "unv/ish," which, "through curving wherewhen, of 

space / retums on its unself" and offers the absurd con-

cept of a negative unity. 

The poet continues by remarking that a world that 

is conceived of as "made" is not the same as a world which 

is "born." Flesh, trees, stars, and stones are to be 

pitied, but not "raanunkind," "this / fine speciraen of 

hypermagical / ultraomnipotence." 

Assuming the mask (or raasks) of a group of doctors 

discussing a terminal disease, the poet offers his solution: 

Y/e doctors knov; 

a hopeless case if—listen:there's a hell 
of a good universe next door;let's go 

At this point we come to the consideration of Cumraings' 

largest subject of cynical comraentary: raodern raass raan. 
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Some reraarks by Cummings in an introduction to one 

of his works are germane to this topic. The attitude re-

flected here is that which colors raost of his commentary 

regarding huraanity as a whole. Speaking generally of mass 

man, the introduction is directed to the person who takes 

the time to read his poetry: 

The poems to come are for you and for me and are 
not for mostpeople—it^s no use trying to pretend 
that mostpeople and ourselves are alike. Most-
people have less in coraraon with ourselves than 
the squarerootofminusone. You and I are huraan be-
ings;raostpeople are snobs. 
Take the matter of being born. V/hat does being 

bom mean to mostpeople? Catastrophe unraitigated 
socialrevolution. The cultured aristocrat yanked 
out of his hyperexclusively ultravoluptuous super-
palazzo, and duraped into an incredibly vulgar de-
tentioncamp sv;arning v/ith every conceivable species 
of uiidesii'aule organism. Mostpeople fancy a guaran-
teed birtnproof safetysuit of nondcstructible self-
lessness. If mostpeople v;ere to be born tv/ice they'd 
iraprobably call it dying— . . . 
Life, for mostpcople simply isn't. Take the so-

called standardofliving. Í'.nat do mostpeople raean 
by "living"? They don't mean living. They mean 
the latest and closest plural approximation to 
singular prenatal passivity v;hich science, in its 
finite but unbounded v;isdom, has succeeded in sell-
ing their wives. If science could fail, a mountain's 
a mammal. yiostpeople's v;ives can spot a genuine 
delusion of embryonic omnipotence immediately and 
will accept no substitutes.12 

Although the possibilities are manifold as to poems 

which might illustrate this theme in Cummings' verse, five 

poems have been chosen v;hich v;ill serve to encompass a large 

From the introduction to Nev; Poems, 1938; p. 331, 
Poeras, 1923-1954, ellipsis raine. 

ik. 
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segraent of raodem society. The first is a comraent upon 

1 3 the vapid cliraate surrounding the intellectual coraraunity: 

the Cambridge ladies v/ho live in fumished souls 
are unbeautiful and have corafortable rainds 
(also, with the church*s protestant blessings 
daughters, unscented shapeless spirited) 
they believe in Christ and Longfellow, both dead, 
are invariably interested in so many things— 
at the present writing one still finds 
delighted fingers knitting for the is it Poles? 
perhaps. While permanent faccs coyly bandy 
scandal of Mrs. N and Professor D 
. . . . the Cambridge ladies do not care, above 
Cambridge if sometiraes in its box of 
sky lavender and comerless, the 
moon rattles like a fragment of angry candy 

Using Harvard University as his setting, the nar-

rator speaks of "the Cambridge ladies" who, above all people, 

should evidence some awareness of life. However, they 

"live in furniched souls / [v.̂ hich] are unbeautiful" and 

possess minds v;nich are far from stiraulating but are, in 

short, "corafortable." These ladies also possess daughters, 

"with the church*s protestant blessings," v.̂ho are, like 

them, "unscented" or physically neutral and spiritually 

shapeless. Their beliefs reside "in Christ and Longfellow, 

both dead," and they are fashionably busy with charity 

projects ("delighted fingers knitting for the is it Poles?") 

and gossip ("permanent faces coyly bandy / scandal of Mrs. 

N and Professor D"). 

''̂ "the Cambridge ladies vvho live in furnished souls,*' 
Number I, SONNETS-KKALITIES, "Chimneys," Tulips and Chimneys, 
1923; p. 58, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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These hollow women have no concern beyond Cambridge 

although sometimes "the / moon rattles like a fragment of 

angry candy." Nature, represented here by the moon, abhors 

a vacuura and sometimes protests angrily against the erapti-

ness of what is represented by raodern Cambridge woraen, 

all to no avail. 

The following poem*s basic imagery is that of an 

urban tenement area, which focuses one*s attention on so-

cietal decay. It should be pointed out, however, that the 

isolated adjectives of *'foetal" and "still-born" and the 

reference to a dog*s "slippery mess*' carry connotations 

which hint at the presence of an abortion mill. At any 

rate, taking both the basic interpretation and its possible 

variation, we are confronted with an obviously cynical 

14 comment upon modem decadence: 

of this v;ilting v;all the colour drab 
souring sunbeams, of a foetal fragrance 
to rickety unclosed blinds inslants 
peregrinate, a cigar-stub 
disintegrates, above, underdrav;ers club 
the faintly sv;eating air with pinkness, 
one pale dog behind a slopcaked shrub 
painstakingly utters a slippery mess, 
a star sleepily, feebly, scratches the sore 
of morning. But i am interested more 
intricately in the delicate scorn 
v/ith which in a putrid v/indov/ every day 
almost leans a lady v/hose still-born 
sraile involves the coraedy of decay, 

" o f this wilting wall the colour drab," Number XV, 
SONNETS-KEALITIES, "D," & [AND], 1925; p. 112, Poems, 1923-
1954. 
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The poera begins by offering images of corruption: 

a drab "wilting wall," from which "souring sunbearas, of a 

foetal fragrance," walk until they slant in "to rickety 

unclosed blinds." On the sidewalk we see the disintegrat-

ing stub of a cigar, while, hanging on a clothesline above, 

ladies* underwear beats "the faintly sweating air with 

pinkness." A single, pallid dog squats behind a shrub 

caked with slop and "painstakingly utters a slippery raess." 

Another drab day has just begun, and "a star sleepily, 

feebly, scratches the sore / of morning." Such is the 

setting, but the poet is "interested more / intricately" 

in the fine scomfulness of a woraan who "in a putrid 

window every day / almost leans" and "v/hose still-bom / 

sraile involves the comedy of decay." 

Modem decadence, however, extends into raany areas, 

not the least of which is spiritual. 

The irapotency of religion is indicated in another 

poem by the picturing of a street scene reminiscent of the 

preceding poem. This one needs no explication except per-

haps the notation that the "woman" and the "captain" are 

obviously participants in the type of street-revival tradi-

tional in the history of the Salvation Army. The "Divine 

Average" represents through its name and capitalization 
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mass raan, who was already on the scene when the collection 

containing this poera was published:^ 

the skinny voice 

of the leatherfaced 
woraan with the crimson 
nose and coquettishly-
cocked bonnet 

having ceased the 

captain 
announces that as three 
diraes seven nickels and ten 
pennies have been deposited upon 

the drum there is need 

of just twenty five cents 
dear friends 
to make it an even 
dollar v/hereupon 

the Divine Average v/ho was 

attracted by the inspired 
s i s t e r ' s hov/ling moves 
off 
will anyone tell him why he should 

blow tv/o bits for the coming of Christ Jesus 

9 
99 
• • 

999 
• • • 
I 

nix, kid 

Man's spiritual impotence has not left a void in 

his psychic make-up. It has been replaced by a materialistic 

1S 
•̂ "the skinny voice," Number IV, "Portraits," XL 

Poems, 1925; p. 145, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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craving for all of the bright and shiny, technologically 

mass-produced articles peculiar to modern culture, frora 

clothing through patent medicines and razor blades to 

toothpaste. Big industry is the producer, Madison Avenue 

is the hawker, and mass man is the happy and enthusiastic 

consumer. This facet of modern society is glibly comraented 

16 
upon in the following poera. If the situation were true 

in ^26, it is even raore so today, and the poem remains 

timely, even to many of the goods mentioned in the text. 

take it from me kiddo 
believe me 
ray country, 'tis of 

you,land of the Cluett 
Shirt Boston Garter and Spearmint 
Girl V/ith The V/rigley Eyes (of you 
land of the Arrov/ Ide 
and Earl & 
V/ilson 
Collars) 01 you i 
sing:land oi .Voranam Lincoln and Lydia E. Pinkham, 
land above all of Just Add Hot V/ater And Serve— 
from every B.V.I*. 

let freedom ring 

amen. i do however protest, anent the un 
-spontaneous and otherwise scented mcrde which 
greetc one (Everyv.'here Why) as divine poesy per 
that and this radically defunct periodical. i v;ould 
suggest tnat certain ideas gestures 
rhymes, like Gillette Kazor Blades 
having been used and reused 
to the mystical moment of dullness emphatically are 
Not To Be Kesharpened. (Case in point 

''̂ *'Poem, or Beauty Hurts Mr. Vinal," Number II, 
"One," is 5, 1926; p. 167, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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if we are to believe these gently 0 sweetly 
raelancholy trillers amid the thriliers 
these crepuscular violinists among my and your 
skyscrapers—Helen & Cleopatra were Just Too Lovely, 
The Snail*s On The Thom enter Morn and God*s 
In His Euidsoforth 

do you get me?) according 
to such supposedly indigenous 
throstles Art is 0 World 0 Life 
a formula: exaraple, Turn Your Shirttails Into 
Drawers and If It Isn*t An Eastman It Isn*t A 
Kodak therefore ray friends let 
us now sing each and all fortissimo A-
raer 
1 

ca, I 
love, 
You. And there*re a 
hun-dred-mil-lion-oth-ers, like 
all of you successfully if 
delicately gelded (or spaded) 
gentleraen (and ladies)—pretty 

littleliverpill-
hearted-Nu.jolneeding-There' s-A-Keason 
americans (v.iio tensetendoned and v;ith 
upward vacant eyes, painfully 
perpetually crouched, quivering, upon the 
sternly allotted sandpile 
—hov; silently 
emit a tiny violetflavoured nuisance: Odor? 

ono. 

comes out like a ribbon lies flat on the brush 

The title, one of the fev; poeras with such prefixed, 

offers a clue to the poem's intent. "Poem, or Beauty Hurts 

Mr. Vinal" suggests that modern man, characterized by the 

name Vinal, is concerned primarily v;ith his pleasure and 

comfort and that anything truly beautiful is overlooked 
in the quest for material goods and for panaceas. 
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With cynical irony, the poem begins with the trite 

exclaraatory phrases "take it frora me kiddo," and "believe 

rae," which suggest that soraething of definite iraportance 

is about to be iraparted. At this point, to suggest patri-

otic fervor, a transrauted phrase of "ray country tis of 

thee" is inserted with "you" substituted for "Thee," sug-

gesting that v/hat follows is a catalogue of those things 

which have becorae raost iraportant to the raodem Araerican. 

Araerica has become a country v/here the Cluett Shirt and 

the Boston Garter, Wrigley Spearmint Gura and the Arrov/, 

Ide, and Earl and Wilson collars are to be revered. 

The poet sings of this country, where men like 

Abrahajn Lincoln are considered no more praiseY;orthy than 

quick-serve lunches, underv.'ear, and pills (Lydia E. Pinkhara 

brand) for relieving raenstrual craraps. 

The poet, having cynically accepted such things, 

does protest against the "un / spontaneous and otherwise 

scented raerde [excreraent] v;hich / greets one," it seeras, 

"Everyv;here" as "divine Poesy" in "this and that radically 

defunct periodical." He suggests in this vein that there 

exist "certain ideas gestures / rhymes" vvhich should, "like 

Gillette Kazor Blades / having been uced and reused / to 

the raystical point of dullness," positively not "Be Ke-

sharpened." As he says, "if we are to believe these gently 
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0 sweetly / raelancholy trillers amid the thrillers," the 

vapid, Victorian, sweet singers of nicety among the ex-

citing thrillers of technology; if we are to believe these 

twilight "violinists araong my and your skyscrapers," then 

"Helen and Cleopatra were" not beautiful beyond the imagina-

tion, but were "Just Too Lovely," and "The Snail's On The 

Thorn enter Morn amd God's / In His andsoforth / do you 

get rae?)." The poet continues by saying that *'according / 

to such supposedly indigenous" singers art has become a 

formula, to wit: "Turn Your Shirttails Into / Drawers 

and If It Isn*t An Eastraan It Isn*t A / Kodak." Now he 

asks us to sing, loudly, "Araerica, I love you." 

Thc catirc becomes Juvenalian v;hen the author 

states that "there're a / hun-dred-mil-lion-oth-ers, like / 

all of you" v.ho are, as he says, successful even though 

you have been "delicately gelded (or spaded)" as the case 

may be. He continues his castigation by creating his ovv'n 

vituperative epithets: "pretty / littleliverpill- / 

hearted-Nujolneeding [constipated] -There's-A-Keason / 

americans." He further characterizes his countrymen as 

people who crouch continually with tense tendons and "up-

ward vacant eyes," upon a pile of sand, like a cat, silently 

passing "a tiny violetflavoured nuisance," like toothpaste, 

which has no bad odor and "comes out like a ribbon" and 

"lies flat on the brush." 
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The final poera raakes clear why Curaraings was con-

temptuous of humanity in general:^'^ 

Humanity i love you 
because you would rather black the boots of 
success than enquire v/hose soul dangles from his 
watch-chain which would be embarrassing for both 
parties and because you unflinchingly applaud all 
songs containing the words country home and 
mother when sung at the old howard 

Humanity i love you because 
when you*re hard up you pav.n your 
intelligence to buy a drink and when 
you^re flush pride keeps 

you from the pawn shop and 
because you are continually committing 
nuisances but more especially in your ov/n house 

Humanity i love you because you 
are perpetually putting the secret of 
life in your pants and forgetting 
it*s there and sitting dov/n 

on it 
and because you are 
forever making poems in the lap 
of death Humanity 

i hate you 

"Huraanity," he says, "i love you." However, the 

reasons he gives for such affection are ironic. He "loves" 

humanity becauce it "would rather black the boots of / suc-

cess than enquire v;hose soul dangles from his / watch-chain." 

Man bov/s before success even though the successful have 

often gained that success by killing the souls of those who 

'''̂ "Humanity i love you," Number II, "LA GUEKKE," 
XLI Poeras, 1925; p. 151, Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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have made it possible. He says that this situation is 

"embarrassing" for all concemed, yet he "loves" huraanity 

also because it never wavers in its adulation for any 

song which contains the words "country horae and / raother," 

when these things are offered at the "old howard," an old 

Boston burlesque house. 

He "loves" huraanity because when it is "broke" it 

pawns its "intelligence to buy a drink,*' and when it is 

well off "pride" keeps it frora the pav/nshop to retrieve 

that intelligence. He "loves" humanity because it is 

"continually committing / nuisances [defecating] in its 

own house." 

He "loves" humanity because it is continually 

"putting the secret of / life" in its trousers, the secret 

of procreation which, v;ith love, might help develop a bet-

ter society. Instead, man sits on the secret and, in 

effect, forgets it. 

Finally, because humanity is continually "making 

[inane] poeras in the lap / of death," Cummings ends by 

expressing his real feelings: "Humanity / i hate you." 

For Cumraings, then, cynicicm becajne a major attitude 

which he expressed through numerous ironic and satiric modes 

As such, it qualified his recognition of modern man's state. 

Irony and satire are intended to help the subjects involved 
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recognize their folly in the hope that some corrective 

measures raight be instituted. It is doubtful, however, 

that Cummings ever really sheltered that hope, for he 

believed that for every step forward, "raanunkind" took 

two steps backward. That notion seeras to account for 

the fact that at times Cumraings* attitude was neither 

Juvenalian nor Horatian, neither biting nor bitter, but 

subdued, frustrated by the world of v/hich he v/as a part 



VIII 

Cummings* Poetry of Frustration 

Max Nordau, in discussing the twilight of nations, 

makes the following comraent conceming the coming twentieth 

century: 

One epoch of history is unmistakably in its de-
cline, and another is announcing its approach. 
There is a sound of rending in every tradition, 
and it is as though the raorrow would not link 
itself with today. Things as they are totter and 
plunge, and they are suffered to reel and fall 
because raan is v;eary and there is no faith that it 
is worth an effort to uphold thera.1 

Oswald Spengler captures the sarae tone of frustration and 

weariness when he observes, 

A century of purely extensive effectiveness, ex-
cluding any artistic and raetaphysical production— 
let us say irankly an irreligious time which co-
incides exactly v;ith the idea of vvorld city—is a 
time of decline. True. But v;e have not chosen 
this time. V/e cannot help it if we are born as men 
of the early winter of full Civilization, instead 
of on the golden summit of a ripe Culture, in a 
Phidias or r.̂ ozart time. Everything depends on our 
seeing our ov/n position, our destiny clearly, on 
our realizing that tnough we may lie to ourselves 
about it v.e cannot evadc it. He v.-ho does not ac-
knowledrc this in hic heart, ceases to be counted 
among the men of his generation, a charlatan, or 
a pedant.^ 

'̂ Max Nordau, Defreneration (New York: D. Appleton 
and Company, 1895), pp. 5-6. 

Ôsv/ald Spengler, The Decline of the West (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1939), L , P- 44. 
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That Cummings sensed this same state of exhaustion 

can be demonstrated in his poetry. Hov/ever, it is important 

to note in passing that poems expressing this sense of 

frustration comprise the fewest offerings in his collected 

works. The explanation for this fact is not difficult; 

although he recognized the sad state of twentieth century 

humanity, he was able to work out in his own outlook 

(paralleling Spengler's final comraent) a solution to modem 

complexity. The poems chosen to illustrate his awareness 

of frustration as it exists in the modern vein cover a span 

of years stretching from 1923 to 1940. 

It is in all probability raere coincidence that in 

1922 Eugene O'Neill's play The Hairy Ape was v/ritten and 

that, in the year follov.'ing, Cumraings' Tulips and Chiraneys, 
4 

containing a remarkable prose poem, was published. In 

O'Neill's play, Yank, the central character, becoraes the 

epitome of frustrated man. Caught between two worlds of 

which he can never become a part, he dies thinking himself 

an aniraal—in essence a hairy ape. Thus frustration becoraes 

an agent of dehum.anization. Curaraings' poem mentioned above 

^Other poems illuctrating the trait of frustration 
are selectively listed in the Appendix under that heading. 

^"at the head of this street a gasping organ is 
waving raoth-," Number VI, Post Impressions, "Tulipc," 
Tulips and Chim.neys, 1923; p. 56, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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parallels this situation; and although no direct relation-

ship has been established, the similarity of thought be-

tween these two works is nevertheless striking. Cumraings* 

prose poem follows: 

at the head of this street a gasping organ is v/aving moth-
eaten tunes. a fatish hand turns the crank; the box sprouts 
fairies, out of it sour gnomes tumble clumsily, the little box 
is spilling rancid elves upon neat sunlight into the flower-
stricken air which ic filthy with agile swarraing sonal crea-
tures 

—Children, stand with circular frightened faces glaring at 
the shabby tiny smiling, man in whose hand the crank goes 
desperately, round and round pointing to the queer monkey 

(if you toss him a coin he v/ill pick it cleverly frora, the air 
and stuff it seriously in, his minute pocket) Soraetiraes he 
does not catch a piece of raoney and then his raaster will 
yell at him over the rausic and jerk the little string and the 
monkey v/ill sit,up,and look at,you v;ith his soleran blinky 
eyeswhichneverSiTiile and after he has caught a,penny or 
three,pennies he will be thrown a peanut (which he will 

open skilfully v/ith his, mouth carefully holding, it, in his 
little toylike hand)and then he will stiff-ly throw the shell 
away vvith a small bored gesture that makes the children 
laugh. 

But i don't, the crank goes round desperate elves and hope-
less gnomes and frantic fairies gush clumsily from the 
battered box fatisn and mysterious the ilowerstricken sun-
light is thickening dizzily is reeling gently the street and 
the children and the monkeyandtheorgan and the man are 
dancing slov;ly are tottering up and dovm in a trembly mist 
of atrocious raelody . . . . tiniest dead tunes crawl upon ray 
face ray hair is lousy v;ith rautilated singing microscopic 
things in my ears scramble faintly tickling putrescent 
atoraies, 

and 
i feel the jerk of the little string! the tiny 

srailing shabby man is yelling over the mucic i underetand 
him i chove my round red hat back on my head i sit up and 
blink at you v/ith my solemn eyeswhichneversmile 
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yes,By god. 
for i ara they are pointing at the queer monkey with a little 
oldish doll-like face and hairy arms like an ogre and rub-
bercoloured hands and feet filled with quick fingers and a 
remarkable tail which is allbyitself alive. (and he has a 
little red coat with i have a real pocket in it and the round 
funny hat with a big feather is tied under rayhis chin.) 
that clirabs and cries and runs and floats like a toy on the 
end of a string 

In a city street a hand organ is characterized as 

"gasping" out "waving moth- / eaten tunes." A nightmarish 

quality is prevalent, for the handle is being turned by a 

"fatish" hand, emd the organ produces rausic likened to 

"fairies," and "out of it sour gnoraes tumble clurasily, the 

little box / is spilling rancid elves," not into but "upon 

neat cun-light.*' The air is not flower filled but "flower / 

stricken," and is not clean but "filthy wilh agile swarm-

ing sonal creatures," who raust, like bats, fly av/kwardly 

and erratically. 

Around the organ grinder stand, appropriately, 

children; however, these children are not happy; they 

"stand v.'ith circular frightened faces glaring" at the 

organ grinder's "queer raonkey." By the same token, the 

organ grinder, a "shabby tiny srailing, man," does not 

calraly play his instrument; in his hand "the cranlí goes 

desperately, round and round." 

Focusing on the monkey we learn, parenthetically, 

that "if you toss him a coin he will pick it cleverly 
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frora, the air / and stuff it seriously in, his minute 

pocket." If he fails, the organ grinder yells "at him 

over the music"; he jerks "the little string" and the 

tiny animal sits up and looks at "you with his solemn 

blinky eyeswhichneversmile." The monkey, if he has done 

a good job, is rev/arded with a peanut which he carefully 

opens with "his little toylike hand." After this "he 

will stiff-ly throw the shell / away v/ith a small bored 

gesture that makes the children / laugh." 

Moving back to the narrator, we find that though 

the children laugh at these antics, he does not, and in-

tensity begins to build in a passage filled with separate 

iraages and phrases flowing and blending into one another 

through lack of punctuation until they becom.e phantasma-

goric. 

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of this 

technique, one can transcribe this portion of the poem 

in two v/ays—first, as it appears on the page as Cumraings 

v/rote it, and, second, in a reading which provides punctua-

tion and pauses which might be necessary to facilitate a 

sensible dramatic interpretation: 

But i don't, the crank goes round desperate elves and hope-

less gnomes and frantic fairies gush clumsily from the 

battered box fatish and raysterious the flowerstricken sun-
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light is thickening dizzily is reeling gently the street and 

the children and the monkeyandtheorgan and the man are 

dancing slowly are tottering up and down in a trembly mist 

of atrocious melody . . . . tiniest dead times crawl upon my 

face my hair is lousy with rautilated singing raicroscopic 

things in my ears scramble faintly tickling putrescent 

atomies, 

But I don*t [laugh]. [T]he crank goes round[.] 

[D]esperate elves and hopeless gnoraes and frantic fairies 

gush clumsily from the battered box[. F]atish and raysteri-

ous[,] the flower[-]stricken sunlight is thickening diz-

zily[—]is reeling gently[. T]he street and the children 

and the monkey[ and the ]organ and the man are dancing 

slowly[ — ^are tottering up and dov.n in a trembly mist of 

atrocious melody. . . . [Tliniest dead tunes crawl upon ray 

face[ . I.:]y hair is lousy v/ith rautilated[ , ] singing raicro-

scopic things[. I]n ray ears scrarable faintly tickling[,] 

putrescent atoraies[.] . . . 

With the closing of this passage we have the single 

conjunction "and" acting as a bridge betvveen a nightmarish 

but basically realistic situation and a continuing night-

marish but fantastic situation v/herein the narrator has 

becorae the organ grinder's raonkey. 

After being transforraed, he feels the "jerk of the 

little string." The organ grinder yells at him, and he 
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understands. He now wears a "round red hat," and he pushes 

it back on his head. He sits up and blinks "at you" with 

his "solemn eyeswhichneversmile." 

"[Y]es," he says, "By god," the lower-case "yes" 

indicating an unwanted affirmation of the situation, the 

lower-case "god" indicating a situation which God would 

not affirra. He recognizes that "i ara they," a freakish 

duality who points at and at the sarae tirae is, in actuality, 

a raonkey, a "queer monkey with a little / oldish doll-like 

face and hairy arras like an ogre"; a monkey with "rubber-

coloured hands"; a monkey v/ith "feet filled with quick 

fingers"; a monkey with a "remarkable tail which is all-

byitself alive." The duality is corapounded by the inter-

changeable use of "he" and "i" and the corapounded posses-

sive "rayhis." For exaraple, "he has a / little red coat 

v/ith i have a real pocket in it and the round / funny 

hat with a big feather is tied under rayhis chin." He has, 

in effect, becorae the twentieth century dehumanized raan/raon-

key, adrift, frustrated at every turn, clirabing, crying, 

running and iloating "like a toy on the end of a string." 

Keferring to the chaotic state of modern huraanity, 

Walter Lippman has further remarked, 

Through it all our souls have become dicorganized, 
for they have lost the ties vvhich bound them. In 
the very period v/hen man most needs a v;hole-hearted 
concentration on external affairs, he is disrupted 
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intemally by a revolution in the intimacies 
of his life. He has lost his place in an ex-
ternal scheme, he is losing the ancient sanc-
tions of love and his sexual nature is chaotic 
through the iramense change that has come into 
the relations of parent and child, husband and 
wife. Those changes distract him so deeply that 
the more "advanced" he is, the more he flounders 
in the bogs of his own soul.5 

In this poem is pictured the situation existing 

for all men in the twentieth century, and that situation 

must be raore compounded and frustrating for those in the 

lower socio-econoraic bracket. Cumraings aptly catches this 

despair in the following poera in v;hich a tone of irapotency 

is underscored by the insistent use of "never": 

it really must 
be Nice, never to 

have no imagination)or never 
never to v/onder about guys you used to(and them 
slim hot queens v;ith dam next to nothing 

on)tangoing 
(while a leller tries 
to hold dov.n the fifty bucks per 
job vvitn one foot and rock a 

cradle with the other)it I.lust be 
nice never to have no douots about why you 
put tne r i n g 
on(and watcl.ing ner 
face grov; old and tired to which 

you're married and hands get red wasning 
things and disnes)and to never,never really vvonder i 
mean about tne smell 
of babies and how you 

Lippraan, Drift and Mastery, p. 196. 

^"it really raust," Nuraber XIII, "One," is 5, 1926; 
p. 175, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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know the dara rent's going to and everything and never,never 
Ncver to ctand at no windov; 
because i can't sleep(sraoking sawdust 

cigarettes in the 
middle of the night 

The narrator begins by suggesting that "it really 

must / be Nice, never to / have no imagination." In that 

case, a man would never try to remeraber the past and the 

"guys you used to know." Neither would he reraeraber "thera / 

slim hot queens with dara next to nothing / on," and the 

dancing, the "tangoing." 

These memories disturb and nag a man in later life 

when he is trying "to hold down the fifty bucks per / job 

with one foot," v/hile he must "rock a / cradle with the 

other." Married life confounds at times, and "it Must be / 

nice never to have no doubts about v/hy you / put the ring / 

on" her finger. r'or now you vvatch "her / face grov/ old and 

tired to which / you're married," and you see her "hands 

get red washing / things and dishes." Also, it must be 

nice "to never,never really wonder i / mean about the 

sraell / of babies and how you / know the dara rent's going 

to" go up, "and everything" And to know that one v.'ill 

"never, never / Never*' be able even to afford an apartment 

v/ith a v/indow vvhere you could at least stand and worry, 

sleepless, "smoking sav;dust / cigarettes in the / middle 

of the night." 
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Another aspect of frustration exists within a two-

fold attitude toward old age in the poem "oDE.*' In the 

past, age represented wisdom and knowledge gained through 

experience. However, in an era characterized by ever-

shifting values and codes, the elderly become nonentities, 

frustrated in their inability to impart what ideas they 

have because those ideas, in turn, thwart the desires and 

aspirations of the younger generation. The follov/ing re-

flects the attitude of "young" Araericans frustrated by 
7 

their elders. The "O's" which appear in the poera, in addi-

tion to being used as letters in v/ords, suggest the nothing-

ness of value in the older generation as seen by stymied 

youth. Thc pocm follov;s: 

the svveet & aged people 
who rule this v/orÍd(and me and 
you if vve're not very 
careful) 

0, 

the darling benevolent mindless 
He—and She— 
shaped vvaxv.'orks filled 
v;ith dead ideas(tne oh 

quintillions of incredible 
dodderingly godly toothless 
alv;ays-so-much-interected-
in-everybody-else's buciness 

'^"oDE," Number XXI, "One," is 5, 1926; p. 179, 
Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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bipeds)OH 
thc bothcring 
dear unnecessary hairless 
o 

Id 

"0," zero, are "the sweet & aged people / who rule 

this world," says the narrator. He warns that they "rule 

the world(and rae and / you if we're not very / careful)." 

"0," he says ironically (the capitalization in-

dicating an even gr'eater degree of uselessness), these are 

the "darling benevolent raindless / He—and She— / shaped 

waxworks filled / with dead ideas." Here the narrator 

switches to the exclaraatory "oh" to connote eraotion 

coupled with nothingness, and notes that there are "quin-

tillions" of these reraarkable, unsteady, deified, yet 

"toothless / alv;ays-so-rauch-interested- / in-everybody-

else's businesc / bipeds)." At this point the concept 

of nonentity, and the aged becorae "the bothering ^ dear 

imnecessary hairlecs" vacuous 

o 

id[.] 

If frustration dehumanizcs, if there is no solace 

in married love, if the aged have nothing of value to im-

part to us, Vvhere then does man turn to find his huraanity? 

Nov/here, says Cumraings; for in every spiritual concept 

man is faced with a blank v.'all, and no one can dare to 
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••call himself a man." This is the conclusion reached in 
o 

••Jehova buried, Satan dead," as the following discussion 

deraonstrates. The poera is written essentially in a ballad 

form, three stanzas of eight lines, each ending with the 

refrain "who dares to call himself a man." The envoi is 

addressed to King Christ who, in the final line of the 

poem, becomes the capitalized "V/ho"—the only One who can 

dare to call himself a man. It should also be noted that 

the poem gains intensity through a continuing series of 

contrasts. 

With reference to vocabulary, "Much and Quick" 

refer to materialism and technology; "toc" and "tic" 

refer to man's raeasurement of time; Five Year Plan is an 

obvious reference to the Soviet Union's methodical march 

toward utopia. "Shadows" refer to the illusory values 

of twentieth century man; "Spick and span" indicate our 

bright and shiny, tidy and brave new v/orld, and the Greek 

"q)ux"means, literally, fuck: 

Jehovah buried, Satan dead, 
do fearers worship I.Iuch and Quick; 
badness not being felt as bad, 
itself thinks goodness vvhat is meek; 
obey says toc,submit cays tic, 
Eternity's a Five Year Plan: 
if Joy v;ith Pain shall hang in hock 
who dares to call liimself a raan? 

^"Jehovah buried,Satan dead," Number 54, no thanks, 
1935; p. 314, Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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go dreamless knaves on Shadows fed, 
your Harry's Tora,your Tora is Dick; 
while Gadgets murder squav/k and add, 
the cult of Same is all the chic; 
by instruments,both span and spic, 
are justly measured Spic and Span: 
to kiss the mike of Jew turn kike 
who dares to call hiraself a raan? 

loudly for Truth have liars pled, 
their heelc for Freedom siaves will click; 
where Boobs are holy, poets mad, 
illustrious punks of Progress shriek; 
when Souls are outlawed,Hearts are sick, 
Hearts being sick, IViinds nothing can: 
if Hate's a game and Love's cpux 
who dares to call himself a man? 

King Christ,this world is all aleak; 
and lifepreservers there are none: 
and v-aves v/hich only He raay walk 
Yîho dares to call Hiraself a raan. 

Soraething of the sarae tone is created in the next 
Q 

poem.^ Here the reference is to the unmitigated sameness 

of tv/entieth century existence. Civilization has become 

an "Ever-Ever Land" and, as such, reflects again the sterility 

and consequent frustration of conformity. One explanatory 

note seeras useful. In the final two lines, the woraan is 

possibly the I.Iuriel of cigar fame, or Melba, or any of the 

many other v.-omen v/ho decorate cigar boxes; the gland referred 
to is probably a testis. 

(of Ever-Ever Land i speak 
sweet raorons ̂ ather roun' 
who does not dare to stand or sit 
raay take it lying dov.'n) 

^"(of Ever-Ever Land i speak," Number 4, New Poems, 
1938; p. 335, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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down with the huraan soul 
and anything else uncanned 
for everyone carries canopeners 
in Ever-Ever Land 

(for Ever-Ever Land is a place 
that's as simplo as siraple can be 
and was built that v.-ay on purpose 
by simple people like v/e) 

down v/ith hell and heaven 
and all the religious fuss 
infinity pleaced our parents 
one inch looks good to uc 

(and Ever-Ever Land is a place 
that' s measured and saf e and knov.n 
where it's lucky to be unlucky 
and the hitler lies åo\m v/ith the cohn) 

down above all with love 
and everything perverse 
or v;hich makes some feel more better 
y:hen all ought to feel less v/orse 

(but only sameness is normal 
in Ever-Ever Land 
for a bad cigar is a v/oman 
but a gland is only a gland) 

The precedinír poems ofier a wide spectrum of at-

titudes concerning m.odern raan's thv/arted predicaraent. Por 

the most part they are angry poems, for against frustration 

(if there is still spirit left) anger is a healthy and pre-

dictable reaction. Hov;ever, some spirits are unable to 

withstand the enervating forces of continual disappointment, 

and in our final selection v;e note Cummings' av/areness of 

this tendency to give up and let the vvhole vvorld slide. This 

poem is a resigned depiction of acceptance in an intolerable 
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situation. In its very quietness it gains its power: 

If you can't eat you got to 

smoke and we aint got 
nothing to smokc:corae on kid 

let*s go to sleep 
if you can*t sraoke you got to 

Sing and we aint got 

nothing to sing;come on kid 
let*s go to slcep 

if you can*t sing you got to 
die and v/e aint got 

Nothing to die,come on kid 

let*s go to sleep 
if you can*t die you got to 

dreara and we aint got 
nothing to dreara(come on kid 

Let*s go to sleep) 

The narrator accepts the fact of hunger and says that "If 

you can*t eat you got to / smoke," for tobacco helps to 

dull the edge of appetite. Hov/ever, there is "nothing to 

smoke," and the only recourse is to try to lose one's self 

in the blanknesc of sleep: "corae on kid / let's go to 

sleep." This statement becomes a refrain as unconscious-

ness remains the only ansv/er to each suggestion pointing 

to action or pleasure. 

10 
" I f you can't eat you got to," Number 3, 50 Poems, 

1938; p. 353, Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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If one can neither eat nor sraoke, then there must 

be soraething left; one raust still sing, says the narrator. 

However, there is "nothing to sing" or to sing about: 

"corae on kid / let's go to sleep," and if one cannot eat, 

sleep, or sing, then the only recourse is death, and "you 

got to / die"; but even here one is frustrated because 

"we aint" even "got / Nothing to die." The capitalized 

"Nothing" gives emphasis to the concept of emptiness; and 

the refrain continues: "come on kid ^ let's go to sleep." 

Finally, if you can't die, but must go on living a life-

in-death, then one might dreara, but "v;e aint got nothing 

to dream," and the poera closes with its final reference 

to what has becorae an operative syrabol for "death in life": 

(corae on kid 

Let's go to sleep) 

Thus v;e see the possible final outcome of incessant 

and unbearable frustration in modern life as a move tovvard 

unconsciousness, death. As the British poet iíupert Brooke 

said early in the ccntury: "V/ell this side of Paradise! 

11 
. . . / There's little comfort in the wise." 

'''' upert Brooke, "Tiare Tahiti," Poems by Kunert 
Brooke (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1961), p. 148. 
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Cumraings as Rebel Poet 

Parrington relates the causes of rebellion among 

twentieth century authors to the twentieth century American 

middle class mind: 

The goodly United States of Araerica are peopled 
by a mighty herd, which like those earlier herds 
that rurabled about the plains, drives foolishly 
in v/hatever direction their noses point—a herd 
endowed v.'ith treraendous blind pov;er, v/ith big 
bull leaders, but with rainds rarely above their 
bellies and their dams. In the mass and at their 
own romantic rating they are distinctly imposing— 
big-necked, red-blooded, lusty, v;ith glossy coats 
got rich from feeding grounds, and v/itn a herd 
power that svveeps majestioally onyvard in a cloud 
of dust of its ov.n raising, veritable lords and 
masters of a continent. But considered raore 
critically and resolved into individual members, 
they appear to the realist somewhat stupid, leeble 
in brain and v;ill, stuffed vvitn conceit of their 
own excellence, ectceming themseives tne great end 
for vvnicn creation has been in travail, the finest 
handiwork of tne I.!oct rlî h vvho STDreadc the Dlains 
for thcir feeding grounds: with a vast respect 
for totems and fetisnes; purveyors and victims of 
the raysterious tninr cailed Bunk, v.ho valiantly 
horn to death any audacious heretic v;ho may SUÍT-
gest that rumblinr abouT; the plains, lilling their 
bellies, 'bellovfin^ sacred slo^ans, and cornering 
the luchest grass, are scarcely adequate objectives 
for such imjnense pov;er: a vast middleman herd, 
that dominates the continent, but cannot reduce it 
to order or decency. ' 

•j 

Parrington, Beginning-s of Critical Realism, p. 363 
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This inditement cuts deep, and it expresses in prose the 

essence of much of what Cumraings has to say in poetry. 

Much the sarae truth is expressed by Barbara Watson: 

Throughout his work Cumraings has fought the 
intellectualizing, devitalizing and neutering 
of emotion, which were paving the way for raasc 
societies based on a standard unit, not of one 
raan, but of one unit which is the sura-of-the 
group divided by the total number. This second 
operation is the one overlooked by the optimists 
of group procedure. In huraan affairs thir. 
arithmetic yields, rather than a quantitive, a 
qualitative change.^ 

The raost overt evidence of Curamings' rebellion may 

be seen in his technical innovations. It raay be said that 

every poera contained in Poeras, 1923-1954 is, in effect, an 

example of rebellion since each defiantly proclairas innovative 

ideas regarding forra and technique. In this sense, sorae 

coraraents by Charles Norraan should help clarify Cummings' 

purpose and intent v;ith respect to v/hat have sometimes been 

referred to as his "oddities." Nor.man says, in summation: 

I have earlier reierred to his experiraents, and 
particularly to his use of tmesis—the separation 

p 
Barbara V/atson, "The Dangers of Security: E. E. 

Cummings' Kevolt Against the Future," ICenyon læviev;, XVIII, 
p. 520. 

A selective list of examples of the characteristic 
of Kebellion is given under that heading in the appendix. 
However, since this study ic primarily concerned vvith sensi-
bilities, rcraarks rcgarding tne facets of form and technique 
are confined as much ac is practicable. There are many 
critical studies dealing v;ith Cumminrs' idiosyncracies of 
spelling, punctuation, and typography, and the reader is 
referred to the bibliography at the close for helpful studies 
in this realm of Cummings criticism. 
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of the parts of a word or words—to achieve 
simuitaneity. Like Picasso in painting, Cum-
raings hac continued to probe the syntactical 
barriers of language in a search for effects 
often yielded, and perhapc equally as often v.dth 
results bewildering to the ordinary reader. 
Picasso said: "I do not seek—I find"; Cummings 
with equal candor might have said: "I do not 
find—I seek." His search for the secret of 
eraotion and moveraent that lies at the heart of 
words has had, and will continue to have, an 
incalculable irapact on hic contemporaries, as 
the experiments of Picasso have had on the painters 
of our time. To complete the parallel: both the 
painter and the poet have created their master-
pieces, but perhaps have found their greatest 
irapetus and joy in constant experiraentation to push 
back the frontiers of language and line, poetry 
and paint.^ 

A further comment, by Curaraings hiraself, also provides 

insight into his innovations. It concerns certain important 

points-of-viev; concerning technique and is to be found in 

his forvvard to is 5, 1926: 

At least ray theory of technique, if I have 
one, is very far from original; nor is it com-
plicated. í can exprecs it in fifteen words, 
by quoting "^ne Eternal Question And Immortal 
Ansv;er of burlesk, viz. "V.'ould you hit a v/oman 
v/ith a child?—Mo, I'd hit her with a brick." 
Like the burlesk comedian, I am abnorraally fond 
of that precision v.iiich creates movement. 
If a poet is anybody, he is somebody to v.hom 

things made matter very little—somebody v;ho is 
obsessed by I.Iaking. Like all obsessions, the 
Haking obsession has disadvantagec; lor instance, 
my on y interect in making money v;ould be to make 
i't. Fortunately, however, I should prefer to 
make almost anythin/- elce, includinr locomotives 
and roses. It is vvith roses and locomotives 
(not to mention acrobats Spring electricity Coney 

Norman, Magic Maker, p. 213. 
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Island the 4th of July the eyes of mice and 
Niagara Falls) that my "poems" are corapeting. 

They are also competing with each other, 
with elephants, and with El Greco.5 

One highly graphic example should serve to illustrate this 

rebellion in forra and technique. Cummings seemed to have 

felt that traditional poetry tends to be static, and that 

even while creating "poerapictures," he v/as also atterapt-

ing to do something else: 

A poem is the culmination of a poet's experience, 
and is itself part of that experience. Cumraings 
coramunicates his experience by means of language 
and forms that dramatize it, so that the experience 
is still taking place so far as the reader is con-
cerned.^ 

He was atterapting to create v/ith words soraething, as it 

were, alive and kicking. Consequently, "it was logical 

for hira when he came to v/rite a poera about a grasshopper, 

to raake it hop; it hops out of the first line, grass-end 

first."'̂  

The grasshopper poem illustrates an experiraent in 
o 

draraatized action. As such it created quite a sensation 

araong tradition-minded critics. About it Norman has 

v/ritten: 

^Poems, 1923-1954, p. 163. 

Norman, I.Iar-LC r.Iaker, p. 130. 

'^Norman, r.Iâ->:ic Maker, p. 130. 

8iip_p_o-p_h-e-s-s-a-g-r," Number 13, no thanks, 
1935; p. 286, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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This is the poem that traumatized Stanton A. 
Coblentz, publishei- of Wings and head committee-
raan for the League for feanity in Poetry. "No, 
we have not here the work of a drunken type-
setter," he wrote in The New York Times Mar̂ azine 
in an article on modern goetry entitled "V.'hat Are 
They—Poerac or Puzzles?"^ 

Por our purposes, the pocm does two thingc. It aptly il-

lustrates the ultimate in Curaraings' experiraentation, and 

it exemplifies the rebellious spirit in raodem art which 

caused such a reaction that sorae felt obligated to organize 

a League for Sanity in Poetry. The value and success of 

the experiraent are left to the reader's taste. The poera 

follov;s: 

r - p - o - p - h - e - s - s - a - g - r 
who 

a ) s v;)e l o o ) k 
upnovvgath 

PPEGOKHIiASS 
e r i n g i n t ( o 

a T h e ) : I ^ ^ 

! p : 

S (r a 
rlvlnG .gKrEaPsPhOs) 

to 
rea(be)rran(com)gi(e)ngly 
,grasshopper; 

Thic use of tmesis is esrentially bound up v;ith imagery. 

Conventional modes of imagery include four major types: 

images, symbols, similes, and raetaphorc. Although Cum.mingc 

uses and experim.ents v;itn all four, his creating of the 

-̂ Norman, Magic Maker, p. 133. 
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visual image is probably the most unucual. This device, 

as previously stated, is closely related to his atterapts 

to dramatize a poem and is accompliched, in the examples 

below, by the manipulation of individual letters of the 

alphabet. 

10 In the first example are pictures of a rising 

raoon, appearing in its fullness on the horizon. As it 

rises in the sky it dirainishes in size. The "effect" of 

this phenoraenon is created by the capitalization of the 

letter "o" in the first two stanzas and the subsequent 

reversal evident in the final stanza: 

raOOn Over tOv.ns raOOn 
vvhisper 
lc G crcaturc hugc grO 
pingness 

whO cerfectly v;hO 
flOat 
nevvly a lOne i c 
d rea raes t 

oNLY THE MooN o 
VEK ToWriS 
SLoV/LY SPKoUTING SPIK 
IT 

The follov/ing poera uses the operating image of a 

baseball and the traditional spring "throv;ing out" of the 

11 
first ball of the season to make its point. The author 

''̂ "mOOn Over tOv/ns raOOn," Number 1, no thanks, 1935; 
p. 277, Poems, 1923-1954. 

'"''"0 pr," Number 9, no thanks, 1935; p. 284, Poems, 
1923-1954. 
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in effect "gives" the reader the ball by beginning the 

poem with an "o" extendcd to the left of the following 

lines. Thus the reader is invited to supply the missing 

letters at the end of lines one through elevcn and lines 

nineteen and twenty; and since the letter "o" is being 

continually inserted by the reader, the image of a base-

ball is reinforced by raental repetition. Once raore, the 

"raessage" of the poem is clear; the superficial merits of 

"progrcss" are satirized. If one does not believe that 

"progress" is often foolish, all that is required is to 

reraeraber the "so called nev/sreel[s]," depicting the 

Presidcnt of the United States throv/ing a baseball. The 

concept of progress in the poem is maintained by the pro-

cess of accretion in building up to the full reference 

to the President, and the ironic tone is continued by the 

Latin phrace .meaning "vvhich v/ould not deny anyone" being 

placed in opposition to Araerica and followed by the qualify-

ing v/ord "cupposedly": 

o pr 
gress verily thou art m 
mentous superc 
lossal hyperpr 
digious etc i kn 
w & if you d 

n ' t why g 
to yonder s 

c a l l e d nevvsreel s 
c a l l e d t h e a t r e & v/ith your 
v/n eyes beh 
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Id The 
(The precidcnt Thc 
president of The president 
of the The)president of 

the (united The president of the 
united states The president of the united 
states of the President Of The)United States 

Of America unde negant redire quemquam supp 
sedly thr 

w 
i 
n 
g 
a 
b 

aseball 

In the v;orld of paint ing, violent react ion against 

the vast raiddle c lass produced Dadaisra. I t s raost extrerae 
fOT^m yf n n-vr^'^n r^r'nr\ "hrr "^V p ClnT'mny^ r»r>pr3 • t -n r 'w r»-p -f-Vi p ^ / o •>•>':'Vi-i 1 r̂  o-r. c? 
JL \ y ^ . . . . • « . . . m^ W ^ . f ^ A W W f c ^ W W k W ^ V A A W W W . L . . * W . > A * W a^ W W % V w X > W X V A A W . • . W . ^ « . . W ^ .Jm \ ^ W A K > . 

or "trash pictures." Flinging defiance at the lack of 

sensibilitiec exhibited by raass man, those artists pasted 

v/aste paper and postâ ê stamps on canvas, saying in eifect: 

"This is all you are capable of understanding, here it i s — 

be satisfied." Although Cumraings' rebellion v/as by no raeans 

as violent, one is tempted to v/onder at times if he too were 

not intentionally making pictures v/hich, if not trash, are 

blatantly unorthodox in other vvays. This final example of 

typographical rebellion is suggested in this sense. It ap-

12 pears here exactly as set up in the book: 

''̂ "life hurl my," Number XXXIV, "one," is 5, 1926; 
p. 190, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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AsBOCiated with Cumraingc rebellion in technique 

and forra is his rebellion against the standard methods of 

reproducing the effects of speech. For instance, in por-

traying the Negro, he does not merely reproduce Negro 

speech. He heightens his effect by putting v/hite thoughts 

into black vemacular. As an illustration of this sug-

1 3 gestion, the following exaraple is offered. The senti-

raents are, in all probability, intended to be of a white 

person; for the term "nigger" would not likely be used 

by a meraber of the Negro race in the way it is used here: 

theys sO alive 
(vvho is 

?niggers) 

Not jes 
livin 

not Jes alive But 
So alive(they 

s 
born alive) 
sorae folks aint born 
soraes born dead an 
soraes born alive(but 

niggers 
is 
all 
born 
so 

Alive) 

urap-A-tum 
;tee-die 

''-̂ "theys sO alive," Number 43, no thanks, 1935; 
p. 305, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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uM-tuM 
tidl 

-id 

umptyurapty(00 

I 
• 

ting 
Bam-

:do) 
,chippity. 

In other instances, Cummings uses dialect to in-

tensify unsophisticated situations. The use of coraraon 

terras to help depict a lov/er class assignation is obviously 

appropriate in the following selection. 

raise the shade 
will youse dearie? 
rain 
wouldn*t that 

get yer goat but 
we don't care do 
we dearie v;e should 
v;orry about the rain 

dearie? 
yknov; 
i *ra 

sorry for av;l the 
poor girls that 
gets up god 
knows vínen every 

day of their 
lives 
aint you, 

00-00 dcarie 

''^"raise the shade," Number V, POKTIiAITS, "A," 
& [ANDl, 1925; p. 88, Poems, 1923-1951. 
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not Go 
hard dear 

you're killing rae 

Cummings* use of dialcct finds its greatest force, 

however, in his treatraent of the typical "Brooklynese" 

found in his city, New York. His method breathes life 

into the *'yankee" idiom by stringing together words com-

posed from vernacular-sound alone. As such they soraetiraes 

appear as non-words and make sense only after careful 

study and continued vocal repetition. 

These factors raay be observed in two poeras which, 

though alike in sorae respects—dialect in both poeras is 

the same; the social class is the sarae—represent speech 

pattems with diiferent degrees of coraplication. Since 

the dialectical representation is different, a paraphrase 

15 is offered irn.T;ediately follovving each. The first goes 

as follows: 

bimcha hardboil guys from duh A.C. fulla 
hooch kiddin eachudder bout duh clap an 
talkin big hov; dey could kill 
sixoreÍ£-nt cops—"I sidesteps im an drav;s 
back hu y jeczuc"—an—"my 
specialty ÍF: takin fellerc' goils avvay 
frum. dem" — "comcbody hung uh gun on 
Marcus" — "duh Svvede rollc dov̂ n tree flights an Sam 
begins boxin im on duh 
koib"—you 
knov/ alotta svveet bull like dat 

^"buncha hardboil guys from duh A.C. fulla," 
Number XXIII, W [ViVa], 1931; p. 239, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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. . . suddenly 
i feels so lonely fer duh good ole days v;o 
spent in '18 kickin duh guts outa dem 
doity frogeaters an humpin duh 
swell janes on 
duh boollevares an wid tcars 
streamin down my face i hauls 
out uh flask an offers it tuh duh whole gang accrost 
duh table—"fellers 
have sorae 
on me"—dey was petrified. 

De room swung roun an crawled up into 
itself, 
an awful big light squoits dovm my spine like 
i was dead er surapn:next i 
knov/s rae(er 
somebody is sitting in uh green 
field vvatchin four crows drop into 

sunset,playin uh busted harraonica 

Soraething, no doubt, is lost in the following 

translation: a "bunch of hardboiled guys fro.m the Athletic 

Club are full of hooch and are sitting around kidding each 

other about the clap and talking big about how they could 

kill six or eight cops. 

One says, "I sidesteps hira and drav/s back, Holy 

Jesus!" 

Another says, "Ivly specialty is taking feller's 

girls avvay from them." 

Still another, "Somebody hung a gun on Marcus." 

And another, "The Sv.ede rollc dovvn three flights 

of stairs and Sam begins boxing him on the curb." 

The narrator continues, "You Imow, a bunch of guys 

talking a.lot of sv/eet bull like that." 
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"Suddenly," he says, "I feels so lonely for the 

good old days we spent back in I9I8 kicking the guts out 

of them dirty frog-eaters and humping the swell Janes on 

the boulevards—I feels so lonely that I hauls out a flask 

and offerc it to the whole gang across the table." 

"Fellers," I says, "have sorae on rae." 

"They were petrified. The roora swung round and 

crawled up into itself. An av/ful big light squirts dov/n 

ray spine like I was dead or soraething. Next thing I knov/ 

rae (or somebody) is sitting in a green field, playing a 

broken harraonica, v/atching four crov/s drop into the simset." 

The next poem is raore difficult, and raay be cited 

as the best exaraple of Curaraings' deliberate and deiiantly 

innovative use of dialect: 

oil tel duh v.'oil doi sez 
doo;>'uh unnurs tanmih eesez pullin nizmus tash,oi 
dough un cTÍv uh shid oi sez. Tom 
oidourhv.xinxun coot,butoiguttuh 
braikyooz,dat3v.ut eesez tuhmih. (Nowoi askyuh 
vvoodunclat rr.aii: yurarstoin 
green? Oilcaisourh.)—Hool 
spairruh luckin? Tnanfzkeed. i/Iaircee, 
Muh jax av;l gav.Ti. l̂'ur Croi caik 
ainnoughbudin gutnutntuhplai? 

\U\\ 

yoozv/iddu.apoimnuntv.-aiv un duhyookuhcumpnruddur 
givusuhtoonunduhphugnting 

This presentation is a monoiogue by vvhat appears 

to be a drunk in a tavern where he is a familiar, but 

sometiraes noisy figure: 

16«'oil tel duli woil doi sez." Number II V.TViVa], 
I93I; p. 224, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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"I'll tell the world," I says. 

"Do you understand me?" he says, pulling his 

mustache. 

"I don't give a shit," I says. 

"Tom, I don't want to do it but I gotta break you," 

that's what he says to me. 

"Now," I ask you, "wouldn't that make your ass turn 

green?" I'll say so! Who'll spare a Lucky? Thanks kid. 

Hcrci. My jack is all gone. For Christ's sake ain't nobody 

going to play?—Hey! You! With the permanent v/ave and the 

uke or something or other! Give us a tune on the fucking 

thing!" Again, the translation loses something of the 

ver̂ .̂ e and spontancity of the original. 

Clearly allied to the roughness of speech of his 

dialect poeras is the roughness of manners illustrated 

in his scatalogical verse. The latter suggests not only 

a rebellion in subject matter but in an artistic push tov/ard 

opening nev; frontiers in realistic and/or naturalistic 

treatraent of subject raatter. A degree of the scatalogical 

has already been noted in his poetry; the follov;ing ex-

17 araples will be soraevvhat more explicit. The first deals 

with the subject of prostitution: 

17 
'"kitty". sixteen, 5' 1", vvhite, prostitute." 

Nuraber V, SONNETS-KEALITISS, "Chimneys," Tuiipc and Chimneyc, 
1923; p. 59, Poeme, 1923-1Q54. 
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"kitty". sixteen, 5' 1", white, prostitute. 

ducking always the touch of rauct and shall, 
whose slippery body ic Death's littlest pal, 
skilled in quick softness. Unspontaneous. cute. 

the signal pcrfume of whose unrepute 
focusses in the sweet slow animal 
bottoraless eyes importantly banal, 

Kitty. a whore. Sixteen 
you corliing brute 

araused from time to time by clever drolls 
fearsomely vvjio do keep their sunday flov/er. 
The babybreasted broad "kitty" twi'ce eignt 

—beer nothing, the lady'll have a whiskey-sour— 

whose least amazing smile is the raost great 
coraraon divisor of unequal souls. 

As v;e see, Kitty is forever ducking the iraperatives 

of "raust and shall"; her slick "body is Death's littlest 

pal." She is "skilled in quick softness." She is "un-

spontaneou.^." She is "cute." 

The peculiar ccent of her disrepute "focuses in 

the sweet slov; animal / bottomless eyes" v.'hich are "im-

portantly banal." 

She is "Kitty. a wnore. Sixteen," and her customer 

is extrcmely fine, a "corking brute," who is "amused from 

time to time by clever witticisms," and who, v.hen not 

visiting her, "fearsomely" maintains his middle class image 

of respectability—"nis sunday flower." Although she is 

a "babybreasted broad," a cat-house girl, to him she is a 

v/oman v/ho is due respect: 
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•*—beer nothing, the lady*ll have a whiskey-sour—" 

Her "least amazing smile is the most great / coraraon divisor 

of unequal souls." 

Moving from this realistic and poignant portrayal 

of "kitty,*' we corae to one exaraple of Curaraings' portrayal 

18 
of the sex act itself. This is neither as intricate as 

some of hiG creations, nor ac explicit as others; but it 

does exeraplify his unabashed treatraent of the subject. 

raay i feel said he 
(i'll squeal said she 
Just once said he) 
it's fun said she 

(may i touch said he 
how rauch said she 
a lot said he) 
v/hy not said she 

(let's go said he 
not too far said she 
what's too far said he 
where you are said she) 

raay i stay said he 
(v/hich v/ay said she 
Íike this said he 
if you kiss said she 

may i move said he 
is it love said she) 
if you're willinf^ said he 
(but you're killing said she 

but it's life said he 
but your wife said she 
nov; said he) 
ov/ said she 

^̂ "raay i feel said he," Number 16, no thanks, 1935; 
p. 288, Poems, 1923-1954 
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(tiptop said he 
don't stop said she 
oh no said he 
go slow said she 

(cccome?said he 
ummm said she) 
you're divine!said he 
(you are Mine said she) 

Part of Cummings' interest in low life also extends to 
1Q 

drunks. ̂  

a)glazed mind layed in a 
urinal 

howlessly and v;ithout v/hy 
(quite rainus ga l or 

pa l 

slightly too sick to rightly die) 
"gedup" 

the gentscoon coos 
gently:tug?g(ing intently it 

refuses. 
to r e fuse ; 

j u s t , l o o k ) i n g dead but not coraplete 
- l y no t (no t as look raen 

v;ho are turned to seera) 
" s t e t t i " 

and 
v / i l l be i sh fu l ly b u r s t i n g un-

e a t s wasvino i s s p a g h e t t i ( i 

Paraphrased, t h i s raight read: A "glazed raind," 

the head of a dmmk, r e s t ed q u i e t l y , "hov/lessly," vvithout 

any ques t i ons , in the " u r i n a l " of a men's room. Alone, 

"qu i t e rainuG ga l or p a l , " he v;as " s l i g h t l y too s ick to 

r i g h t l y d i e . " 

1 q 
•^"a)glazed raind layed in a , " Nuraber 4, no thanks , 

1935; p . 280, Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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"Get up," the gentleman's coon, "coos gently," 

tugging "it," him, intently. He, "it," "refuses to re-

fuse," and begins to rise. He juct looks dead, but "not 

complete / -ly" He does not look as dead raen look, raen 

who have been *'turned" from the living "is" to "seera." 

"Steady," says the coon. 

And our drunk "v/ill," slightly alive ("beish"-fully"), 

begin to burst forth v;ith vorait, "un-eats," with what v;as 

wine and what i_s spaghetti. 

This is not the raost aesthetic of poeras, but once 

the mind captures the picture, one cannot deny its realisra. 

Charles Horraan v;rites with reference to Curaraings* 

general scatology: 

No Thanks [ sic"̂i v;as published April 1, 1935, 
by S. A. Jaco' s at the Golden Eagle Press, 48 
Charlec Street in Greenv.lch Village. Tnere vvere 
three ecli-cions of tne book, all of them limited, 
includinf the trade edition. An advcrtisem.ent 
before Tjubl̂ ication stateã that there would be 
nine copies of a "nolorraph edition" priced at 
nincty-.ninc dollars; tnece v;ere quickly sub-
scribed. The subccribers v;ere assured that a 
poem in .nolograph, IIo. 44, would never be printed; 
hence tne auto<Trapn and unsigned editions have a 
blank page v/ncre this ;Doera should be, and there 
is a biank pare in thc Collected Poens oi 1938 
and in Pocrnc, 192 V^^^4. Tne poeru is perhaps 
the starkest exar.pio Oi' coprolory in English 
verse. It is saved i'i'cm complete coarseness by 
its logical structure and verve.'̂ O 

90 
^Norm.an, The Maric Maker, o. 194. 
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Writing in 1958, perhaps Norman was correct in his assess-

ment of the poera as *'stark coprology." To 1970*s sensi-

bilities the poem seems not nearly so "stark" as it certainly 

raust have been felt to be when Cummings v^ote it. It serves 

as an excellent example of rebellion against puritanical 

and Victorian standards, and is, as Norman suggests, still 

a good poem structurally and imaginatively. Moreover, it 

seems to anticipate a special trend in raodern art. As 

Monroe K. Spears in "The Nature of Modemisra" points out, 

the awe of Dionysus, revived by Nietzsche's Birth of Tragedy, 

is a viable force in modern art: "Nietasche restored 

Dionysus . . . to his true and av/esome importance. . . . 

In Dionysiac rapture and awe walls are broken down and the 

21 bonds betv/een man and betv/een man and nature are reforged." 

There is in the poem in question "̂  certainly something of 

Dionysus, his revelc, his v/orship, his povver vvhen "moun-

tains shake." 

the boys i mean are not refined 
they go vvith girls who buck and bite 
they do not give a fuck for luck 
thev hu.Tp them thirteen tiraes a night 

I.Ionroe X. Spears, Dionysus and the City (London; 
Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 35-3b. 

^^Blank page (p. 306) in Poems, 1923-1954. This 
copy from a holograph edition now at University of Texas 
at Austin. 
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one hangs a hat upon her tit 
one carves a cross in her behind 
they do not givc a shit for wit 
the boys i mean are not refined 

they come with girls who bite and buck 
who csmnot rcad and cannot write 
who laugh like they would fall apart 
and masturbate with dynamite 

the boys i mean are not refined 
they cannot chat of that and this 
they do not give a fart for art 
they kill like you v/ould take a piss 

they speak whatever*s on their mind 
they do whatever*s in their pants 
the boys i raean are not refined 
they shake the mountains when they dance 

The dialectical eraphasis in Curaraings' poeras is 

often eraployed in his rebellion against the state. Thus, 

in the follov.'ing poem Cumimingc uccc come rathcr picturecque 

23 imagery to lay the groundwork for hic final comraent: 

v/hy muct itself up every of a park 

anus ctick some quote statue unquote to 
prove that a hero equals any ,jerk 
v/ho v/as afraid to dare to answer "no"? 

quote citizens unquote might otherwise 
forget(to err is human;to forgive 
div ne)that if the quote state unquote says 
"kill" killing is an act of christian love. 

"Nothing" in 194 4 AD 

"can stand against the argument of mil 
itary necessity" (generalissimo e) 
and echo ansvverc "there ic no appeal 

^^"why must itself \xv every of a park," Number 38, 
XAIPE, 1950; p. 450, Poemc, '1923-1954. 
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from reason"(freud)—you pays your money and 

you doecn*t take your choice. Ain't freedom grand 

To paraphrase the poem: why must sorae "statue" 

stick up every park's anus to prove that a hero equals 

any jerk who was afraid to dare to answer *'no"? 

''citizens" might otherv.dse forget (to err is huraan; 

to forgive divine) that if the "state" says "kill" then 

killing is an act of Christian love. 

"Nothing" in 1944 AD "can stand against the argu-

raent of military necessity (says generalissimo e). And 

echo ansvvers back: "there is no appeal from reason" (freud).— 

In other vvords: "you pays your money and / you 

doesn't take your choice. Ain*t freedom grand[.]" 

Further, vvith respect to the state, his comments 

are not entirely localized. They sometiraes strike out in 

all directions. '^he following poera shows just hovv neatly, 

but not so sweetly, this type of attack can be accomplished: 
red-rag and pink-flag [Communistsl 
blacksnirt and brov.Ti [Fascistsl 
strut-mince and stink brag [I.Iiddle Class] 
have all come to tovm 

some like it shot [Communists] 
and some like it hung [Fascists] 
and somie like it in the tvvot 
nine months young [Middle Class] 

^^"red-rag and pink-flag," Number 11, 50 Poems, 1940; 
p. 357, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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The staunch middle class, "salt-of-the-earth" 

types, also come in for their share of the fun, or "un-

fun" depending on one's particular point of view, in the 

following treatment of v/hat might be called "fun on the 

farm":^^ 

the way to hurap a cow is not 
to get yourself a stool 
but draw a line around the spot 
and call it beautifool 

to multiply because and v;hy 
dividing thens by nov;s 
and adding and(i understand) 
is hovvs to hump a cows 

the v/ay to hump a cov; is not 
to elevate your tool 
but drop a penny in the slot 
and bellow like a bool 

to lay a wreath from ancient greath 
on inculated browc 
(while tOECinT boms at uncle toms) 
is hov/s to hump a cov/s 

the v.ay to hump a cov; is not 
to puch and then to pull 
but practicing the art of sv/ot 
to preach the golden rull 

Mankind's strurgle v;ith the concept of death has 

been timeless and univercal. He has alternately railed 

against it and accepted it. In this regard Cummings is 

soraev;hat of an exception. Although he sometimes rebels 

against the idea of death, his recognition of death's 

^^"the vvay to hump a cow is not," Number 14, 50 Poems, 
1940, p. 359, Poems, 192 3-1954. 
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inevitability is expressed in v/hat are actually transcen-

dental terms which never fully admit the fact of life-

into-death, but, rather, exhibit the concept of life-into-

life. Actually, this becomes a two-fold defiance. In one, 

he sneers in the face of death; in the other he negates 

death entirely. 

His well known poem "Buffalo Bill's" exeraplifies 

26 
his defiance of death: 

Buffalo Bill's 
defunct 

who used to 
ride a watersraooth-silver 

stallion 
and break onetwothreefourfive pigeonsjustlikethat 

Jesus 

he vvas a handcome raan 
and what i want to know is 

hov/ do you like your blueeyed boy 
Mister .Death 

"Buffalo Bill*s / defunct"—dead. He was looked 

up to, a hero "who used to / ride a v.'atersmooth-silver / 

stallion / and break onetwothreefourfive pigeonsjustlike-

that." He v/as not only a handsorae raan but an institution, 

a v/ay of life, as suggestcd by the term "defunct." Similar 

to the way a youngster might react to the death of an idol 

v/ith defiance and anger, the poet vvants to know, now, "how 

do you like your blueeycd boy / Mister Death"? In short, 

^^"Buffalo Bill's," Number VII, POKTPuAITS, "Tulips," 
Tulins and Chimneys, 1923; p. 50, Poems, 1923-1954. 
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if one caimot fight death, he can at least talk back; and, 

later, fortified with a growing confidence, one raay even 

begin to look upon death as a "loser." Cumraings expresses 

this latter sentiment in nuraerous poems. The example 

offered next is chosen for its simplicity and matter-of-

27 fact expression: 

death(having lost) put on his universe 
and yav\.ned:it lookc like rain 
(they've played for tiraelessness 
with chips of when) 
that's yours;i guess 
you'll have to loan rae pain 
to take the hearse, 
see you again. 

Love(having found)v/ound up such pretty toys 
as theraselves could not knovv: 
the earth tinily whirls; 
v/hile daiGiec grow 
(and boys and girls 
have whispered thus and so) 
and girls v/ith boys 
to bed will go, 

In a garae where the stakes are "tiraelessness" and 

the chips are "v/hen," death (uncapitalized) has been defeated 

by Lovc (capitalized). Death yawns, says that "it looks 

like rain," that "tiraelessness" belongs to love; "i guess / 

you'll have to loan rae pain," he says, "to take the hearse, / 

see you again." 

If death has "lost," then Love has "found" and "wound 

up such pretty toys / as theraselves could not know." These 

^'^"death(havinglost)put on his universe," Nuraber 66, 
no thanks, 1935; p. 324, Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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beautiful toys become, in effect, life and its wonderful 

progression. While the earth spins and "daisies grow" 

(and boys and girls 
have v/hispered thus and so) 
and girls v/ith boys 
to bed will go, 

life's continuance through Love will be assured. This 

attitude toward death provides sorae of Curaraings* raost re-

freshing poetry. 

A final aspcct of rebellion against death becoraes, 

however, finality itself; for if raan cannot alleviate the 

pressures of anxiety through rationalization, he raay try 

to deny the anguish as illustrated in the two poems im-

mediately above. If denial v/ill not v/ork, he raay try to 

narcotize it; this failing he raay try to avoid it through 

the ultiraate rebellion of suicide, turning for relief to 

the Freudian death vvish, the universal v;ish to die. 

Thom.as Hardy in the late iSOO's had intuited the 

coraing sense of despair and treats it in the suicide of 

little Father Tirae in Jude the Obscure. That Cummings, 

years later, shouid portray rebellion through suicide comes 

as no great surprise. 
pO 

The following poem is interesting in several ways. 

Not only does Cumraings interpret the death v/ish; he also 
pO 

"V/ill i ever forget that precarious moment?" Num-
ber X7JÍII, is 5, 1926; p. 187, Poems 1923-1954. 
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hits at almost every sour aspect of civilization condemned 

earlier. Cummings* treatment also exhibits a knowledge 

of the working of the mind through James*s stream of con-

sciousness technique, blending the rational with the ab-

surd. The fragmentation of man and society is hinted at 

by the reference to "atoras," and Freud's insistence of the 

importance of sex in the conscious-unconscious is also 

brought in. The poem is rich in a variety of raeanings, 

but predominant is the rebellion of self-destruction 

against a world of inconsequence and absurdity. V/hat hap-

pens in the situation in the poera happens in a split 

second, a "precarious raoraent"; v/hat are given, in effect, 

are thoce thougntc which are traditionally supposed to 

"flash" through one's raind just before death. That the 

thoughts are v;hat they are, presented as they are, reflect 

the irmer tensions and concerns of a relatively inforraed 

but highly disillusioned raodern man: 

V/ill i ever forget that precarious moraent? 

As i was standing on the third rail waiting for the 
next train to grind rae into liieless atoms various absurd 
thoughts slyly crept into my highly sexed mind. 

It seemed to me that i had first of all really made 
quite a mistake in bein̂ c: at all born, seeing that i v/as 
wifelecG and only half awake, cursed with pimples, 
correctly dressed, cleanchaven above the nombril, and 
much to ray actonishraent much irapreceed by having 
once noticed (ac an iniantile phenom.enon) George 
V/ashington almoct incompletely surrounded by v/ell-
drawn icec.akes beheld being too strong, in brief : an 
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American, if you understand that i mean what i say i 
believe my most intiraate friends would never have 
gathered. 

A collarbutton which had always not nothurt me not 
rauch and in the sarae place. 

Why according to toraorrow's paper the proletariat 
will not rise yesterday. 

Inexpressible itchings to be photographed v/ith Lord 
Rothermere playing v.lth Lord Kothermere billiards 
very well by moonlight with Lord Rotherraere. 

A crocodile eats a native, who in revenge beats it 
insensible with a banana, establishing raeanv/hile a re-
ligious cult based on consubstantial intangibility. 

Persorme ne m*airae et o*ai les raains froides. 

His Royal Highness said "peek-a-boo" and thirty 
tame fleas left the prettily erabroidered howdah ira-
raediately. 

Thumbprints of an angel named î rederick found 
on a lightning-rod, Boston, I.íass. 

such v/ere the not unhurried reflections to which my 
organ of iraperception r̂ave birth to '.vhich i should or-
dinarily have objected to wnich, considering the back-
ground, it is hardly surprisinT if anyone hardly should 
call exactly extraordinary. V/e refer, of course, to ray 
position. A bachelor incapable of occupation, he had 
long cuppressed the desire to suppress the suppressed 
desire of shall v/e say: Idleness, v/hile meaning its 
opposite? Notning could be clearer to all concerned 
than tnat i am not a policeman. 

Meanv.hile the tea regressed. 

Kipling again rl. G. V/ells, and Anatole Prance 
shook hands again and yet again shook again hands 
again, the former coachman v;ith a pipewrench of the 
again latter then opening a box of newly without 
exaggeration shot vvith some difficulty sardines. Mr. 
V/iggin took Mrs. Miggin's harm in ic, cxtinguishing 
the spittoon by a candle furnished by courtesy of the 
manageraent on Thursdays, opposite which a church 
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stood perfectly upright but not piano item: a water-
melon causes indigestion to V/illiam Cullen Longfel-
low's small negro son, Henry Wadsworth Bryant. 

By this time, hov/ever, the flight of crows had ceased. 
I withdrew my hands from the tennisracket. All was 
over. One brief convulsive octopus, and then our hero 
folded his umbrella. 

It seemed too beautiful. 

Let us perhaps excuse me if i repeat hiraself: these, 
or nearly these, were the not unpainful thoughts which 
occupied the sub,-ject of our attention;to speak even lecs 
objectively, i was horribly scared i would actually fall 
off the rail before the really train after all arrived. If 
i should have made this perfectly clear, it entirely v/ould 
have been not my fault. 

If Cummings hiraself ever conteraplated suicide, there 

are no documented stateraents to that effect. However, it 

would not be imprudent to say that there are probably few, 

if any, raodem raen v/ho at one time or another have not 

thought of suicide. Cummings may or rr.ay not be reflected 

in the narrator of the preceding poem. The use of the lower 

case "i," the reference to the limbrella, the sentiraents 

expresced by the "hero" coupled vvith the subject m.atter he 

comments upon—all tend to suggest that he might be Cummings. 
pq 

In the following poem ^ the suggestion that Cumraings 

is speaking of himself is even more apparent. Cummings v/as 

interected in rosec, spring, cloudc, the moon, reality; he 

v/as blond; he had beautiful hands. The point is important 

^^"in a middle of a room," Nuraber XXIX, W[ViVa\ 
1931; p. 243, Poeras, 1923-1954. 
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only in that if Curaraings is indeed placing hiraself in the 

narrator's position, then he is not only expressing the 

sense of despair he intuited about him; he is also express-

ing his own despair and rcbellion against a situation 

wherein the question of appearance and reality becomes 

unbearable: 

in a raiddle of a room 
stands a suicide 
sniffing a Paper rose 
smiling to a self 

"somewhere it is Spring and sometiraes 
people are in real:iraagine 
somewhere real flov;ers,but 
I can't iraagine real flowers for if I 

could,they vvould soraehov/ 
not Be real" 
(so he smiles 
smiling) "but I will not 

everyv/nere be real to 
you in a miOraent" 
The is blond 
with small hands 

"& everything ic eacier 
than I had guecsed everything would 
be;even remembering the way wno 
looked at vvhom first ,anyhov; dancing" 

(a raoon sv.'iras out of a cloud 
a clock strikes raidnight 
a finger pulls a trirrer 
a bird flies into a rairror) 

A potential suicide stands in the midst of a room 

"sniffing a Paper rose" vvhile looking into a mirror. He 

smiles to himself and thinks, "somewhere," not here, "it 
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is spring." He continues thinking, "soraetiraes / people 

are in real"—that is, there are cometiraes real people in 

a real v/orld. "Imagine," he thinks, "soraevvhere real flowers." 

He, however, cannot iraagine "real flowerc" because, he con-

templates, "if I / could, they would soraehow not be real." 

The capitalized "I" and the reference to "a self" indicate, 

for Cummings, the inward-tumed egocentric nature of raan 

£Lnd his inability to exist in a "real" world. 

The narrator continues his reverie srailing; his 

image srailes back, and he says to hiraself, "but I will 

not / everywhere be real to you in a raoraent." 

The coraraentary "The is blond / with sraall hands" 

adds co.T.plexity and cnrichcG thc poem, for it is apparent 

at this juncture that the poem is operating on two levels. 

The basic theme of suicide is also being overlaid Vvith 

commentary upon appearance and reality. The suicide could 

be a blond with sraall hands—perhaps Curaraings hiraself; or, 

since v/e are dealing v/itn appearance and reality, the sui-

cide lookinr into the rairror could be a dark, shaggy raan 

with coarse hands, seeiní: his alter-ego in the mirror as 

something beautiful and fine. 

Speakinx^ to his mirrored self, the narrator com-

raents that "everything is easier ^ than I had guessed 

everything v/ould / be," or suicide is not so hard even 
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when he remerabers "the way who / looked at v/hom first; 

anyhow dancing." At this point the suicide is speaking 

of himself (who) and his image (whom) wondering who 

actually looked at whom first, "dancing" representing 

the alternating flow through the mirror frora reality to 

unreality. There is confusion about what is real. 

Pinally, 

(a moon swiras out of a cloud 
a clock strikes raidnight 
a finger pulls a trigger 
a bird flies into a rairror)[.] 

The act has been corapleted; the destruction of self has 

been accoraplished. In the bitterly ironic last line a 

bird, the soul, becoraec the mirror image of itself; and 

reality and unreality becorae, only through death, unity. 

The discrepancy between appearance and reality 

has long occupied man in his quest for understanding. That 

the solution involved resides in self-destruction is typical 

of the Age of .Anxiety and provides a grim but fitting climax 

to this discuscion of the traits peculiar to our age. 



PART THREE: CUMMINGS AS A MODERN AMEKICAN POET 

The Affirmative Synthesis 

The corpus of E. E. Curarairígs' poetry stands as 

a reflection of the age in which he lived and wrote. That 

age, sadly enough, is, in Henry Adams' terra, a "raulti-

verse"—with all of its forces dissipated by continual 

disintegration of feeling and thought. Of the source of 

Adams' epithet, his Education of Henry Adaras, Kobert Spiller 

has reraarked: 

The Education was vvritten for the young m.en v/ho 
raight perhapc learn a riper vvicdora from the ex-
perience oi this forgotten historian. If xhey 
were to discover the nev; law of history that 
v/ould make it a science, they must understand 
their ov.n time and extract from it a vvorking 
generalization. All that the physicists them-
selves could offer vvas a mac.nine, exnibited at 
the Chicago Fair in 1893, vvhich could generate 
power forever, but vvhich, if one vvere to believe 
Lord Kelvin, vvas merely extracting energy irom 
matter in order to dissipate it. The Dynamo 
offered a kind of unity, but it vvas the unity of 
disintegration.1 

The Dĵ mamo becam.e Adams' symbol for modernity and 

its attendant depletion of cpiritual and humanistic forces; 

1 
Spiller, Cycle of American Literature, p. 153. 
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and in the later twentieth century, the validity of frag-

raentation must be admitted. Man in the twentieth century 

has become more and more a creature who, through unre-

lenting pressure to—at one and the same time—conforra 

and remain individualistic, has become alienated, cynical, 

and frustratcd; and the outward violence and rebellion 

characteristic of this century confirra the inner turraoil. 

It is reasonable to assume that in all times raen have, in 

varying degrees, "led lives of quiet desperation," but, 

in this century—to quote Karl Jaspers— 

dread attaches itself to everything. All uncer-
tainties are tinged by it unless we succeed in 
forgetting it. Care raakes us unable to protect 
our lives adequately. The cruelties that used to 
abound cvcrywhcre v.lthout rcmark are lcss frequent 
than of yore, but v;e have become aware of those 
that remain and tney seem more terrible tnan ever. 
He vvho vvants to keep himself alive must strain 
his labour povver to the ut.most; must work unrest-
ingly, and subject to ever more intensive com-
pulsion. Every one knovvs that a man v.ho is left 
benind in tne race v;ill lall and remain imtended; 
and he 'wno has passed the age of forty feels that 
the vvorld has no longer any use lor him.^ 

If these statements truly characterize contemporary 

history, there is no doubt that in the area of sensibility 

E. E. Cu.mmingc v/as attuncd to his times. As has been shov.n, 

examples of alienation, cynical and bitter outbursts abound 

in his verse; and throughout it may be sensed the frustration 

^Jaspers, Man in the Modern Age, pp. 63-64. 
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that enervates, the frustration which results in rebellion. 

In this respect John Arthos acutely observes: 

Other creatures may exist somehow; they act, 
but they act meaninglessly, out oi no central 
peace and v/ith no valid plan for their enrich-
ment in generosity and kindness and affection. 
They have no talent for developing the decent 
approval of what ic peculiarly human, tender-
ness and sadness. Every negative prefix, every 
qualifying adjective and advcrb Cummings can 
find is used to describe these living dead; they 
are thc unmen, unthinking, unfeeling, ungod; they 
are made of perhaps and alraost and if.3 

Cumraings' poetry rairrors the coraplexity, the ten-

sions, the ugliness of twentieth century life. That the 

image is so accurate is unpleasant, but an irapact is begin-

ning to be made by the truth of his perception; and—in 

the 1970'c at "I east—an imderstanding is emerging regard-

ing the "whys" of the violence and despair that raarked 

the first half of this century. Once again, thoughtful 

critics corae to recognize the validity of the intuitive 

force of the iraportant artist and to agree v/ith George 

Bemard Shav/*s stateraent in the preface to Arras and the 

Man that— 

Long before any such underctandin^r oi yesterday 
the eyes of ::.en bê '̂ in to turn tov;ard the distant 
llf'ht oi' the new are, Diccernibie at first only 
by the eyec of the man of reniuc, it must be 
focucccd by him on the cpeculum of a vvork of art, 
and flached back from that into the eyes of the 

^John Arthos, "The Poetry of E. E. Cummings," 
American Literature, XIV (1943), 388. 
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coraraon raan. Nay, the artist hiracelf has no 
other way of making himsclf conccious of the 
ray: it is by a blind instinct that he keeps 
on building up his masterpieces until their 
pinnacles catch the glint of the unrisen sun.^ 

In the light of this truth the stature of Curaraings* poetry, 

in its acuteness as an accurate portrayal of his age, is 

assured. 

In a very acute way Curaraings* life and art con-

stitute, as it were, a Hegelian dialectic of thesis, anti-

thesis, and synthesis. Cumraings* thesis is that the 

tv/entieth century is destitute. Yet there is in his pri-

vate views an ambivalence v/ith respect to his attitude 

toward commercialisra and the business world that intiraates 

an implicit antithesis. In his poetry he satirizec buci-

ness and progress, yet can say in personal conversation 

that he adraires box raakers and despises poets. He hated 

v.'ar, yet he struck out at Araerica when she did not inter-

vene in the Hungarian crisis. He seeraed even to hate 

America, though Charles Norman obccrved in 1961 that when-

ever Cumraings returned frora Europe he v;as "raore of a 

Chauvinist, a regionalist even, and it was Araerican virtues 

he praiced."^ Such a paradox euggectc both the complexity 

^G. B. Shaw, ComDlete Playe with Prefaces (New 
York: Dodd-I.iead, 1962), III, p. 111. 

^Norman, Magic Maker, p. 237. 
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of an age where antithetical values may exist side by 

side and the coraplexity inherent in Cummings* ov/n personal 

attitudes, which could produce it.] 

Joseph Satin in The Humanities Handbook suggests 

that the twentieth century, predominently an Age of Anxi-

ety, is rapidly approaching a crossroads "from which one 

road leads to a depersonalizing civilization saddled with 

anxiety, the other tov/ard an unknovm synthesis." "The 

great events of and contributions to raodern culture," he 

continues, "all entail heroic synthesis, and these suggest 

that instead of living in walled-off, corapartmented worlds 

it is possible to live in complex, integrated ones." Satin 

observes, finally, that whereas syntheses in other ages 

have consisted of coraplex patterns raade of simple elements 

that synthesic in a complex age such as the present might 

possibly derive from the application of simplicity: "per-

haps v/e in another such age can make a siraple pattern out 

of raodem complexity."'^ The synthesis offered by Cummings' 

v/ork perhaps v.'ould not deserve the epithet "heroic synthe-

sis"; but a s^mthesis is offered nevertheless that is both 

valid and affirmative: namely a return to the well-springs 

of raan's humanity, to the illimitability of the pristine 

^Joseph Satin, Part I: The Humanities Handbook 
(Nev/ York: Holt, liinehart and V/inston, Inc., 1969), pp. 
494-495. 
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self, unspoiled by the sordidness of a mass society and a 

raass psyche. Theodore Spencer has observed of Cumraings: 

There is no doubt about what Mr. Cumraings 
stands for. He has said it again and again. 
He is for the individual human being against 
raechanical regimentation, for the living Now— 
in flower, bird, mountain and man. . . . He 
hates standardization, comraunism, all planning 
and ordering that kills the sensuous and emo-
tional awareness by which all people are kept 
alive. . . . 
Like Plotinus, like Eraerson, to v;hose tradi-

tion he essentially belongs, he thinks of evil 
as "not being"; negation. And against this not 
being, which is continually being created and 
enforced by govemraents, political ideologists, 
race groups and advertising agencies, Curaraings 
wavcs his gay delightful banner of individual 
joy.7 

That joy is epitoraized, significantly, in the final offer-

ing in Poems, 1923-1954 in a poem in which the new moon 

in the perfection of its working toward maturity is called 

upon to teach the poet "the keen / illimitable secret of 

begin," even as the vvorld, tlie "clumsey some ,/ dull 

cowardice," is in the verge of vanishing into the obscurity 

of the night: 

lurainous tendril of celestial wish 

(whying dirainutive brifTÍit deatnlessness 
to these my not themcelvcs believing eyes 
adventuring,enormouc nowhere from) 

qucrying affirmation;virginal 

^Theodore Spencer, "Technique of Joy: Observationí 
On the Poetry of E."E. Cummings," Harvard Wake, No. 5 
(Spring, 1946). "The Cummings Number." 
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imraediacy of precision:more 
and perfectly more moct ethereal 
silencc through twilight's raystery raade flesh— 

dreamslender exquisite white firstful flarae 

—new moon!as (by the miracle of your 
sweet innocence refuted)clurasey sorae 
dull cowardice called a world vanishes, 

teach disappearing also rae the keen 
illimitable secret of begin 
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APPENDIX 

Poems, 1923-1954 

SELECTIVE CLASSIFICATION 

The poems listed in the appendix represent a 

general classification under the characteristics of the 

Age of Anxiety as discussed in the preceding text. Be-

cause of the number of poeras reprecented in Poeras, 1923-1954 

(some 602 of them), selection for inclusion in this appendix 

is based on those iteras which exliibit, predorainantly, the 

characteristic under which they are classified. Sorae poeras, 

for example, embody a combination of characteristics, and 

a nuraber of these have been excluded; however, those poeras 

which seera to corabine all four characteristics are listed. 

The classification is, understandably, subjective in many 

instances; it is believer , hc.vever, that such an attempt 

v/ill prove v/orthwnile vith respect to enhancing an apprecia-

tion of Cu.T..min£-s' sensibility and its particular reactions 

to the Angst of hir age. 
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A. POEMS OF ALIENATION 

FIRST LINES PAGE 

Doll's boy's asleep 13 

the hours rise up putting off stars and it is 42 

it may not alv;ays be so; and i say 61 

god gloats upon Her stunning flesh. Upon 61 

a wind has blown the rain away and blov/n 63 

a connotation of infinity 63 

yours is the music for no instrument 65 

notice the con\ailsed orange inch of moon 67 

at the ferocious ohenomenon of 5 o'clock i find 

myself ' 149 

ITEM 175 

Among 199 

it is v/inter a mraon in the afternoon 200 

i ara a begger always 214 

our touching hearts slenderly comprehend 219 

there are six doors 225 

myself ,v;alking in Dragon st 226 

a 230 
in a middle of a room 243 

175 
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i met a man under the moon 256 

when hair falls off and eyes blur And 258 

a clown's srairk in the skull of a baboon 259 

nothing is more exactly terrible than 269 

o 289 

little joe gould has lost his teeth and doesn't 

know where 294 

raost(people 295 

conceive a man should he have anything 300 

a football with white eyebrows the 334 

this little bride and groora are 337 

anyone lived in a pretty hov/ tov.n 370 

possibly thrice we rlirapsed 434 

so many selves(co raany fiends and gods 435 

tw 435 

this is a rubbish of human rind 455 

no tirae ago 455 
blue the triangular wh/ 467 



B. CYNICAL POEMS 

FIRST LINES PAGE 

the bigness of cannon 39 

between nose-red gross 46 

i walked the boulevard 47 

the young 47 

the Csunbridge ladies who live in fumished souls 58 

ladies and gentlemen this little girl 59 

"kitty". sixteen, 5'1", white, prostitute 59 

v/hen thou hast taken thy last applause, and v/hen 60 
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cruelty of roses 83 

inthe,exquisite 84 

being 85 

Babylon slira 85 

the waddling 86 

raise the shade 88 

Cleopatra built 88 

here is little Effie's head 95 

her 96 

little ladies raore 97 

the bed is not very big 106 

177 
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únnoticed woman from whose kind large flesh 111 

of this wilting v/all the color drub 112 

my girl's tall with long hard eyes 114 

life boosts herself rapidly at me 116 

if i should sleep with a lady called death 121 

a blue woman with sticking out breasts hanging 125 

the skinny voice 145 

as usual i did not find hira in cafes, the raore 

dissolute 146 

Humanity i love you 151 

earth like a tipsy 151 

POEM, OK BEAUTY HUKTS Mli. VINAL 167 

curtains part) 169 

yonder deadfromtheneckup graduate of a 170 

listen my children and you 171 

nobody loces ali tne tirr.e 173 
now dis "daughtcr" uv eve(vho ain't precisely 

slim)Gin 174 

(and i iraagine 174 

i t r e a l l y must 175 

IKEY(GOLDBSKG)'S V/O^TÍi T'I.I 176 

t h i s young q u e s t i o n mark man 177 

rar youse n e e d n ' t be so spry 177 

she b e i n g Brand 178 
s l i g h t l y be fo re the raiddle of Congressman Pudd 179 



179 

my uncle 181 

than(by yon sunset's wintry glov/ I8l 

MEMOlíABILIA I83 

the evangelist I85 

(ponder darling,these busted statues 186 

the season tis, my lovely lambs, I9I 

opening of the chambers close I92 

"next to of course god araerica i I93 

its jolly 193 

look at this) 194 

first Jock he I94 

lis 195 

come, gaze v.lth .iie upon this dom.e 195 

my sv/eet old etcetera 197 

now that fierce fe-.v I98 

candles and 201 

remarked Robinson Jefferson 232 

"Gay" is the captivatin/ cognomen of a Young 
Woman of ' 236 

but granted that it'.̂  nothing paradoxically 

enough beyond 238 

the first president to be loved by his 242 

i sing of Olaf glad and big 244 

exit a kind of unkindness exit 282 
the( 283 
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0 pr 284 

IN) 292 

when muckers pimps and tratesraen 292 

he does not have to feel because he thinks 292 

"let's start a magacine 293 

what does little Emest croon 294 

kumrads die because they're told 296 

out of a superraetaraathical subpreincestures 304 

kind 333 

my specialty is living said 339 

The Mind's( 339 

hanged 341 

economic secu 341 

bev/are bevvare bev.are 342 

flotsam and jetsa.m 354 

the Noster vvas a ship of s/ank 356 

proud of his scientific jttitude 359 

there are possibly 2|- or irapossibly 3 369 

it's over a (see juct 390 

of all the blessinys which to raan 390 

squints a blond 391 

my(his from. daughter's raother's zero mind 392 

ygUDuh 393 

applaws) 393 
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a salesman is an it that stinks Excuse 394 

a politician is an arse upon 394 

mr. u will not be missed 394 

it was a goodly co 395 

plato told 396 

pity this busy monster,manunkind 397 

when god decided to invent 404 

dying is fine)but Death 431 

when serpents bargain for the right to squirra 441 

three wealthy sisters swore they'd never part: 442 

infinite jukethrob sraoke & swallow to dis 446 

P is for foctus(a 449 

why must itself up every of a park 450 

open his head,baby 451 

i*m 451 

neither av/ake 452 

o to be in finland 452 

v/here's Jack V.as 453 

a kike is the raost d.-ngerous 454 

if(touched by love's ov/n secret)we, like horaing 461 



C. POEMS OF FRUSTRATION 

FIRST LINES PAGE 

at the head of this street a gasping organ is 

waving moth- 56 

it really must I75 

oDE 179 

the season is my lovely larabs I9I 

opening the chambers close 192 

look at this) 194 

will out of this kindness of their hearts a fev/ 

philosophers 202 

if being morticed v/itii a dream 205 

there are six doors 225 

silent unday by silently not night 310 

Jehova buried, Satan dead 314 

(of Ever-Ever Land i speAk 335 

if you can*t eat you got to 353 

162 



D. POEMS OF REBELLION 

PIRST LINES PAGE 

Doll's boy's asleep 13 

v/hen god lets my body be 13 

of exident invisibles 45 

Buffalo Bill's 50 

goodby Betty, don't reraember rae 58 

"kitty". sixteen, 5*1", white, prostitute 59 

ray love is building a building 65 

windows go orange in the slowly 73 

niverly is a flûvver 74 

i v\ras sitting in racsorley's. outside it was New 78 

ray eyes are fond of the east side 81 

raise thc shade 88 

her 96 

0 It*s Nice To Get Up In, the slipshod mucous kiss 104 

my strength becoming wictful in a glib 104 

the dirty colourc of her kice have just 105 

light cursed faliing in a singular block 106 

the bed is not very big 106 

the poem her belly marched through me as 107 

183 
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nn araiable putrescence carpenters 108 

her careful distinct sex whose sharp lips comb 108 

irreproachable ladies firraly lewd 109 

nearer:breath of my breath:take not thy tingiing 110 

god pity me whom(god distinctly has) 110 

even a pencil has fear to 111 

she sits dropping on a caret of clenched arras 112 

of this wilting wall the color drub 112 

whereas by dark really released, the raodern 113 

my girl*s tall with hard long eyes 114 

in raaking Marjorie god hurried 114 

Dick Mid's large bluish face without eyebrows 114 

twentyseven buras give a proctitute the once 115 

i have loved, let us see if that's all 117 

utterly and amusingly i am pash 118 

my naked lady framed 122 

upon the roora's 123 

(the phonograph's voice like a keen spider skipping 124 

-G 0 N splashes-sink 126 

my sonnet is A li/ht goes on in 127 

when you went av/?iy it was morning 128 

i like my body when it is with your 129 

when life is quite through with 134 

V/here's Madge then, 135 
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when my sensational moments are no more 156 

when i am in Boston, I do not speak 158 

will suddenly trees leap from winter and v/ill 159 

a fragrant sag of fruit distinctly grouped 159 

Jimraie'G got a goil 170 

death is raore than 172 

Will i ever forget that precarious raoraent? 187 

life hurl my 190 

but if i should say 207 

oil tel duh v/oil doi sez 224 

the surely 224 

but mr can you maybe listen there*s 226 

y is a WELL KNOV/N ATHLETE*S BKIDE 228 

thethe 230 

poor But TerFLY 232 

well)here*s looking at ourselves 234 

tell me not how electricity or 235 

FULL SPEED ASTEKN) 235 

helves surling out of eakspeasies per(reel)hop 
singly 238 

buncha hardboil {luys from duh A.C. fulla 239 

frora the cognoccenti 240 

ohld song 241 

serene iraraediate s i l l i e s t and whose 242 

i n the raiddle of a roora 243 
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i sing of Olaf glad and big 244 

irmerly 246 

don't cries to please my 247 

how 249 

n(o)w 250 

An(fragrance)Of 251 

thou 251 

twi- 252 

structure,miraculous challenge,devout ara 252 

when rain whora fear 256 

come a little further—v/hy be afraid— 257 

a light Out 258 

breath v/ith me this fear 261 

itera:is 266 

mOOn Over tOv.ns raOOn 277 

a)glazed mind layed in a 280 

i 280 

opr 284 

r-p-o-p-h-e-s-s-a-g-r 286 

v/hy v/hy 286 

one noncufficiently inunderctood 287 

may i feel said he 288 

this little 290 

who before dying deraands not rebirth 290 



167 

go(perpe)go . 291 

this(that 293 

does yesterday*s perfection seem not quite 296 

numb(and 297 

e r a p t i e d . h i l l s . l i s t e n 298 

snov/)says! Says 298 

SNOW 301 

a s i f as 302 

theys sO a l i v e 305 

[Blank page] 3O6 

onduraonde" 308 

f l o a t f l o a t f l o f l f 309 

v/hat a proud dreamhorse p u l l i n g (smoouhloomingly 
through 313 

we)under)over,the thing of floating OF 321 

birds( 322 

Do. 322 

if night * s mostness(and v.̂hom did merely day 323 

death (having lost) put on his universe 324 

reason let others give and realness bring— 325 

brlght 326 

morsel miraculouc and meaninglecc 326 

a football with v;hite eyebrowc the 334 

only ac v;nat(out of a flophouce)floatc 342 

muct bein^ shall 343 
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the people who 344 

^l 352 

nobody loved this 353 

raoan 355 

spoke joe to jack 357 

red rag and pink flag 357 

the way to hurap a cow is not 359 

)when what hugs stopping earth thou silent is 361 

youful 361 

harder perhaps than a newengland bed 363 

nouns to nouns 365 

not tirae*s how (anchored in v;hat mountaining roots 371 

you which could grin three smiles into a dead 375 

air, 382 

enters give 382 

nonsun blob a 389 

v/hen you are silent, shining host by guest 400 

what over and which imder 403 

a- 407 

nothing false and possible is love 409 

how 414 

these(vvhom;pretends 416 

i t h i n k you l i k e " 416 

so i s n ' t sraal l one l i t t l e s t vvhy, 419 
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or who and who 434 

out of raore find thou seeks 436 

hair your a brook 437 

snow raeans that 445 

quick i the death of thing 449 

why must itself up every of a park 450 

to start,to hesitate; to stop 456 

a like a 458 

after screamgroa 459 

the of an it ignoblest he 463 

love our so right 465 

blue the triangular why 467 



POEMS EXHIBITING SOME OF ALL CHARACTEKISTICS 

PIRST LINES PAGE 

the 44 

Liz 165 

Mame 165 

Gert 166 

Mari 166 

Pran I67 

POEr.l, OR BEAUTY HURTS røi. VINAL 167 

Workingman v/ith hand so hairy-sturdy 169 

ITEî.i 175 

? 176 

oDE 179 

Y.'ill i ever for^et that precarious moment 187 

Voices to voices, lip to lip 189 

16 heures 196 

Space being(don't forget to remeraber)Curved 227 

Jehova buried, Satan dead 314 

(of Ever-Ever Land i speak 335 

190 


